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Introduction. 
When Magic: The Gathering was first introduced in August 1993, we were all beginners. We misund 1 
stood some of the rules, but we managed. I won a small tournament the same weekend that I saw m 
first Magic cards. I was playing a red/green deck in what we would now call he “kitchen sink” s sty 
built after splurging a whole $30 or so on cards and trading a lot. o 

The game of Magic has come a long way since then. In some ways, it’s easier now for. a 
beginner to get started. We have Quick Start sets, frequently-asked-question lists, and plenty of 
experienced players willing to teach newcomers the rules. Stores have plenty of cards for sale, anit we 
have lists of all the cards and their rarities to help keep us from accidentally making a lopsided trade. 

In other ways, though, things are harder for today’s beginners. Over the few years that Magic. 
has been around, the top-level players have built up a combined total equal to.tens or even hundreds 
of man-years of full-time devoted study of the game. This knowledge has been shared through 
personal contact, books, magazines, and the Internet, rapidly advancing the level of competition. The 
chances of a new player being able to learn the game in one weekend, build a deck from $30 worth of 
cards, and win a tournament with it are slim to none. In fact, a lot of tournaments these days are so. 
formal and structured, and the competition so tough, that most beginning players are too intimidated 
to even consider entering. ; 

This book was written for the beginning player who’s trying to move past beginnerhood. It’s ~ 
not for the complete novice; we won't be explaining the phases of the turn, or how to cast a spell, or : 
that damage to creatures doesn’t carry over from turn to turn. This book will help players who have _ 
learned the basic rules of the game but are baffled or overwhelmed by the strategy aspects. : 

As you move through the chapters, you'll learn about building decks and general play | 
strategy. After that, we'll take five of the most common deck themes and analyze each one in detail, > 
going over how to build a deck of that type and some specific strategies to keep in mind when playing — 
it. Then we'll discuss tips, tricks, and combinations to use with some popular and not-so-popular cards. © 
We'll finish up with an overview of some of the variations to the basic game which you'll probably 
encounter, including Magic tournaments, league play, and rules for multiplayer, sealed deck, and 
drafting. At the end of the book, you'll find a complete list of the Fifth Edition cards and a glossary of 
Magic jargon and slang. is 

SPECIAL NOTES: Since this book is designed for folks who have just recently come into the game, all 

of the examples use only cards from the most recent printing of the basic Magic: The Gathering set, . 

called Fifth Edition. In a few places, we'll make side comments about some older or out-of-print cards; 

these are marked with a Lotus icon, like this: % | 

Also, most of the book is oriented toward regular informal play. When we have a note that applies 

specifically to tournaments, it te be marked with the: se loge ike this: Aqw® 

The Duelists’ Convocation International, or DCI, is the tou n of Wizards of the Coast. 

The DCI maintains a set of t tournament rules and standards, m any area can play ina — 

DCI-sanctioned tournar nt : : he rules a % 
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Figure 1.1. Red 
specializes in dam- 
age and destruction. 
These are only a 

- few of the spells 
a red mage can use 

__ to blow things up. 

begin by describing the specialties and weaknesses of each of the colors 
in Magic. Next, we'll cover some common misconceptions that beginning 

players often fall victim to when building decks. After that, we’ll start from 
the viewpoint of a player who’s purchased a starter deck or two and a few 

I: this chapter, we'll go over some rules of thumb for deck building. We'll 

booster packs and discuss how to build the best deck from a limited card 
_ supply. Then we'll talk about how you can gradually improve that initial 

deck as you buy more cards or trade with your friends. Finally, we’ll discuss 
some guidelines for designing decks from scratch when you aren’t limited to 
just a few cards. 

DECK BUILDING 
Incinerate 3 OA. Fireball Le Colors 

Each of the five colors 
in Magic has some 
things it does very 
well and other things 
it does poorly or not 
at all. Keeping these 
specialties in mind 
will help a lot when 
you're building a 
deck. 

Red 
Red specializes in direct or mass damage, 

random effects, and hordes of goblins and orcs. 

It also has a number of good flying creatures, 
especially large ones. Red has good artifact 
destruction, and more ways to blast creatures 

into oblivion than you can shake a stick at 
(figure 1.1). Red’s Jokulhaups is the biggest 
“reset button” of all. Red’s one glaring 
weakness is that it has no direct way to deal 
with enchantments. 



Green 

Green is the color of nature. Green’s specialties 
are creatures, fast mana, and more creatures. It is 

not a subtle color. Green’s creatures tend to be 

slightly less expensive than other colors’ creatures 
of the same power. This, combined with its 
mana-producing or land-fetching effects (figure 
1.2), allows green to get medium to large crea- 
tures into play frighteningly quickly. Green has a 
few removal spells, but is not well suited to a 
reactive style of deck. 

Figure 1.2. One of 
green’s specialties is 
fast mana. Using cards 
like these, a green 

mage can sometimes 
have six mana by turn 
three; enough to cast a 
Craw Wurm! 

Nature's Lore 

Blue 
Blue is the color of meta- 
magic. It specializes in 
countering, controlling, or 
changing the opponent's 
spells and permanents 
(figure 1.3). Most “reactive | 
decks”—see the later sec- [Mita 
tion on deck types—have 
blue as one of their colors. 
Blue has relatively few 
creatures,and most of _ [ing 
them aren’t terribly = 
impressive, so it’s not as often used in creature- 

strategies. However, some decks featuring blue’s 
medium-sized flying creatures, or small creatures 
with Unstable Mutations, do quite well. 

Counterspell 

Llanowar Elves 

Binding, Grasp 

! During you pkeep, pay 1 @ or bury | 
' Binding Grasp. j 

Gain control of enchanted creature. © 
, That creature gets +0/+1. 

» “What I want, I take.” 
—Gustha Ebbasdotter, | 

j 

Interrupt 

Change the text of target permanent 
| or spell by replacing all instances 
, of one color word with another. 
| (For example, you may change 
) “nongreen creature” to “nonred 
» creature.” If this spell targets a 
| permanent, play it as an instant.) 

il 
19 
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Figure 1.3. Blue is 
the color of meta- 
magic. Blue mages 
have a variety of 
ways to mess with 
the opponent’s spells 
and permanents— _. 
three of the most — 
popular are shown 
here. 
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Dark Ritual Necropotence 

Drain Life 

Figure 1.5. Black is the 
color of death, which 
covers a lot of ground. 
Shown here are some of 

\Black’s most powerful 

spells. 

Destroy target artifact or enchantment. | 

White 
White specializes in defense, healing, and small, 
fast, dangerous creatures. It has spells to get rid 
of every type of permanent. Two of the best 
“reset button” spells, Armageddon and Wrath of 
God, are white, and so is Disenchant (figure 1.4). 

Many decks include a white component just for 
those spells. White also features the Blinking 
Spirit, one of the most annoying creatures in 
Magic. White has few large creatures, and no 
direct or continual damage. 

Figure 1.4. White has 
the best defensive 
spells, but anyone who 
thinks white is only 
defensive has a lot to 
learn. Three of the best 
destructive spells in 
Magic, shown here, 

' are white. 
Bury all creatures. 

si Ri nr ti oO a II nm a 

Black 
Black represents death. It specializes in creature 
destruction, forced discards, small, fast, dangerous 

creatures, and creatures with unpleasant side 

effects or upkeep costs. Most of black’s creatures 
other than the Knights tend to be more expen- 
sive than other colors, but many of them have 
good special abilities to make up for this. Black 
also has Dark Ritual, allowing it to get an expensive 
creature into play quickly with a lucky draw. 
Necropotence gives black the most card-drawing 
capability of any color, and Drain Life combines 
direct damage with life gain (figure 1.5). Black 
has almost no ways to get rid of enchantments or 
artifacts. 

Artifacts 
Artifacts are not a color. Artifact spells can be 
cast using any color of mana, so they fit into any 
deck. Artifacts have no particular specialties, and 
not much can be said about them in general. 
Some artifacts duplicate effects that are available 
with cards of a specific color. These are always 
more expensive to use than the color cards they 

i ey Es 



Rod of Ruin 

replace, but may be 

worth including in 
preference to trying to 
add another color to a 
deck (figure 1.6). Others 
create unique effects, 
different from any 
colored spells. Artifact 
creatures tend to be a 
little more expensive 
than regular creatures, 
but the advantage of being able to cast them 
using any type of mana balances this out. 

Artifact 

3, &: Rod of Ruin deals 1 damage 
| to target creature or player. 

us, Christopher Rush 
LOE ah Ol Rb Cami Gc AUP elie weaned 

Deck Construction Misconceptions 
When looking at decks built by beginning play- 
ers, and talking to them about why they chose 
the cards they did, we see some of the same 

mistakes occurring over and over. Ideas about 
which cards are best or about how to build a 
good deck spread from player to player, and are 
soon taken for granted. Often, a player teaching a 
new friend to play will pass these rules of thumb 
along. In this section, we'll take seven of these 
common myths of deck construction and talk 
about why they’re not necessarily true, even if 
they seem logical. 

MYTH: “The more cards, the better” 

Beginning players often show up with decks so 
large that they can barely even be shuffled. Every 
new card they obtain goes straight into the deck. 
And take cards out? Unthinkable! Every one of 
those cards is precious, and essential to the deck. 
Never mind that a dozen games go by without 
even seeing half the cards. 

Playing a super-large deck can be entertaining, 
but it can also be an exercise in frustration. — 
Smaller decks are much more predictable and 
consistent. If you’re deep into a duel and you — 
need to draw one particular card to win, your 
odds of drawing it are much better if you.have 
only thirty cards left in your dibrary than if you 
have ninety. Similarly, if you’ve designed your 
deck around combinations of cards that work 
well together, you'll have a much better chance Ofes = 

time in a smaller dec 
deck has a far lower | 

BASIC DECK BUILDING 
Amulet of Kroog, 

Artifact 

2, 9: Prevent 1 damage to any creature 
or player. 

Among the first allies Urza gained were 
| the people of Kroog. As a sign of friendship, 
| Urza gave the healers of the city potent 
| amulets; afterwards, thousands journeyed 
| to Kroog in hope of healing. 

igs: Margaret Organ-isean 
(CESAR WR ita ede 8 Ree Read Ee ZAR ne Rr eG 

Picite 1.6. APF. 
have.no color, so they ) 

_ fit into-any deck. Some, 
such as the ones shown. 
here, duplicate effects 
available from colored 
-spells—others are 
unique. ) 

&: Add to your mana pool one mana 
of any type that any opponent’s lands 

-can produce. Play this ability as a 
mana source. 

Throw stones, and throw away the world. 
—Dwarven proverb 

IMas; Ouimton Hoover 
Rea Nae aE eee Cea Tine AE eRe perenne 

streak of ten lands in a row or ten non-lands in a 
row. Clumps like that usually spell doom unless ~ 
your opponent's deck is also misbehaving. __ 

The basic Magic rules require a minimum 
deck size of forty cards. There is no maximum 
deck size, since playing with an overly-large deck 
is its own punishment. In friendly play, many 
players raise this minimum and require at least 
sixty cards for freely-constructed decks. 
Whatever rules you’re using, for best | 
performance you should try to trim your deck 
down to not more than a few cards over the _ 
minimum. 

Most “sealed deck” or “draft” tournaments (see Chapter 6) use 

' the forty card minimum size. Tournaments of other ve almost 

—alluse a ai ae card minimum, 



Scaled Wurm Leviathan 

ummon Wurm 

- Leviathan comes into play tapped and 4 
» does not untap during your untap phase. | 

Leviathan cannot attack this turn unless | 
| you sacrifice two islands. a 

Sacrifice two islands: Untap Leviathan. 
. Use this ability only during your upkeep. : 

fius. Daniel Gelon its: Mari: dedi 
PARE AN nares erie Coa, Trai Al Pagtigserieny 897 Wizards of the Coast, Inc. All nights reserved 

MYTH: “One land for every two spells” 
One of the most common rules of thumb that 
new players are taught is to put one land into the 
deck for every two spells. Sometimes, thisis __ 
extended to an even broader rule of one-third 

: land, me-third creatures, and one-third other 
- spe l 

es is rule of thumb is easy to remember, and 
decks following it will be reasonably p!.. y able. 
Serious players, though, quickly depar: from 
these percentages. If you play with only one- 
third mana, you'll find that in quite a few games 
you'll have trouble drawing enough land to get 
your deck started before your opponent starts 
mauling you. 

Most advanced players recommend having 
about forty percent land in a deck. This number 
can be a little lower if your deck has only one 
color of spells or consists almost entirely of one- 
and two-cost spells, or it can go higher if you’re 
playing several colors or using a lot of spells 
with high casting costs. As to the number of crea- 
tures versus other spells, that depends entirely: 

- on the style of deck. Some successful decks have 
no non-creature spells, others have no creatures 

_ at all. 

MYTH: “Big creatures rock!” 
We've lost count of how many times we've seen 
beginning players ooh-ing and ah-ing over some 
creature like the Scaled Wurm or Leviathan 

. (figure 1.7). “Sure, it costs a lot of mana to get 
out, but look how big it is! All I have to do is hit 

_ you with it three times and it’s game over, man!” 
No one can deny that the prospect of being 

slammed for 7 damage per turn is intimidating. 
However, if you draw a Scaled Wurm in your 

10 

Figure 1.7. Big creatures 
like these are very 
intimidating, but 

small and medium- 
sized creatures will 
usually be the better 
bargain. 

opening hand, he’s going to sit there taking up 
space for at least eight turns while you slowly 
build up enough mana to be able to cast him. 
During those eight turns, a 1- or 2-point 
creature could have attacked six or seven times, 
doing 7 to 12 points of damage if nothing 
stopped it. Hmm, maybe Mr Wurm isn’t such 
a great bargain after all. 

The other problem with big expensive 
creatures is that there are plenty of ways to 
destroy or neutralize a creature, and many of 
them only cost one or two mana. Just a few 
examples (see figure 1.8 for illustrations): 

A two mana Counterspell will counter an 
expensive spell just as easily as it counters 
a cheap one. 

The biggest creature in the world can be 
stopped cold by one small cheap 
regenerating blocker, such as a Drudge 
Skeleton, unless the big one has trample. 

Terror will remove the threat entirely. 

Gaseous Form will prevent it from dealing 
any damage. 

Spirit Link makes it useless as an attacker, 
and allows the linker to trade cheap 
creatures for large amounts of life if you use 
the Linked creature to block them. 

Big creatures do have their place in Magic. A few 
big creatures in a well-balanced deck, or ina 
deck designed to support them, can make good 
game-enders. Just don’t get too carried away by 
the sight of the large power and toughness— 
remember the drawbacks. Be very cautious about 
putting too many high cost spells in any deck. 

ae ee 

Pa See 
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Counterspell Drudge Skeletons €3 afaunls 

Interrupt 

Counter target spell. and 7 + stop 5 fehene when a © Sontiaee 1 : 
random body part falls off.” a i : > _ 

—Nevinyrral, | : — ) _ : | 

Mus, Hannibal King. | i ae, Waal “ 

enna Figure 1.8. A few of 
JASCOUS TOT m 

= the ways to destroy : | : 
or neutralize a huge ¢ | : = 
creature for only 
one or two mana. 

For each 1 damage enchanted 
creature deals, gain 1 life. 4 

Bechaseds creature wiéithes deals : 
nor receives combat damage. d 

“... [A]nd gives to airy nothing 
A local habitation and a name.” 

—William Shakespeare, | 

A Midsummer-Night’s Dream | 

power—far better to live with animals 

| 

} 

! 
i 
ij 

i 

“I regret feeding Kaervek’s hunger for if g ig 

_ innocent of such ambitions.” 

lus, Dous Weith f fit ie a { y bah) ‘ie 
1997 Wizards of the Coaye, Inc. All rights 1887 a hag ie: All rights re 

Figure 1.9. These are 
three of the most 
generally useful cards 
in Magic—and they're 
all common. 

Fireball eS yy | Giant Grow 

SOrcery 

MYTH: “Rare cards are the best!” 
The rare card syndrome often goes hand in hand OOOOH Le, Diez o> ag 
with the big creature syndrome. Beginning play- | ee 
ers stuff all their rarest or most expensive cards) 
into a deck, and then can’t understand.why they ~ ibe 
keep losing. 6, 

In Magic, unlike many trading-card games, 
the most powerful cards are generally not the 
rarest. The designers of Magic try to make the 
most generally useful cards common or un- 
common. Fireball, Dark Ritual, and Giant © 
Growth, for example, are all c mmon he ate 1 9). 

These are foundation c 
almost any deck of the 

Illus. Clint Langley 
07 Wizards of the Coast, J 
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Cards which are of use 
only in specialized decks 
or which are very com- 
plicated, on the other 

hand, will generally be 
rare (figure 1.10). For 
example, consider Stasis: 

fo . Hach player skips his or her untap — 
It’s a very powerful W hase 

‘ i ; During your upkeep, pay @ or bury 

card—but if your deck Stasis. 
isn’t designed around it, [Epesgcmmens 

you probably wouldn’t sini 
want it. 

: Some rare cards are certainly better than 
some common cards, but the reverse is also true. 
In general, it’s best to ignore rarities when 
designing a deck—or even to try to avoid using 

_Yares, since it’s much easier to get hold of com- 

mons and uncommons in trading. You should 
| look at what a card. does and how it will help 

to dor jst because a card is rare or expensive 
doesn’t mean that putting it in will make your 
deck better. 

Breeding Pit : Skull Catapult 
; 
‘ 

Noerbateeetaert Artifact 

1, &, Sacrifice a creature: Skull Catapult 
Goal 2 damage to target creature or 
player. 

| “Let any who doubt the evil of using the 
ancient devices look at this infernal 

| machine. What manner of fiend would 
| design such a sadistic device?” 
: —Sorine Relicbane, Soldevi heretic 

Illus, fan Miller 
a POOF Wiuaieds of the Cagist: Luc. All niehts reece 

Figure 1.11. A handy combination: Breeding Pit 
produces a 0/1 creature every turn, which you 

_ can then turn into 2 damage to a target of your 
choice using the Skull Catapult. 

. 

MYTH: “Combos Rule/Combos Suck” 
“Combo” is Magic slang for combination, and 
refers to cards put into a deck to work together. 

- Sometimes the cards are good by themselves but 
_ better in combination, such as Breeding Pit and 

12 

Titania's Song Zur’s Weirding 

¥ 

L 
soleselzbonweetes ov Ebel osetoets 

Players play with their hands face up. ; 

_ Whenever any player draws a card, 
any other player may pay 2 life to 
force the drawing player to discard 
that card. : 

Illus, Liz Danforth 
©1v97 Wizard: c »t, Inc: All rights reservec 

Figure 1.10. Cards which 
are very specialized or 
complicated are usually 
rare. Each of these three, 
for example, can form 
the centerpiece of a 
specialized deck—but 
they’re fairly useless 
otherwise. 

Magical lartar 

Lod 

| 

Interrpt 

or spell by replacing all instances | 
- of one basic land type with another. 
(For example, you may change 
“swampwalk” to “plainswalk.” If this 
spell targets a permanent, play itas | 
an instant.) : 

| Change at text ages target permanent 

_; During each player’s upkeep, Karma 
deals to that player an amount of 

| | damage equal to the number of 
i swamps he or she controls. 

lus, Julie Baroh 
1097 Wizards of the Coase, Inc. All rights reser 

Figure 1.12. Another combination: Karma is nor- 
mally useless unless your opponent is playing 
with Swamps, but add a Magical Hack and you 
can tune it to match whatever land type your — 
opponent has most of. 

Skull Catapult (figure 1.11). Other times the cards 
are nearly useless alone but extremely powerful 
if you combine them. One common trick, for 
example, is to use a specialized card such as 
Karma with Magical Hack (figure 1.12). 



Summon f 

Illus. Anson Maddocks 
1997 Wizards of the Coast, lac. All cights reacrved: 

Figure 1.13. A three-card combination, dubbed the “creature sweeper”. 
Attack with a Lured Basilisk and not only will the rest of your creatures go 
unblocked, but all your opponent’s creatures able to block will be destroyed. 
Add a Regeneration to the combination and you can keep the Basilisk alive — Pele 
to repeat the trick over and over. 

Most players, once they get past the initial stage 
of figuring out what each card does and start try- 
ing combinations, quickly fall into one of two 
mindsets. Some decide that combinations are the — 

ultimate in power. Symptoms of this are com- 
ments like “If I can get these three cards in play, . 
and have these other two spells in my hand, and 
enough mana, it’s an automatic win!” Others 
decide that combinations are too fragile and 
unreliable and should never be depended upon. 
In extreme cases, they’ll refuse to use any card 
that can’t potentially win the game all by itself. A 
player may flip-flop from one of these opinions 
to the other after playing a combo-based deck 
repeatedly without having any of the combina- 
tions materialize, or after having their nice no- 
combo deck stomped by a Lured, Regenerating 
Basilisk (figure 1.13). Or they may just chalk it up_ 
to bad luck and remain steadfast in their beliefs. 

Arguments between players of these two opin- 
ions often become quite heated. 

As in so many cases where people.argue © 
over diametrically opposed positions, the truth is — 
somewhere in between. Combinations really are 
fragile and unreliable, especially if they involve 
more than two cards or if one of the cards in the 
combination is useless without the other. 

Nevertheless, some decks built around pba & 7 = 

tions can and do win 

design the deck in oni 

BASIC DECK BUILDING 
Reg gener ehalehs 

Illus. Quinton Hoov 
(1907 Wisurdsobthe Coast inecd 

= 

_. that combination into play, keep it in play, 
, or survive until it’s in play. This is by far the 

* most difficult of the three, and playing a 

_ Build a deck which is strong by itself, inde , 
_ then add a few cards which aren’t necessary — 

_ for the deck to. work, but which, if you: 
happen to draw them, will give you a big — 
advantage or an automatic win. The deck . 

doesn’t depend on the combination; it’s saat oa 

a nice bonus if it happens to work sate , 

Have so many interlocking combinations it in 
the deck that, no matter what cards you ~ 
draw, you’re almost guaranteed to have 
something that will work as a combination. 
A deck of this type is known as a 
“cluster deck”. 

Find a core combination that pretty much 
guarantees a win, then build the rest of the 

deck entirely out of cards which help you get - 

deck of this type requires radically different 
ies om Bey nS ¢ a sppmal deck. 
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Stream of Life 

like these damage 
their user, but:the 

benefit you get from 
using them is often 
worth it. 

14 

MYTH: “All I need is life” 
Many beginning players, and even some fairly experienced ones, put 
great emphasis on gaining life. “After all,” they think, “if I can gain life 
faster than my opponent can damage me, I'll have to win eventually.” 
This is also known as the “winning by not losing” approach. Players 
who fall into this trap fill their decks with spells that give them extra 
life (figure 1.14). 

Figure 1.14. Life-gain- 
ing spells and effects 
can’t win a duel for 
you—all they do in 
most cases is postpone 
losing. 

Soul Net 

Artifact Artutact 

| ®: Gain 1 life. Use this ability only | 2, &: Gain | life. 
| when a creature is put into any 
| graveyard from play and only once 
| for each such creature. 

The fountain had stood in the town 
square for centuries, but only the pigeons 

| Rnew its secret. 

Tus: Andrew Robinson 
oye Bade atthe Come: bic, ANT Hehtiaveuened 

(has; Daniel (clou 
eROE Garda ail theta, taco Al 

While it’s true that you can’t lose if you gain more life than your 
opponent does damage—except to poison or library depletion—there 
are many more ways to deal damage than there are to gain life. If you 
devote all your resources to gaining life, you’re merely postponing the 
inevitable—you may not lose for a long time, but you can’t win, either. 

Life-gaining effects can be very useful if they’re in the deck for a 
specific reason. You might come up with a strategy that involves cards 
that damage everyone, or that cost life to activate, and need the extra life 

Karphisan Yorest — 

Hlas. Doup | Wyse Randy (aplleyos 

to keep from killing yourself. But if you don’t have a particular reason 
for wanting life, you'll almost always be better off using something that 
brings you closer to a victory of your own, rather than just delaying your 
opponent’s victory. 



MYTH: “Damage myself? No way!” 
This attitude is closely connected to the “all I need is life” belief. A num- 
ber of cards deal damage to their controller or require paying life to use. 
Others require sacrificing your own creatures or artifacts. Still others cre- 
ate global effects, damaging both players or wiping out a whole category 
of cards, no matter who controls them. Beginning players look at these 
and shudder. “Who would ever want to play with that card? I’d be doing 
my opponent’s job for him!” 

More experienced players recognize that if the benefit is large 
enough, it’s worth the cost. Some of the cards which damage their con- 
troller are extremely useful. For example, a number of lands such as City — % 

of Brass and Karplusan Forest give you multi-colored mana at the cost of 
a point of damage, and Ashes to Ashes gets rid of two of your opponent's ° 
creatures while dealing five damage to you (figure 1.15). Good players - 
weigh the benefits against the costs, and often decide that it’s worn the 
damage. 

Another example of a card which damages its user: nthe te jee ai (igure 16, w | 4 . 
% was shunned by most players when it first appeared, is now iia as one of the cape car 

in Magic and sells for upwards of $100 on the collectors’ market. / 

Figure 1.17. Cards 
like these, which 

wipe out one or 

more whole cate- 

gories of permanents, 
are called “reset 

buttons”. 

Nevinyrral’s Disk 

i | tapped. 

} 

Nevinyrral’s Disk comes into play 

| Destroy all lands. 
1, &: Destroy all artifacts, creatures, 
and enchantments. 

Mus, Mark Tedin 

Spells which wipe out one or more whole categories‘of permanents, such 
as Armageddon, Nevinyrral’s Disk, or Jokulhaups (figure 1.17), are com- 
monly known as “reset buttons”. Used carelessly, they can hurt you more 
than they hurt your opponent. Used with | care, te rad form é 

‘Figure 1. 16. The au, eu , 
Juzam Djinn, one of 2$3 
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during your upkeep. 
| “Expect my visit when the darkness 
comes. The night I think 1s best for 
| hiding all.” —-Ouallada 

the strongest. cards in. . 
Magic. | 

Mus: Mike Kerr 
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Figure 1.18. Before 
you sort your cards, 
it will look some- 
thing like this. 

&: Add * to your mana pool. 

\ | ©: Tap target creature with power | 2 or less, 

“When one’s ord ts law, ones whim 
3 re 

‘ 
; ts equally binding. 

oa 
j —Calmont, Aysen bureaucrat | 

PSO! call back Sesterday, bid time 

q 
’ Choj, return,” 

: 

—William Shakespeare, : 

es 

y “ 
é ing Richard the Second | 

polocke: V9 " eT an : 

: 

} destroy 
: 

: 
: 

ht  octiolls 
| “Lf told h 

phe next t 

NOW itz 
Alan Rat 

nd : et player chooses a : 
| cede Use this ability only 
during your turn. 

&: Add & to your mana pool. 

During your 
Breeding Pit. 
At the end Of your turn, Put a Thrulj token into pla 'y. Treat this token as a 0/} 4Ck creature. 

upkeep, Pay ¥% or bury 

The thruils bred ar end, they Overy 
bon Hand. 

& terrify IME pace. In the helmed the Order of the 



If you're using cards from expansion sets, you may also have some 

% multi-colored cards—cards with gold borders—if so, put them 

in small piles of their own, between the colors they contain, if 

possible, or off to the side somewhere if not. 

Deck Building from Limited Cards 
A lot of discussion on deck building starts with 
the assumption that you have access to as many ~ 
cards as you want. Most players, though, start 
out by buying just a few cards. Even if you 
already have a lot of cards, you may join a league 
or play in a tournament where everyone starts 

with just a starter deck and a couple of boosters. 
In this section, we’ll discuss how to take those 

few cards and build the best deck you can from 
them. 

A few cards are one type but really fit more into the other category. 

If you notice a card like this as you're sorting, put it into which- 

ever pile it seems to belong. For example, Icatian Store is a Sorcery, 

but when it's cast it produces four 1/1 creatures, so it can go in the 

creature pile. Ball Lightning, on the other hand, is a creature, but it 

can attack on the turn summoned and it’s buried at the end of 

the turn, so it behaves more like a Sorcery than like a creature— 

it can go with the non-creature spells. 

If you have all the cards in the world to choose 
from, you build up a deck by starting with noth- 
ing and adding cards to suit whatever goal you 
have in mind. In a limited-card environment, 

though, it’s much easier to build a deck by start- 
ing with the whole collection of cards and then 
removing cards until you reach the size of deck 
you want to play. 

Sorting the Cards 
To begin, sort your cards into piles by color. Put 
all the red cards in one pile, blue cards in another 
pile, and so on. Put the artifacts in their own pile. 
Sort the lands by the color(s) of mana they pro- ~ 
duce, putting them into piles right above the 
spells of that color. If you have any lands which- 
produce more than one color of mana, put them 
in small piles of their own in between the colors 
they match. You might have to move piles to get 
the right colors next to each other—if you 
arrange your piles in the si 
colored dots on the back 

spells. You should end up with spoitene like 

Plague Rats 

lay only on a Wall. 

| Enchanted creature can attack as though | 
| it were not a Wall. i 

“When you have been bitten with fangs of | : 
granite, you start to long for the ivory sabers | 

4 of tigers.” re 
—Norin the Wary : 

fee 

Figure 1.19. Some cards, like ese. are only. 
useful in combination with other specific 
cards. If you don’t have the fuss combination, 
set them aside. | 

the two-color lands from Fifth Edition will fit — 
right between two adjacent piles. Lands that . 
don’t produce mana can go in the artifact pile, . 
or in a separate pile, whichever you prefer. hie 
Spread the piles out a bit so you can see all of the 

figure 1. 

In a limited card environment, creatures are 

extremely important. They will form the bulk of 
both your offense and your defense. So the next 
step is to take each of those piles of spells and 
split them into creatures and non-creatures. 
Also, If you have any spells which you’re certain 
you won’t want to use in your deck—for exam- 
ple, an Animate Wall when you have no walls, or 
one lonely Plague Rats (figure 1.19)—you can set _ 
them aside so you won’t even count them as you 
continue. 

Strong and Weak Spells 
Some spells are extra strong in a limited environ- 
ment and will often tilt the game in your favor if 
you draw them during a duel. Almost every deck 
of this kind will be creature-based, so anything - 
that can kill, control, or disable an opponent’s © 
creature can create a big swing. So can spells 
which deal damage directly to a player or toa 

: *s with evasion abilities are often 
yo—so are other cards that allow 

aie sil evasion 



Hipparion cannot be assigned to block 
any creature with power 3 or greater 
unless you pay an additional @. 

to warriors what aesthir are to skyknights. 
Don’t believe it.” 

For each 1 damage enchanted 
, creature deals, gain | life. 

| “T regret feeding Kaervek’s hunger for 

, innocent of such ambitions.” 

| 3, Sacrifice Gauntlets of Chaos: 
Exchange control of target artifact, 
creature, or land you control for 
control of target permanent of the 

| same type that an opponent controls. 
Bury all enchantments played on 
those permanents. 

Man Rabin« 
yin Can 

“Someone once said that hipparions are 

power—Jar better to live with animals © 

©: Varget creature you control with 
toughness less than Stone Giant’s 
power gains flying until end of turn. 
kt end of turn, destroy that creature. 

Bury target Wall. Word of Blasting | 
, deals to that Wail’s controller an 
amount of damage equal to the 
Wall's total casting cost. 

"Wall? What walls? 
~ Java Ballard, task mage 

: Add one colorless mana to your 
mana pool. 

©: Add ® or * to your mana pool. 
'Brushland deals 1 damage to you. 

{ 

} 

Skeletons 

| Protection from white 

®: First strike until end of turn 

#®: +1/+0 until end of turn 

“Kjeldorans should rule supreme, and to 
the rest, death!” 

Leader of the Knights of Stromgald 

Titus. Mark Poole 

Unholy Strength 

Warp falaairted 

: » “Tt rose above our heads, above the 
—Avram Garrisson, 4 

» laden sea in the world could frighten 

Iilus 

Krovikan Sorcerer 

Sea Spirit 

Nitbeebecloyemes op batt 

@: +1/+0 until end of turn 

ship, and still higher yet. No foggy, ice- - 

” 
me more. 

-—General Jarkeld, the Arctic Fox | 
DiTerliza 

Binding Grasp 

Krovikan Fetish 

Breeding ite 

Enchanted creature cannot be blocked 
except by artifact creatures and black 
creatures. 

Hlus. Doug Keith 

2: Regenerate 

Tawnos won fame as Urza’s greatest 
assistant. After he created these warriors, 
Urza ended his apprenticeship, promoting 
him directly to the rank of master. 

Boomerang t¢ 

Boomerang 61 ¢@) 

Counterspell 

Energy Flux 

aytintoy ice ncaetl 

Phantasmal Terrain 

Unsummon 

Instant 

Return target creature to owner’s 
. hand. 

Ilus, Douglas Shuler 
Wiza Coot, | 

Cat Warriors 

Craw Wurm 

Durkwood Boars 

Elven Riders 

hungry Mist 

Scavenger Folk 

Summon Scav 

*, &, Sacrifice Scavenger Folk: 
Destroy target artifact. 

“Stoop, pick, turn, toss. 
This is the way we mourn our loss.” 

—Scavenger dirge 

Illus. Jeff Miracola 

Crumble 

ehapine 

isheleettela: @rece tat tee 

If enchanted creature blocks or is 
blocked by any non-Wall creature, 
destroy that creature at end of combat. 

“I told him it was just a flesh wound, but 
the next time I looked at him, poor Tadhg 
was dead and gone.” 

—Maeveen O'Donagh, 
Memoirs of a Soldier 

lilus. tom Wanerstrand 

Figure 1.20. After sorting by 
color, separating the crea- 
tures and non-creatures, and 

putting the stronger cards on 
top, your piles will look 

something like this. 
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For now, don’t fret too much about it; just give it 
your best guess. Remember the “bigger is better” 
fallacy, though! Don’t be fooled into thinking that 
just because a creature is huge or a spell is po 

erful, it’s a game-winner. Look carefully’ 
you're getting for the cost, and think abou 

they do than others with similar casting costs. 
Very specialized spells also count as weak, since 
you're unlikely to have enough cards of any 
given type to be able to focus on one specializa- 
tion. If you can’t figure out why you’d ever want 
to play a particular card, it probably falls into the 

x Nani Ne aes ala th 

we * 

he 

“specialized” category. 
It may be helpful at this point to split the 

spells in each of your piles into two classes: 

“Keepers”. Cards you’re happy playing 
with. These range from game-winners 
down to just OK. 

“Better than nothing”. Not something 
you'd prefer to draw, but you’d rather put 
it in than add one more land card. 

Put the better cards on top of their piles where 
they’ll stand out as you’re looking over your 

you'd be able to cast each spell, and how much 
good it would probably do for you at that time. 

After all this sorting, you should have so! 
thing like Figure 1.20. | , 

Building the Deck ee sn rcs 
Now it’s time to get down to the iabeaae of 
eliminating cards. Take the minimum deck size 
for the rules you'll be playing under—probably 
either forty or sixty. Allowing forty percent for 
land tells INE how pecs Bao he need. _ 

ial 

For a forty card deck, Ree per cent is sixteen, : 
leaving room for Bue UA a ae pte ea aeeee 

= eg ak ee 

cards, and the not-so-good cards at the bottom. 
Any cards which are so useless that you’d rather 
just have another land should already have been 
removed. If you notice one that you missed, set 

them aside now. | 
As you play more Magic and see various 

cards in action, you'll get better at judging 
whether a card is strong, weak, or in-between. 

- For a sixty card deck, forty per cent is CA = 

‘Toon leaving room for thirty-six spells. 

This ; is your “target number.” 
At this point, you could just go through sth: 

discard all your weakest cards to bring the deck 
down to target size. This would almost certainly ~ 
leave you with cards in all five colors. Add an ie 
appropriate number of lands for each color and _ 
you're ready to play. If you try this, though, 
you'll quickly see the problems. Shuffle the deck 
and deal yourself an opening hand. Unless you 
included a lot of artifacts, you'll be lucky if it 
contains even one spell which could be cast using | 
mana from the lands you drew. 

_Five-color decks generally don’t.stand a 
chance against decks with fewer colors, because 
it takes so long to draw enough types of land to 

cast your spells. When two five-color.decks play 
~each other, it’s often the pure luck of who man- » 

_ ages to draw a mid-sized creature and matching 
mana firs hat determines the winner. 

HOW MANY COLORS IN A DECK? 

If a deck has only one color of spells and the matching type of land, 

then no matter what you draw, you'll always have the right color of 

mana to cast any spell in your hand. However, you'll be very 

vulnerable to color-specific spells, such as Circles of Protection. 

If your deck contains an even mixture of two colors, you'll usually get 

some of each. Two-color decks generally work quite well. Sometimes, 

though, you'll find yourself with a handful of spells of one color and a 

bunch of land producing the other color. This is very annoying, and 

may be fatal, since you won't be able to cast anything until you draw 

a land or spell of the opposite color. 

If you're playing with three colors, you have an even higher chance of 

not getting the mana you need to cast spells of one of those colors— 

especially if you have spells which require two or more mana of the 

same color. 

Playing with four or five colors practically guarantees mana problems. 
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Remove Minor Colors 
Look over your spread-out cards and find the © 
two colors that have the smallest number of 
creatures and “keeper” cards. Set all of those 
aside and take a look at what’s left. 

Unless you started with quite a large num- 
ber of cards, you won’t have enough spells of 
any one color to make a single-color deck. 
Depending on just how many cards you started 
with, and what rules for minimum deck size 

you're playing with, you may be able to manage 
a two-color deck, or you ay be forced to go 
with three. 
Artifact spells, and especially artifact crea- 
tures, are great to have since they don’t require . 
any colored mana. You can use mana from any of 
your lands to cast them. If you have some good 
artifacts, atwo-color deck becomes much more 
feasible. | 

_Even if you have enough cards in some of 
your colors to make a two-color deck, you'll 
often find that this would mean including quite a 
few of the “better than nothing” cards. If so, 
you'll be better off adding a third color and 
replacing the marginal cards with strong cards of 
that third color. This does increase your risk of 
mana problems, but the stronger cards can more 
than make up for it. 

If you have enough cards and decide to go 
with just two colors, then set the third color 
aside. Otherwise, leavevit-in. 

Trimming 

Now start whittling away at the remaining cards. 
Anything from the “better than nothing” side of 
your piles is a strong candidate for removal. As 

- mentioned earlier, creatures need to form both 

your main offense and your main defense, so 
think extra hard before removing a creature. Any 

_ card which is only useful if some other specific 
_ card is in play, either on your side or on your 
opponent's side, should probably go. So should those 
which rely on your opponent playing a particular 
color. Spells which work on your opponent's land are 

_ fine, since every opponent will have land. The same 
~ goes for spells which work on your opponent's crea- 
~ tures. While it’s possible in an open environment to 
build some very effective creatureless or near-crea- 

_ tureless decks, in a limited-card environment you can 
safely rely on everyone having a reasonable number 
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of creatures. Enchantments and artifacts are less 
common, don’t bet on your opponent playing 
either of them. 

Don’t just look at what each card does in 
isolation. Pay attention to the overall balance of your 
deck as well: 

Make sure you have plenty of creatures. 

Try to keep a good mixture of small and 
large creatures, so that you'll have some you 
can cast immediately as well as some big 

_ bruisers for late in the game when you have 
plenty of mana. 

You'll usually want a mixture of offensive 
and defensive spells, but when in doubt, 

go with the offense. 

If you’re playing a three-color deck, beware 
of keeping too many spells which require 
more than one colored mana, and also watch 

out for effects which require paying colored 
mana to use. 

Terror Dower Sink 

Inte Seueiole 

Counters target capa mains that - 
spell’s caster pays an additional &. 

) That player draws and pays all mana | 
from lands and mana pool until * 
is paid; he or she may also draw 
and pay mana from other sources | 

. If desired. : 

ii 8, Richardt he 

Figure 1.21. Utility 
spells like these may 
be worth splashing, 
depending on what 
else is in your deck. 

Fireball 



Keep removing spells until you reach your origi- 
nal target number. Be ruthless! In fact, if you’ve 
decided to play three colors, you may even want 
to lower your target number by one to two cards 
for a forty card deck or two to three cards for a 
sixty card deck, to allow for a higher mana ratio. 

If you get down to within a card or two of 
your target number and really can’t find any- 
thing else to remove, it’s OK to leave it that way. 
Just be sure you don’t use this as a reason to 
lower your land percentage. You’ll need more 
land, not less, if you have more cards than you 
were originally planning for. 

Splashing a Color 
Earlier in this chapter, we told you how reducing 
the number of colors in your deck will make it 
work better. Now we’re going to turn around and 
talk about adding an extra color back in. 

Each color in Magic has certain specialities 
and certain weaknesses. Experienced players 
have found that it’s often worth adding just a 
few lands and a couple of spells of a different 
color to a deck, if those spells fill a hole in the 
deck’s defenses or give it significant extra 
strength. This is called a “splash” or a “mini.” 
The off-color lands can still be used for generic 
mana if you don’t happen to draw the splashed 
spells, and they’re few enough that they won’t 
interfere much with your chances of having the 
necessary colored mana for your main colors. If 

Pestilence Gita uibieas 

hojbbecbenke}elteierery chantment 

Figure 1.22. If your deck contains cards like 
these, which need plenty of one color of mana 
for best effect, you’ll want to include more land 
of that type. 

add the land. You already calculated how many . 
lands you’d need when you started; now you just 
need to decide how to parcel them out between _ 
the colors. : 

If you lowered your target numbers for 
spells, remember to add that number to your 
land. And if you ended up going over your target ~ g 
number, add another land for each two or three 

extra spells. 
Your land distribution should roughly match 

the color distribution of your spells. If your spells 
are divided equally between colors, your land 
should be divided fairly equally too. If, on the 
other hand, you have more of one color than 
another, you should have more of that type of 

you draw the splashed land. 

pres without she ies Most sealed deck tournaments allow adding four or five extra vied ase a ex 
splashed land, they’lI sit this a bit by looking at the 

basic lands of your choice to the ones in your starter deck. 
in your hand taking up actual costs on your spells. 
space, but with only a If none of your spells of 
couple in the deck, that won’t cause you too 
much trouble either. . 

To be considered for splashing, a spell must 
require only one colored mana. It should be capa- 
ble of giving you a significant advantage, and it 
should be useful under almost any circum- 
stances. A splashed spell shouldn’t duplicate abil- 
ities that your deck already has.from spells in its 
regular colors. Figure 1.21 shows some of the 
types of spells players often splash. 

Adding the Land 
Once you’ve weeded your spt lls 
target number—or at least cl 

down to your 
—it’s time to = 

one.color require more than one colored mana, then 
you can tilt the balance a little more toward the 
colors that do require more. Also, check the text 
of the spells. If any of your cards have abilities or — 
upkeep costs which require colored mana, you 
may want to go a little heavier on that type of © 
land. This i is > especially true if you’re using cards 

e “pumped”—activated multiple 
e turn—with one color of mana, 

: s C or ee ente (figute 1,22). 
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If you have only the lands from your starter deck 
to work with, you may putinallthelands 
matching the colors you’ve chosen and still come 
up short. You can usually fix this easily by just 
-bumming a few extra lands off a friend, unless, 
of course, the deck is for a tournament or league 

which restricts you to just your starter lands. 
If you can’t come up with enough land to 

support the spells you’ve chosen, then you have 
a choice—either play with not enough mana, or 
add lands of another type. If you choose to add 

_ lands of another type, then you might as well go 
back to the spell-picking stage and add a splash 
or even another full-fledged color of spells. Since 
you're going to have the mana-color problems 
anyway, you might as well get the benefits. 

3 a a color 1 is almost aes a better choice — 

Now that you've picked out all the cards you 
think you want to use, it’s time to start seeing 
how they work together. Shuffle your deck thor- 
oughly, so you don’t have all your land clumped 
in one spot. Then deal yourself a few opening 
hands. Ask yourself whether you’d be happy 
starting a duel with those cards. Do you have 
enough land? Too much land? Does the color mix 
seem good? Do you have some spells you can 
cast right away? Will you be in trouble if your 
opponent puts out-a one--or two-point creature 

and starts attacking right away? 
Try playing a couple of quick games against 

an imaginary opponent who has mana problems 
and can’t cast any spells. How many turns does it 
take you to finish off such a helpless victim? If-it 

- usually takes more than seven or eight turns, you 
_ may have too many defensive or specialized 

__ cards, or possibly too many high-cost spells. 
__. If these simple tests showed you problems 
with your deck, you may be able to improve it by 
adding or removing a few cards. Don’t forget to 
look through the cards you’re not using. You may 

_ want to swap a high-cost spell or two for less 
» powerful but easier to cast spells which you left 
¥ out originally, or vice versa. 

‘ Now you're ready to play. Sure, your deck 
> isn’t perfect. No deck in a limited environent is 

~ ever as strong as decks built with a completely 
free choice of cards. For playing against other 
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decks built under the same rules, though, it 

should be fine. 

Leaving The Limited Environment 
As you play games using your limited environ- 
ment deck, you'll undoubtedly find yourself 
wishing something like: “If only had a few ~ 
more green creatures”, or “I really need some- 
thing to stop fliers”, or “My Fireball is always on 
the bottom of the deck, I sure wish I had more 

than one”. If the deck was built for a sealed-deck 
tournament, then your wishes will have to stay 
wishes. But if you’re playing in a league that 
allows trading, or if you just used the cards you 
happened to own, you can easily make those 
wishes come true. 

You could add to your card supply by just 
buying more cards. If you’re looking for one par- 
ticular card that way, though, you can end up 
spending an awful lot of money. Many stores sell 
single cards, and you can pick up specific com- 
mons fairly inexpensively, but you may have to 
pay through the nose if you’re looking for a rare 
card. Unless you have a lot more money than 
time, the best way to get the cards you want for 
your deck is to buy some packs and then start 
trading. 

Trading 
Magic is called a “trading card game” because it 
was designed from the beginning with the idea 
that players would trade cards with each other to 
get ones they wanted to use. Trading can be a lot 
of fun. Some players even find that they enjoy 
trading and collecting more than the duels! 

The trading value of a card is based on two 
factors—how many of them are around, and how 

many people want them. In a limited trading 
pool, as some leagues use, the total number of 
available cards is small and cards are valued 
almost entirely by how useful they are in a deck. 

A common but very powerful card like 
Incinerate might easily be traded for several rare, 
but less-useful, cards in this sort of environment. 

In open trading, though, rarity becomes much 
more important. Common cards, no matter how 

useful they are, won’t trade for much. Most of the 
experienced players and collectors have so many 
common cards that they simply aren’t interested 
in acquiring any more no matter what the offer is. 



Rare cards, though, can usually be traded, and 

rare cards that are in high demand for use in 
decks fetch a large premium. 

Some unscrupulous traders will try to take 
advantage of new players. Others are happy to 
help out beginners, and may throw in extra 
cards. To avoid becoming a victim, get advice 
from friends or other experienced players before 
making a trade, or pick up a copy of one of the 
magazines which publish Magic price guides. 
Don’t pay a whole lot of attention to the listed 
prices—just use them to check the rarities of the 
cards and to get a general idea of whether Card 
A is valued twice as much as Card B. 

One of the best ways to trade when you’re 
starting out is to find an experienced player who 
has more common cards and land than he can pos- 
sibly use. Such a player will often be glad to give 
you twenty or so commons and lands which you 
can put to good use in your decks in exchange for 
a rare which you may not even want to play with. 
Both players win in a deal of that sort. 

Another good trade is to find a friend who’s 
just starting out and has chosen different colors 
to play than you. By swapping all the cards in a 
color you’re not using for all of your friend’s 
cards in a color he’s not using but you are, both 
of you end up ahead. 

If you know a lot of Magic players, you can 
gradually improve your collection by finding out 
what cards each person wants and what they’re 
willing to give for them, and then watching for 
chances to pick those cards up for less when trad- 
ing with someone else. This works especially 
well if you trade with separate groups of play- 
ers—in two different stores, for example, or at a 

store and at school. You'll find that some cards 
are in high demand everywhere, but others are 
much more popular among some groups than 
others. If you trade away cards that are “hot” - 
among the group you're currently with and pick 
up cards that are undervalued, then trade those 

off again in the next group, you can gradually 
increase the size and value of your collection—and 
have a lot of fun in the process. — 

Once you get a good-sized collection of cards, 
you'll be able to build just about any type of deck 
you want. In the next section we’ ‘ discuss how to >. - 
go about designing a dec 
whole world of cards to ¢ 

Foundations of Constructed Decks 
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Constructed Decks 
When you're building a deck from a small supply 
of cards, you have relatively few options. The - 
cards that you have will more or less force you © 
into one style of play, and your deck won't hay 
much, if any, of a theme or plan behind it. _ 

Things are very different when you move 
into the world of constructed decks. When : 

designing a constructed deck, you can draw from 
all the cards in print. You don’t think much about. 
which cards you happen to own—instead, you _ 
plan to buy or trade fo? anything you need once | 
you've finished desigring the deck. 

a4 Actually, you can draw from all the cards ever printed, if the 

Me rules you'll be playing under allow it and your wealth or 

trading skills give you access to the rare out-of-print * ‘spoiler” 

cards. In this book, though, we have focused on decks that 

can be built using current cards, and strategies that apply to : 

those cards. | fe 

The first question to ask yourself when you start 4 
designing a deck is: what is the goal of this deck? 
The answer will generally be some combination of: 

Win duels. 

Be fun to play. 

Amuse yourself and/or your friends. 

Since this is a strategy guide rather than a 
fun/amusement guide, our advice will be 

oriented toward the “win duels” goal. 
Assuming that your primary goal for the deck is 
to win duels, the next question is—how? 

“Fun” Decks 
Magic is a game, and is meant to be fun. Unless you're playing in 

a high-stakes tournament or a big ante match, it doesn’t really 

matter who wins. Many casual players dislike the sort of well-tuned, 
highly-focused decks which win tournaments, Instead, they'll build 

decks around the theme of a favorite book or movie, a bad pun, or an 

elaborate and unlikely combination. Sometimes they'll go out of their 

way to design decks using unpopular or inefficient cards, just to show 

that it can be done. They'll still try to win when playing with these 

decks, but it’s no big deal if they don’t. The point is to have fun playing 

the game. 
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Ways to Win 
The rules of Magic define a number of different 
ways to win. Well, actually, they don’t define 
ways to win—they define ways to lose. Since 
Magic is normally a two-player game, you win as 
soon as your opponent reaches one of the losing 
conditions. The primary ways to lose, from most 
to least common, are: 

Having zero (or less) life. 

Drawing from an empty library. 

Acquiring ten poison counters. 

Conceding. 

4, Afew cards provide other ways to lose. None of these are in the 

“} basic set, and many are out of print. Figure 1.23 shows some 

examples, Since those are things you have to do to yourself 

rather than things someone else can do to you, though, they're 

not much help when thinking of ways to win. 

bth ipellsmepettnre 

lexander Gregory 

Figure 1.23. A few 
cards, such as these, 
provide other ways 
to lose. 

Forbidden Crypt 

24 

Conceding can pretty much be ignored, although 
there are a few out-of-print spells—usable only 
when playing for ante—which force your oppo- 
nent to choose between permanently losing a 
card or immediately conceding. 

Winning via poison counters or by running 
your opponent out of cards is a very specialized 
tactic. The most common way to win, by far, is 
with damage. It’s so common, in fact, that it’s 

worth breaking down further. The main ways to 
deal damage are: 

Attacking with creatures. 

Spells and effects which deal damage 
directly. 

Cards which deal damage every turn or 
every time some event occurs. 

These categories could be broken down even 
further, but this is enough for now. 

You should pick one of these methods of 
winning to focus your deck on. Many deck 
builders will also pick a second method, and 
occasionally even a third, as a backup in case 
the deck’s primary method is foiled. 

Winning Means Not Losing, Too 
One of the oldest jokes in Magic features a kid 
telling his friend about the deck he’s just built. 
“This deck is awesome! It’s guaranteed to win on 
turn twenty, every game. The only problem is, I 
usually lose before we get to twenty turns.” 
OK, it may be a dumb joke, but it points out the 

other requirement for a winning deck—you need 
to avoid losing, yourself. You can approach this 
problem in several different ways. The approach 
you choose defines the style of the deck. 
The approaches can be loosely grouped into three 
categories: 

Active—take the initiative, attack your 
opponent. 

Reactive—wait for opponent to do some- 
thing, then deal with it. 

Proactive—or “Resource Deprivation” — 

prevent opponent from being able to do 
anything. 
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Frozen Shade Drudge Skeletons 

Nittesvestesemuyerve (es Rieboabeelesale) <oleicesets 

&:+1/+1 until end of turn *: Regenerate 

“There are some qualities, some 
incorporate things, | That have a double 
life, which thus is made | A type of 
twin entity which springs / From matter 
and light, evinced in solid and shade.” 

“Silence” 

“The dead make good soldiers. They 
can’t disobey orders, they never surrender, 
and they don’t stop fighting when a 
random body part falls off.” 

—Nevinyrral, 
Necromancer S Handbook 

Illus. DiTerlizzi Iles. Jan. Miller 

Mana Source First strike, . 

Battle doesn’ v7 
iS its own pur, 
a plague Sprea 
ask why J jig, 

Iilus., Clint Langley” 

Active Decks: “Damn the Torpedoes, Full Speed 
Ahead!” 

Active decks follow the philosophy that the 
best defense is a good offense. In extreme cases, 

they have no defense-oriented cards at all. By 
simply hitting the opponent as hard and as fast 

spare to an 

4d. 24). : 2 

Bad Moon 

Plebeetecteseus seete iSheteletcberweetsels 

On guard for larger dangers, we 
| underestimated the power and speed 
of the imp’s muck-crusted claws. 

All black creatures get +1/+1. 

Illus. Ron Spencer 
1997 Wizards of the Coast, fac. Ail rightsweserved 

Mana Source 

Add @#® to your mana pool. 

Figure 1.24. 
A typical active 
deck in action. 

Iles. Cc lint tl Lang
ley 

7 Wizards 
ne All rightsweserved 

1997 Wizare 

as possible, players of these decks either win 
before the opponent can do whatever his deck is 
designed to do, or force him to spend all his 
resource nding himself, with nothing to _ 

ne ageressive deck’s player (figure 
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1: Prevent all damage to you from 
/ a green source. Treat further 
; damage from that source normally. 

a 

Thre GCathersy 

Counter 

26 
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“While, like a ghastly rapid river, 
Through the pale door, 
A hideous throng rush out forever, 
And laugh—but smile no more.” 

—Edgar Allan Poe, 
“The Haunted Palace” las 
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Killer Bees 
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Enchant Creature Wy ‘ 
ig) ¥ 

| During your upkeep, pay 1 @ or bury s 

When no falcons fly, beware the sky. a Binding Grasp. ; 

—Femeref aphorism @ » Gain control of enchanted creature. 
| That creature gets +0/+1. 
J 

| “What I want, I take.” “| 
| —Gustha Ebbasdotter, 

Kjeldoran royal mage ‘ 

_*‘Milus, Jeff Mirac : 
so9 ~S * ar 

‘ Play only when a cre 
| effect assigns damag 
' an Eye deals an equ 

| Destroy tar if 
(roy target artifact 
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Grizzly Bears 

Figure 1.25. 
A typical reactive deck in action. 
The player on the left is firmly 
in control of the situation. 

= 

| For each 1 damage enchanted 
| creature deals, gain | life. 
} 

“T regret feeding Kaervek’s hunger for 
desta better to live with animals © 
| innocent of such ambitions. ” 

; 

4 —Folrael | Pa a So MS ERLE I 

Tights resend: 
aed Be 

Mus David O'Connor © 

Reactive decks: “Just say no.” 
Reactive decks take the opposite approach. In extreme cases, they’Il do 
nothing except play land, and perhaps put some defensive cards into 
play, until the opponent takes an action. Then they may counter the 
spell if it seems threatening. If the spell creates a permanent, they may 
instead do something to remove or nullify it, or even take control of it, 
once it’s in play (figure 1.25). If it’s not an immediate threat, or if they 
have a card in play which keeps it from being a threat—a Circle of 
Protection for example, or a Wall large enough to block that particular 
creature without being destroyed—they may just ignore it. _ 

Almost all reactive decks have some small active compor 
a deck that’s purely reactive won't ever win unless the opp 
out of cards—or gets so fed up that he « : 
designed to win by 
one or more cards t¢ 
cards that can deal « 

ad 

| 
i 

| 



Abyssal Spe cter 

Summon Specter 

Flying 

If Abyssal Specter damages any player, 
he or she chooses and discards a card. 

“Mystic shadow, bending near me, / 
Who art thou? / Whence come ye?” 

—Stephen Crane, 
“Mystic shadow, bending near me” 

Illus. George,Pratt 
4 la 
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&: Add @ to your mana pool. 

X: Drain Lj 
target creatu 
lack mana 

for each 1] ¢ q 
more than > dam . fea xX : 
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Drain Life [i . each 
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Figure 1.26. A typical. iid 
destruction/discard deck in 
action. The player on the left 
is stripping away resources 

from the player on the right, — 
leaving him unable. to defend 
en 
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¢: Add * to your mana pool. 

Ilus.: Tan.Miller 

Proactive decks: “You didn’t really want to play this game, did 
you?” 

Proactive decks, also known as “resource denial” decks in less 
extreme or “lock” decks in more extreme cases, are the 
strangest of the three types. Instead of directly setting out to 
defeat the opponent, or sitting back and waiting for him to do 
something, the proactive deck tries to make it impossible for 
the opponent to play. It does this by destroying or disabling 
as many of the opponent’s mana sources as possible, orin- 
some cases by stripping the cards ee of the Se cane s hat 
(figure 1.26). mee : 

29 
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bo) 2} f= ‘3 fafa lelosMon We tale 

Enchantment atmatice| 

Each player skips his or her untap 
| phase. | | your library. 

» During your upkeep, pay @ or bury | 
Stasis. 

Illus. Pay Jones 

ERM Hae 
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H 
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Most decks that take the proactive approach 
use it as an aid to a regular active or reactive 
strategy. These decks don’t completely stop the 
opponent from playing—they merely slow him 
down or handicap him so much that they can 

_ dominate the game. The “lock” deck, on the 
other hand, works to set up some combination 

30 

| &, Remove Feldon’s Cane from the 
game: Shuffle your graveyard into 

| Feldon found the first of these canes 
| frozen in the Ronom Glacier. 

lus, Mark Tedin 
1 Wrarile et th Coons, be MI 

Siti aisles fates! 

Summon Elemental 

If Time Elemental attacks or blocks, | 
it deals 5 damage to you and is 
buried at end of combat. 

. 2¢@ @, &: Return target permanent | 
- with no enchantments on it to 
_owner’s hand. 

[lus, Amy Weber 
V7 d ve Ce lr Al ek - 

i | “Make people wait for what they want, | 
and you have power over them. This is; 

| | as true for merchants and militia as it is | ~ 
| for cooks and couples.” es 
Ls —Gwendlyn Di Corci ia 

arovomgemeremrue> wemcappecrend ; PR 

Figure 1.27. A lock: at the end of 
each of your opponent's turns, 
you use the Time Elemental to 
bring the Stasis back to your 
hand, then recast it on your 

own turn. Your opponent can 
never cast another spell. 
Getting a deck of this sort to 
work is very difficult. 

of cards which gives it complete control of the 
game (figure 1.27). If you manage to achieve 
such a lock, you can then continue to a leisurely 
win using a single damage-dealing card, or 
simply maintain the lock until the opponent 
runs out of cards—recycling your own library if 
necessary. 

4 
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Colors 
Once you've decided on 
the general style of the 
deck, it’s time to start fig- 
uring out what goes in it. 
You can either pick your 
color or colors first, and 

then select spells from 
those colors, or you can 
pick a spell or two that 
you want to base the deck 
around and let that choice determine your colors. 

As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, 
each color has its own strengths and weaknesses. 
You need to consider these when choosing your 
colors, since you'll only be able to use tactics 
available in those colors. If you want to counter 
your opponent’s spells, for example, you need 
blue. If you want fast mana, you need green or 
black, and so on. 

In the section on limited-card environments, 

we discussed the trade-offs between the advan- 
tages of using several colors, and the disadvan- 
tages of the mana problems this can cause. This 
applies just as strongly to constructed decks. 
When planning a constructed deck, you can 
design your deck using lands or other cards 
which produce more than one color of mana 
(figure 1.29). These make colored-mana problems 
less likely. However, many of the decks you’ll be 
facing when playing constructed decks have fast, 
ageressive, “do unto oth- 
ers before they do unto 
you” themes, and a fair 
number include land 
destruction as part of 
their strategy, so any 
mana problems that you 
do have are much more 
likely to be fatal. Because 
of this, the vast majority 
of tournament decks use 
three colors or less. 

BASIC DECK BUILDING 

If you're using out-of-print “spoiler” cards, one other type of 

lock is possible, Instead of depriving your opponent of mana 

or of cards, you can deprive him of turns. To do this, you set ~ 

up a loop of some sort allowing you to recycle a Time Walk 

indefinitely (figure 1.28). If you manage to get this lock working, 

your opponent never gets another turn. The same thing can be 

done with a Final Fortune/Time Vault combination, since the 

“lose at end of turn” clause on Final Fortune doesn’t get a 7 — “ae 
chance to happen if you use that turn to charge a Time Vault. ane: © 

Soldevi Digoe : 

| 2: Put the top card of your 
_ graveyard on the bottom of your 
library. 

| “This ceaseless device has helped ' 
| uncover marvels unreachable by mere 
| flesh.” 

- —Arcum Dagsson, 
| Soldevi Machinist 

Figure 1.28. The ultimate lock. Using out-of- 
print “spoiler” cards, you can set up a combina- 
tion such that your opponent never gets another 
turn. One way to do this is to empty your 
library, then continually recycle a Time Walk by 
using a Soldevi Digger to put it back on your 
library where you immediately draw it again. 

Birds of Paradise SBarbedSextar = tl 

Summon Mana Bird Artifact 

1, &, Sacrifice Barbed Sextant: 
| Add one mana of any color to your 
mana pool. Play this ability as a 
mana source. Draw a card at the 
beginning of the next turn. 

lus. Mark Poole Illus, Amy Weber 
197 Wizards of the Case it Ah righty © ex 4.187 Waza: OF thie. Carat, Lge AR rights reserved: 
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Building the Deck 
Once you've decided on the general approach 
you want your deck to take, and the colors you 
want to use, it’s time to get down to the nitty- 
eritty and start choosing cards. 

When first starting out, you by necessity 
built “kitchen sink” decks—you put in any card 
that looked like it might be useful or interesting. 
To advance past that stage, you need to get much 
more selective about the cards you use. Every 

Meekstone 

NN cial 

4 “a 

Artifact Creature Artifact 

2: Regenerate 
Creatures with power 3 or greater do 
not untap during their controllers’ 
untap phases. 

Tawnos won fame as Urza’s greatest 
assistant. After he created these warriors, 
Urza ended his apprenticeship, promoting 

When the mighty sleep, the lowly prowl. | him directly to the rank of master. 

Qlus. Adam Rex 
1897 Wirards of che Croat, dine, AN rights 

Tus. Quinton Hoover 
WORF Wikarels of Une Congas, ine, Al righica cosicrwed 

a 

card in your deck should have a specific reason 
for being there, and should contribute to the 

overall goal and style of the deck. Keeping to this 
rule is the most difficult part of deck design for 
many new players. 

Another very important rule is that your 
cards should complement one another, not fight 
with each other. It’s fairly easy to see that you 
wouldn’t put creatures with power greater than 
2 in a deck with Meekstones, and almost as easy 
to see that enchantments which raise your crea- 

- tures’ power above 2 aren’t such a hot idea in 
that deck either. Creatures with a base power of 
2 or less that can then be temporarily pumped 
higher, on the other hand, work very well in 
company with Meekstones (figure 1.30). Other 
combinations are more subtle. For example, 
putting flying creatures in a deck with Hurricanes 
(figure 1.31) may seem self-defeating. However, 
using large fliers for damage, along with 
Hurricanes to clear any smaller flying blockers 
out of the way, could work quite well. 

Deciding how many of each card to put in is 
also tricky. If you want the highest possible chance 

32 

Most Magic tournaments these days use the Duelists’ 

2 Convocation International (DCI) rules for deck construction, or 

a close variant of them, even if the tournament isn't sanctioned 

by the DCI. These rules require that a constructed deck contains 

at least sixty cards and has no more than four of any one card 

other than basic lands, The full DCI rules also limit just which 

cards can be used, depending on the type of the tournament. 

Those restrictions change several times a year, though, so we 

won't get that specific. 

Figure 1.30. Build your 
deck with cards that 
complement each 
other instead of fight- 
ing. For example, you 
wouldn’t want Clay 
Statues in a deck with 
Meekstones, but 

Dragon Engines 
would work very well. 

Dragon Engine 

Artifact Creature 

2: +1/+0 until end of turn 

“How is it the legged engines seem so 
| much more alive than their wheeled 
counterparts? Simply, they were born, 
not made.” 

—Mishra 

(lus, Anson Maddocks 
1997 Wirnrels of dhe € at, Line, AL myglits reserved 

of drawing a particular card, you need to put four 
of them in the deck. Cards which are only really 
useful in the early parts of the game—cr at least, are 
less useful later—and which you don’t mind having 
multiples of, should nearly always come in four- 
somes. This is especially true for decks which use 
mana-producing Elves, Birds, or Dark Rituals to try 
to get something large out quickly. 

lalttg mle tite Figure 1.31. If you put 
Hurricane in a deck 
full of flying creatures, 
you'll be damaging 
your own creatures. 

yrnelius Brudi 
{) he € 1 } All rig reserv 

es 
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Cards which are useful any time in the game, 
such as most of the red direct-damage spells, are 
also good in groups of four. 

Some decks’ strategy is built around one 
special card, such as Titania’s Song, Winter Orb, 

or Necropotence (figure 1.32). Once you have one 
of these cards in play, a second is redundant and 
useless except as a backup. Even so, you should 
include four of that card, since the deck can’t use 

its main strategy until you get one. These decks 
should be designed to be able to function even 
without their central card, though, since you 

can’t guarantee that you'll draw it or that your 
opponent won’t manage to get rid of it somehow. 

Siteviee Belts Winter Orb 
Oo 

Players cannot untap more than 
one land during their untap phases. 

“When once winter has ahold, 
Not willingly does she withdraw 
Her icy touch, wistfully caressing— 
The deepened air sleeps its cold.” 

—Aline Corralurn, “Late Thaw” 

Nec TO pote nce Figure 1.32. Some 
decks are designed 
around one special- 
purpose card, such 
as these. 

If having more than one of a card in play is 
redundant, and that card isn’t a critical core of 

your deck’s strategy, then - ow’ re eu best off : 
putting only one or twe 

but you may need even more if you’re playing 

‘fine, but when you get right down to it, the only 

» card for another. Often, though, the changes are , 
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won't have as good a chance of drawing it in a 
game, but the trade-off is worth it, since you a 

don’t want to be stuck drawing a useless card i 
when you're in a critical situation. 

Some spells are only useful late in the gam: 
or take a lot of mana to cast. For these, you want 
to lessen the chance of drawing, one in your — 
opening hand since it.will just sit there taking up” 
space which could have been used for sgroetheny 
you could actually play. You’re better off 1 using _ 
only one or two of these, or-perhaps three if the ~ 
card is especially important: ~~ : 

Obviously, no matter what type of sack 
you've decided to build, you'll need lands for 
mana to power it. The guidelines which we | 
discussed in the limited environment section - 

apply equally to constructed decks. In general, | 
you should plan for around forty percent-mana: 
You can get.away with less in a one-color deck.or 
a deck where all the spells are very cheap to cast, 

several colors or using a lot of expensive spells. 

Practice Makes Perfect 
Talking about how to build a deck is all well and 

way to really learn how to do it is to build some 
decks and try them out. The more practice you 
have, the more you’ll develop an intuitive feel 
for how the cards combine, which ones work | 

well together, and how many of each you'll need. 
Tuning a deck is an important part of building | 

it. Even the very best players don’t just put a deck _ | 
together and take it off to a tournament. Instead, 

they test the deck over and over again against as 
many different styles of deck as they can. They 
keep track of what problems the deck has, and 
try to think of what they can change to make it 
work better. Sometimes tuning may involve tak- 
ing a card out completely, or substituting one 

very subtle—putting in one or two more lands, 
using two of one card instead of three and three 

o of another, and the like. 
s to the end of general deck- 
5 will go into more detail on 

decks, including sample 
gh, it’s time to talk about 
tally playing the game. 

i 
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CREATURES AND COMBAT STRATEGY 

s the previous chapter’s section on deck styles mentioned, the 
vast majority of decks in Magic are designed to win by damage. 
The most common way of dealing damage is to attack your oppo- 

nent with creatures. It makes sense, then, that quite a lot of the strategy in 
many duels revolves around creature combat. That’s why we'll begin our 
section on strategies in play with combat. This chapter will cover a num- 
ber of combat-related topics, including: 

~ CREATURES AND 
BAT STRATEGY. 

ronclaw Ores _ 06 The strengths and weaknesses of creature- 
, 2 based strategies. 

Overview of the rules for combat. 

Deciding when and how to attack or block. 

Taking advantage of combat abilities. 

Creature stand-offs and stand-off breakers. 

Using fast effects during combat will be cov- 
ered in the next chapter. 

Figure 2.1. For the 
same casting cost you 

- can deal three damage 
immediately, or two 

damage every turn 
____ starting next turn. 

Advantages of Creatures 
Creatures have some big advantages over 
other methods of dealing damage. Most of 
them stem from the fact that creatures are 
re-usable. The most efficient direct-damage 
spell in Fifth Edition is Incinerate, which does 
3 damage for 1 @. For that same 1 @ you 
could summon a 2/2 Ironclaw Orcs (figure 
2.1). The Orcs can’t attack immediately, but 
starting the next turn, they can do 2 damage 
every turn until your opponent blocks or gets 

rid of them. By the third turn they’ve dealt more damage than the 
Incinerate did, and they can keep doing more and more. Or consider the 
Orgg (figure 2.2). For the same amount of mana that it would take to do 
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_ 4Adamage with a Fireball 
| or Disintegrate you get a 
| creature which can do 6 

damage every turn, 
provided your opponent 
has nothing to stop it. 

Some non-creature 
spells create permanents 
with re-usable damage 
effects, but none are as 

cost-efficient as an 
unblocked creature. 

Figure 2.2. The Orgg is 
the most cost-effective 
of all, if your opponent 
has nothing to stop 
him from attacking. 

Pjeveptestssoun Gt 

Hlus. Daniel Gelon 

Blood Lust Giant Growth 

Figure 2.3. Just a 
few of the many 
ways to make your 
creatures even 

stronger. 

Instant 

| Target creature gets +3/+3 until 
. end of turn, 

A | 
' | Enchanted creature gets +1/+2. 

Mus. Anson Maddocks 

Orcish Oriflamme Infinite Hourglass 
Unhol , reneth 

Most can do only 1 ag 
damage per turn. Those oe ~ 
that can do more either | ‘ 
damage you as well as 
your opponent or require 

payments every turn. 

Creatures can be used to 
defend as well as to 

Patuetectes| 

During your upkeep, put a time counter 
on Infinite Hourglass. 

All creatures get +X/+0, where X is equal 

attack, if you re facing . + Enchanted creature gets +2/+1. | otiteea a. 

another creature-based : tp Renan tas Cottier fees Incr 
; Se Hourglass. 

deck, and they’re quite ‘ ‘Tom Kui : flue. Dan Frariet hus, Adam Rex ee 

efficient for that purpose , 
as well. 

Another advantage of creatures is the huge number of other spells 
and effects which make them stronger. These include one-shot effects 
like Giant Growth or Blood Lust, lasting effects like Holy/ Unholy | 
Strength, and mass effects like Orcish Oriflamme or Infinite Hourglass: 
(figure 2.3). Incinerate always does three damage—there’s nothing, elsé= 
you can cast to make it do more. mous creatures, though, can easil 
enhanced. | ye 
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Disadvantages of Creatures 
Despite their advantages, creatures have a number of disadvantages as a 
way of dealing damage. One big problem with creatures is that other 
creatures can easily stop them. A cheap 1/1 creature can throw itself in 

the way of your biggest attacker, saving your oppo- 
nent from taking any damage (unless the attacker 
has Trample, which we’ll discuss later in the chap- 
ter). If the 1/1 
creature has a Regeneration ability, then it can 
keep doing this turn after turn. 

Even if your opponent isn’t using creatures, there | 
are still more ways to stop creatures from dealing j 

damage than there are to stop other 
things. A direct-damage spell 
or effect can usually only be 

| . a stopped by countering it or 
Fe ce \ b i et preventing the damage. 

rg. ear \ Taihes Creatures are easier to neutral- 
ize. You can reduce their power 
to 0, or use a “creature deals no 

damage in combat” effect. You 
can tap them, or prevent them 
from attacking. You can destroy 

or remove them from the 
game. You can even 
take control of them a 
and use them against | 
their owner (figure 2.4)! 

Figure 2.4. Just a 
few of the many ~ 
ways to deal with 
your opponent’s 
creatures. 

Weakness Creature 

ited creature neither deals | 
eives combat damage. 

Ind gives to airy nothing 
tabitation and a name.” 

—William Shakespear 
idsummer-Night’s Drea 

ap target creature without 

2 of cool w 4 
‘ater does w, ; 

uttered’ --1-2:,7,) vonders to 
ke Rag, 

? %yasp 
Binding, Gras 

| 

, During your upkeep, pay * * or 
bury Serra Bestiary. 

Snchanted creature cannot attack, 
lock, or play any ability that 
acludes ©& in its activation cost. 

Another problem with 
creatures involves mass- 
damage or mass-destruc- 

oa ury | Terror De a tion spells. 

a eee a nr? nd bea @ Anumber of spells and 
Gain contre ets 0+ hide GP oe a tine Comangg id. effects damage or destroy 

| What I want Gs Bibel ae every creature in play (fig- 
2" ure 2.5). If you’re playing 

with creatures yourself, then 
these spells are of 
limited usefulness—you would only cast them 
when you were in a losing position, since oth- 
erwise you'd be wiping out your own advan- 
tage. If you’re not playing with creatures, 
though, these very powerful spells have no 
drawbacks and you can take full advantage of 

them. A creatureless player using these spells can often destroy many 
creatures in one blow. This sort of exchange, where you spend one card of 
your own to get rid of several of your opponent's cards, can be key to 
winning duels. 

Enc 
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Gifamite 

Bury all creatures. 

Combat Overview 
Before getting into combat strategy, let’s quickly 
review the rules for the attack. 

The attack is a special part of the main 
phase. You can’t start an attack until your oppo- 
nent has had the chance to use as many fast 
effects as he wants to in the main phase. When 
you're ready to attack, tell your opponent you're 
attacking. Don’t touch any of your creatures 
yet—if you do, you’re just giving away free 
information! If you start tapping creatures with- 
out giving your opponent a chance to do some- 
thing, he can make you back up. 

Now your opponent has priority, temporarily, 
and can announce a fast effect. This is a favorite 
time for using effects that tap creatures, since a 
tapped creature won't be able to attack. 

If your opponent does announce any fast 
effects, your attack is canceled. You're still in 
your main phase, and after this batch of effects 
resolves, you can cast sorceries, Summon crea- 
tures, play a land, or do any of the other main 
phase actions. Then you can declare your attack 
again if you still want to. 

GOTCHA! 

When your opponent announces an attack, you can use a fast effect 

like that of the Elder Druid to tap one of his creatures. That creature 

won't be able to attack. One trick to watch out for, though—when you 

use a pre-attack fast effect, you throw your opponent back into the 

pre-attack main phase. A sneaky opponent may count on you to do 

this, and hold onto a summon spell for a creature with the no-sum- 

moning-sickness ability—such as Ball Lightning or Ambush Party— 

instead of casting it before announcing his attack. Now when you 

make the expected play of using the Druid to tap something, he can 

summon the creature and then restart his attack. You've already used 

up your Druid’s ability for this turn, so you won't be able to stop this 

new larger attacker (figure 2.6). 

S7eyal tates 

Figure 2.5. Mass- — 
damage and mass- — 
destruction spells 

®: Pestilence denis "indo to like these are extra : 
each Creature. and player. effective if you ‘have — 

; se Ta no creatures of teh 
- owN. 

Ball Light ning, aele Ambush Par ty 

Summon Ball Lightning ei biretectesetavertejtriti etieny 

lis: Charlies Gille pic 

Figure 2.6. This player sneakily avoided casting his 
Ball Lightning before declaring his attack, hoping 
that his opponent would use the Druid to tap one 
of the small creatures. His opponent co-operated, 
and is about to get an unpleasant surprise! 

If your opponent chooses not to use a fast © 
effect, then any mana left in either player’s 
mana pool drains, causing manaburn. Then the 
attack starts. The attack itself consists of these © 
steps: 

1. Declare and tap attacking creatures. 

2. Fast effects. 

3. Declare blocking. 

4, Fast effects, = 
5, Reso tease 

fd Resolve _ of combat” effects. 
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Step One. Declare and Tap Attacking Creatures 
The attacker declares and taps all of the creatures 
which are going to attack, either singly or in 
groups. If any creatures are required to attack for 
some reason, they take priority over the other 
creatures—the “must attack” creatures must be 
declared either before, or at the same time as, any 
creatures that aren’t required to attack. Fast 
effects are illegal during this step, unless the card 
specifically says that it should be used at this 
time. For example, if one of your creatures is 
enchanted with Brainwash (figure 2.7), you have 

_the option of paying the three mana at the time 
you're declaring attackers. 

Figure 2.7. Prine the 
cost for Brainwash is 
one of the few effects 
played during the 
“declare attackers” 
step. Similarly, 
Hipparion’s cost is 

| Enchanted creature cannot attack ~~ 

paid while declaring cianwe oe 
blockers. |: ‘They’re not your friends; they despise — | 

i; | eg m the only one you can count % 
e on. Trust me. 

Step Two. Fast Effects NULL ATTACK 

First chance for using 
fast effects. Both players 
can cast and respond to 
as many fast effects as 
they want during this 
step, following all the 

- normal rules for fast 
effects. Usually, 

though, there won’t be 
_ many—it’s often best 

to wait until step four to use a fast effect. We’ll 
diseuss this later, in the section on strategies for 
using fast effects during the attack. 

don't care about. 

a Step Three. Declare Blocking 

_ Very similar to step one, except that blockers 
don’t tap. The defending player decides which 

_ creatures—if any—are going to block, and assigns 
each of them to block one specific attacking 
creature. As with step one, no fast effects are legal 
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Strange as it may seem, it is legal to ae an attack when you d 1 

have any creatures, or to declare an attack but then not choose any 

creatures in step one. This is called a “Null Attack.” You mi 

if your opponent has mana floating i in his pool, to force him to either 

spend it or take manaburn, Or if you have creatures but don't actually - 

want to attack, you might declare an attack anyway to see if you c can 

trick your opponent into using me a ae or a on some 

now unless the card specifically says you can use 
it at this time. Once a creature is blocked, it stays 
blocked, no matter what happens to the blocker 
after this step. 

Step Four. Fast Effects 
Exactly the same as step two. This.is the last 
chance for either player to use fast effects during 
the attack, so this is where most of the spell- 

casting usually happens. 

Step Five. Resolve Damage 
Now, each creature which is still in the combat 

deals damage equal to its power. Unblocked 
attacking creatures 

cn /—mie damage the defending 
| player, while blocked 

creatures and blocking 
creatures damage each 
other. If two or more 
creatures gang up to 

block one attacker, the 

attacking player 
decides how to split 
up the damage 
between them. 

fs Hitec: cannot be ‘iilindd 3 to block |. | 
) any creature with power 3 or greater | 3 
| | unless you pay an additional 1. | 

| | “Someone once said that hipparions are | | 
| | to warriors what aesthir are to skyknights. | 

| | Don’t believe it. . 
- —General Lessee the Arctic Fox | 

remember: spells and 
effects which prevent 
creatures from dealing 
or receiving combat 
damage only apply to 
this step, not to other 
damage, even if it hap- 
pens during the attack. 
Many new players 
miss this rule. 

Once the damage 
has been assigned, you 
go through the normal 

damage-prevention and resolution steps, just as 
you would outside the attack. 

ght do this 

sor - se hie eae 

Step Six. Resolve “End of Combat” Effects 
The final step in the attack is to resolve any “end 
of combat” effects, such as the Thicket Basilisk’s 

ability (figure 2.8). Once all such effects are 
resolved, both players’ mana pools drain again, 
causing manaburn if necessary. Then the main 
phase resumes. 

Important rule to 



OS Gtrial ellagstagvect| 
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If Time Elemental attacks or blocks, - 
it deals 5 damage to you and is 

| buried at end of combat. ; 

2 @ ¢, S: Return target permanent > 
- with no enchantments on it to 
| owner’s hand. 

Figure 2.8. “End of combat” effects, like these, 
resolve in step six. 

Now that the rules for combat are fresh in your 
mind, we can start talking about the strategic 

_ decisions you need to make. 

Deciding When and How to Attack 
If you have creatures and your opponent has 
none, it doesn’t take a genius to figure out that 

~ you should attack. Most duels, though, involve 
creatures on both sides. Deciding when to attack 
and when not to—and which creatures to attack 
with, if you do attack—is one of the key skills 
you must master to become a good Magic player. 

Attacking carelessly is a good way to lose a 
duel. The rules of Magic are designed to give sev- 
eral advantages to the defending player. 

The Defender 

Gets to choose which creatures to engage. 

Can gang up two or more blockers to kill 
one attacker. 

Always has more information when making 
choices. 

Does not disable creatures by using them in 
combat. 

Speaks last when sea whether to use 
fast effects. 

We’ll say more about these Ssipstaces, and how : 
they affect the attacker’ 8 ‘ | 
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along. We’ll also talk about them later, in the sec- 
tion dealing with the defender’s choices. 

The attacker does have a few advantages to 
help make up for these. 

The Attacker 

Can choose not to havean attack at all. 

Has full resources available during the _ 
attack without giving up. any spelen. 

Can use non-fast-effect spells to clear the - 
way for an attack. 

Can prevent a blocker from dealing damage 
by tapping it. 

The first of these advantages is the most impor- 
tant. When it’s your turn, you can examine the 

creatures and other permanents each player has 
on the table, look at the cards in your hand, and 

make your best guess about what cards your 
opponent might be holding. Putting all this 
together, you can decide whether an attack at this 
point would be good or bad for you. If the 
answer is “bad” you simply don’t attack. 
Of course, a few cards take this choice away from 
you. If you play with a Primordial Ooze, for 
example, then you must attack whether you want 
to or not (figure 2.9). That’s the price for using 
the card. 

Figure 2.9. If you have 
a creature with a 
“must attack” ability 
in play, then you have 
to declare an attack 
even if it’s.bad for 
you. 

Primordial Ooze 

Summon Ooze 
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Some out-of-print cards can force your opponent to attack. 

Figure 2.10 shows a few of these. 

The trick, then, is deciding whether an attack 

would be good for you. This can range from quite 
easy to fairly complicated, depending on how many 
cards are in play on both sides and what special 
abilities they have. We'll start with simple exam- 
ples and work our way up to more complex ones. 

Simple Attacks 
The basic rule for 
attacking—and for any 
other play you might 
make, for that matter— 

is to do it only when 
the benefits outweigh ‘ 
the costs. We already ee 2 
mentioned the simplest ff 
of all attack decisions— 
the case where you 
have creatures and 
your opponent has 
none. In this case, the 

benefit is the damage 
you’re dealing to your 
opponent, and the cost 

is only that your crea- 
tures will be tapped until next turn. If your crea- 
tures have no special abilities, then all you lose 
by having them tapped is the ability to block. 
Against an opponent with nothing in play, this 
loss is trivial. The only way it could actually cost 
you anything is if your opponent casts a spell on 
the following turn which either: , 

: : Ball Lightning is unaffected by 
a summoning sickness. 

- At the end of any turn, bury Ball 
ve Lightning. 

Stasis 

Etetrerlaotr Artifact 

Creatures with power 3 or greater do 
| not untap during their controllers’ 

untap phases. 

| Each player skips his or her untap { 
_ phase. : 

During your upkeep, pay @ or bury - i 
oa” if er ati ' : & When the mighty sleep, the lowly prowl. | 

lus, Pay Jones 
1497 Wizards of the Coast, Inc. All right< 

“Thus: Quinton Hoover aa 
ALGO Megan te cok Nes Cliaaind: Tei, PAUL rghit xine 
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3 i: Target non-wall creature must attack. At 

end of turn, destroy that creature if it could not 

M attack. Use this ability only during the creature's 
f controller's turn before the attack. The creature’s 

| controller may counter this effect by. paying X, 

| where X is equal to’the creature's casting cost. 

. Arcum’s Whistle does not affect creatures brought 

: under their controller’s controhthis turn, 

Nether Shadow 

Rlebesteetevemeyer:cecenyy 

Nether Shadow is unaffected by 
summoning sickness. 

At the end of your upkeep, if Nether 
Shadow is in your graveyard with 
at least three creature cards above 
it, you may put Nether Shadow into 
play. 

Illus. DiTerlizzi 

oj ina shen Oil 

under opponent’s control this turn. 

2ielelejeres 

Bose 2 
J ] non 

First strike 

» Ambush Party is unaffected by 
- summoning sickness. 

|) “Fair fight? P'll take survival over 
ass p> chivalry any day | 

fotos : 

Figure 2.11. A few creatures can attack on the turn summoned, taking you by 
surprise, but that’s generally not enough reason to reserve creatures for blocking. 

Creates a creature that can attack immediately 
(figure 2.11), or 

Prevents your creatures from untapping 

normally (figure 2.12). 

o Players cannot untap more than 
', one creature during their untap 

hases. 

These possibilities are 
rare enough that you 
can pretty much ignore 
them unless you have 
a reason to think your 
opponent is playing 
with those cards. 

# 

Figure 2.12. If all your crea- 
i 

é 

tures are tapped and your ~ 
opponent casts one of t 
you could be in trouble. 

hy ry “ 

a 

Se ee oe ee 
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Consider the case where you and your opponent 
each have a creature. If you attack and your oppo- 
nent blocks, there are four possibilities, depend- 

ing on the power/toughness of each creature: 

1. Your creature dies and your opponent’s 
creature lives (figure 2.13a). 

2. Neither creature dies (figure 2.13b). 
3. Your opponent's creature dies and yours 

lives (figure 2.13c). 
4. Both creatures die (figure 2.13d). 

If your opponent's creature can kill yours without 
dying itself, as in case one, then attacking is a bad 

idea—you're losing a creature and gaining nothing. 
If neither creature can kill the other, as in 

case two, then you're losing the ability to block 
with your creature on the following turn and still 
gaining nothing, so attacking in that situation is 
almost as bad. 

Of course, if you have a card such as Giant 
Growth in your hand, then these obviously-bad 
attacks aren’t bad after all. Sometimes you may 
make an obviously-bad attack even without such 
a card in your hand, bluffing your opponent into 
thinking you have one! 

If your creature is big enough to kill your oppo- 
nent’s creature without dying, as in case three, then 
you should always attack—or should you? Keep in 
mind that your opponent isn’t forced to block. He 
may choose to just let your creature through, taking 
the damage and saving his own creature. On his 
turn, your creature will still be tapped from attack- 
ing and unable to block. If you didn’t summon 
another creature in the meantime, his creature will 

be able to attack you freely. So usually in a situation 
like case three you should attack—but if you won't 
be able to do enough damage to win and you’re 
very low on life yourself, you may want to hold off. 

Finally we have case four, where both crea- 

tures will kill each other if your opponent blocks. 
In this situation, as in case three, you need to 

consider whether you can afford to attack and 
have him not block. You also have to decide 
whether your creature is more valuable to you 
than your opponent’s creature is to him. If it is, 
then attacking is a bad idea, since your opponent 
will probably be happy to settle for mutual 
destruction. The tricky part, though, is deciding 
how valuable each creature is. 

Figure 2.13. The four possible outcomes for a one- 
on-one battle. 

Grizzly Bears 

Don’t try to outrun one of Dominaria’s 
grizzlies; it'll catch you, knock you 
down, and eat you. Of course, you 
could run up a tree. In that case you'll 
get a nice view before it knocks the tree 
down and eats you. 
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Don’t try to outrun one of Dominaria’s 
grizzlies; it'll catch you, knock you 
down, and eat you. Of course, you 
could run up a tree. In that case you'll 
get a nice view before it knocks the tree 
down and eats you. 

Grizzly Bears 

Summon Bears 

Don’t try to outrun one of Dominaria’s 
grizzlies; it'll catch you, knock you 
down, and eat you. Of course, you 
could run up a tree. In that case you'll 
get a mice view before it knocks the tree 
down and eats you. 

Ilus; Una Pricker 
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Don’t try to outrun one of Dominaria’s 
grizzlies; itll catch you, knock you 
down, and eat you. Of course, you 
could run up a tree. In that case you'll 
get a nice view before it knocks the tree 
down and eats you. 

Hiws, Una Frcker 
rw gle ent the € Lt. A 

| Fortunately, hill giants have large blind | 
| Spots in which a human can easily 
_ hide. Unfortunately, these blind spots 

«, are beneath the bottoms of their feet. © 

&: Orcas Aeiliey cae ss ae : 
9 target creature or player and 3 

In a rare display of ingenuity, the orcs 
invented an incredibly destructive = 
weapon. Most orcish arullerists are those & 
who dared criticize its effectiveness. 

‘oblin affairs are often confused with 
|. anarchy. The chaos, however, i: is the 

_ will sporadically and violently appear. 
Pashalik Mons and his raiders are the 

“When vou’re a goblin, you don’t have ¥ 
|. to step forward to be a hero—everyone | 
= | else just has to step back!” - 
>,  ~—Biggum Flodrot, goblin veteran F 
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The Value of a Creature 
How valuable a creature is to a player depends 
on many factors. Clearly, creatures with high 
power and toughness are more valuable than 
smaller creatures, and 

creatures with special 
abilities are more 
valuable than crea- 
tures with no abilities. 
If you attack with a 
1/1 creature and your 
opponent has a 2/1 : 

creature, both with no If Dwarven ra sh m8 
special abilities, your  [@iiitendoram 
opponent is unlikely IR "Oe mus die / Ore puss die | Nox 

> an orc? | March on by.” a 
to block, because your . —Drwsarven marching song | 
creature is less valu- ee ae eee 
able. Switch sides and 
consider attacking with a 2/1 creature when your 
opponent has a 1/1—now he’ll probably be 
happy to block, since it’s a good trade. Replace 
the 2/1 creature with a 1/1 with a nice special 
ability, such as Dwarven Warriors or Pradesh 
Gypsies, and the trade would be even more one- 
sided (figure 2.14). 

®: Regenerate 

“The dead make good soldiers. They 
can’t disobey orders, they never surrender, 
and they don’t stop Sighting when a 
random body part falls off.” 

—wNevinyrral, 

Necromancer’s Handbook 

The only sound was the gentle clicking 
of the faeries’ wings. Then those intruders 
who were still standing turned and fled. 
One thing was certain: they didn’t think 
the Scryb were very funny anymore. 

Figure 2.15. Which of these creatures is the most 
valuable? There’s no “right” answer—it depends 
on eqtigt else is going on in the game. 
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Figure 2.14. Any of these creatures is more valu- 
able than a 1/1 with no special abilities. 

ae Gypsies 

1 ®, ©: Target creature gets -2/-0 
until end of turn. 

| >: Target creature with power 2 or a 
__ less is unblockable this turn. = “A mysterious people indeed. Their 

origins are as secret as their traditions.” 
—Lord Magnus of Llanowar 

But is a 1/1 creature with flying more or less 
valuable than a 1/1 creature with regeneration? 
How about a 2/2 creature with no abilities (fig- 
ure 2.15)? There’s no “right” answer—t all 
depends on the current state of the duel and on 
what else the players have in their decks. 

For example, if your 
opponent is playing 
defensively and has a 
row of regenerating 
walls, then all of your 
creatures without spe- 
cial abilities are fairly 
worthless. A 1/1 flying 
creature is much more 
valuable to you no mat- 
ter how large the 
ground-pounders are 
(figure 2.16). 

’ 
") “When you’re a goblin, you don’t have 

_» 10 step forward to be a hero—everyone © 
\ else just has to step back!” 
% —Biggum Flodrot, goblin veteran § 

meee 

Another example—if you have thirty creatures in 
your deck, then you can afford to kill them off 
with wild abandon. If your deck contains only a 
few creatures, then each of them is much more 

important and you'll almost never want to trade 
creatures with an opponent. 

The main questions to ask yourself when 
you're deciding how valuable a creature is are: 

i ee 



Wall of Brambles 

Nibbeeteett 
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Figure 2.16. If your opponent has several of these 
in play, then a 1/1 flier is more valuable to you 
than a huge non-flier. 

How important is this creature in the current 

situation? 

How essential is this creature to my deck’s 
overall design? 

How difficult do I think replacing the creature 
would be? _ 

In the case of your own creatures, you can 
answer these pretty easily. You can see the cur- 
rent situation, and you know what's in your 
hand and your deck. For your opponent's crea- 
tures, it’s much more difficult. Unless you’ve 
played enough duels against the same person to 
know more or less how his deck works, you'll 
just have to make a guess based on what cards 
you've seen and how he’s been playing so far. 

Multiple Creatures 
In our examples so far, each player had only one 
creature. You only had three possible outcomes: to 
consider—don’t attack, attack and be blocked, or 
attack and not be blocked. In choosing whether 
to attack, you looked at those possible outcomes 
and picked the option that gave you the best 
result if your opponent makes the choice et ‘d 
like least. . 

The same rules of thumb eoply to situations _ 
where more creatures are in - 
your best play, you co 
your leon SSernate 

7. To determine _ 
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and the best—that is, the worst for you—way 
that your opponent could block that combination 
and compare those with the results of not attack- 
ing at all. Once you decided which outcome was — 
best for you, you would then make that play. 

This is all well and fine if you happen to be 
computer. Unfortunately for us humans, though 
the number of possibilities grows very quickly _ 
when you start adding more creatures to the mix, 
so thinking about each possible combination one 
at a time isn’t really practical. OY Se ea oe 

If you have two creatures, you have four’ oe 
choices. You can choose not to attack, or attack 
with both, or attack with either one of them by 
itself (figure 2.17). If you have three creatures, 
you'll have eight different possibilities to choose 
from. With four creatures, there are sixteen differ- 
ent choices, and so on. 

Repel meteruiat: WVlapfeoliag mage ert lO hptelane ¢ 

Sum non Me rit olk Summon Lord 

. Most peat Richotars atlas shai ] 
_ merfolk are the survivors of sunken 
Atlantis, humans adapted to the water. » 

~ Merfolk, however, believe that humans 
_ sprang forth from merfolk who adapted 
themselves in order to explore their last” 
frontier. 

All Merfolk get +1/+1 and gain E 
| islandwalk. (If defending player controls © 
any islands, these creatures are unblockable.) | 

' ““We have no legs,’ the warrior spat, ‘for 
we have finished running.’” 

—Vodalian folktale | 

I!lus. 
‘ 
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two creatures you have four 
; to think about for attacking. 
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Figure 2.18. When one creature 
attacks an opponent with two 

creatures, the defender has four 
different blocking options. 

hurloon Minotaur Lie A 
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Then there’s your opponent to consider. If you’re 
attacking with one creature and your opponent 
has two creatures, he can choose to let it through, 

to block it with either one of his, or to block it 

with both of them together (figure 2.18). If you’re 
attacking with two creatures, and your opponent 
also has two creatures, he has nine different 

choices about how to block. With more creatures 
on either side, the possibilities get even more 
complicated. 

Short-cuts 
As you can see, if both players have several crea- 
tures in play, the number of different possible 

~ combinations is going to be far too large to think 
about every one of them individually during a 
duel. Instead, you look for shortcuts that let you 
quickly eliminate whole groups of possibilities. 

For example, if your opponent's creatures 
are all bigger than yours, you don’t need to think 
about all the different ways he could block. You 
know he’ll block and kill as many as possible. 
You would need to attack with at least one more 

a4 

creature than he has to accomplish anything—if 
you do, then you can assume that he'll block and 
kill all the most dangerous ones, leaving the 
smallest one(s) to deal damage. 

Similarly, if you have a creature that’s larger 
than all your opponent's creatures, you really 
only need to think about three types of blocks: 

Opponent doesn’t block. 

Opponent blocks with his least valuable 
creature. (This is often called a “speed 
bump,” since it slows the attack down 
for a turn.) 

Opponent gang-blocks with enough 
creatures to kill yours. 

] 
4 

= 
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You don’t need to even consider all the various 
ways that he could block and not kill your crea- 
ture (figure 2.19), because your opponent isn’t 
stupid—or at least, you should plan your play as 
if he isn’t. If he blocks but doesn’t block with 
enough to kill it, then he’ll just throw his least 
valuable creature in the way. 

Another shortcut works because creatures 
remain in play from turn to turn, and usually 
only one or two are added or removed each turn. 
If you figured out last turn that attacking would 
be a bad move, and you haven't played anything 

BLOCK-A 

>) Bele Git 
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Llanowar Elves Mons’s Goblin Raiders 

BLOCK-B 

hej bbsebecteseu @relejuters 

: dd ® to your mana oe) Play. 
| this ability as a mana source. 

' One bone broken for every twig ae 
| snapped underfoot. 
_ —Llanowar — ee trespassing 

lus. Pete Venters 

Hurloon Minotaur Giant Spider 

>) ele Gly 
Summon Minotaur 

venom, the 
3 r often chooses not to epee | 
} victims. Perhaps the creature enjoys the | 
gentle rocking motion caused by its | 

tives” Bide to escape its web. 

Illus, Anson Maddocks 

Figure 2.19. If you attack with your Orgg in this 
situation, then your opponent has sixteen differ- 
ent choices for blocking. Really, though, you only 
need to think about a few of them. 

new or destroyed any of your opponent’s crea-  _ 
tures since then, you don’t need to re-figure—it’s — 
still going to be a bad idea. If you added a crea- 
ture, and your opponent added an equal-sized or 
larger creature, then you still won’t want to 
attack—your opponent could block your new 
creature with his new creature, and do every- 
thing else the same as he would have the previ- 
ous turn. } 

This shortcut can sometimes lead you astray, 
though, so be careful! Sometimes you'll discount 

a card that’s not useful in the current setting, and 

keep ignoring it through the following turns, 
even after something else changes that makes it 
no longer useless. It’$ a good idea, if you get into 
one of these long stand-offs, to re-evaluate the 
whole battlefield once in a while to make sure 
you haven’ t bpeceloped a blind spot. 

ies ae at 
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Deciding When and How to Block 
As we mentioned in the previous section, the 
defender has a number of advantages over the 
attacker. The defending player: 

Gets to choose which creatures to engage. 

Can gang up two or more blockers to kill 
one attacker. 

Always has more information when making 
choices. 

Does not disable creatures by using them in 
combat. 

Speaks last when deciding whether to use 
fast effects. 

Let’s look at these a little more closely, and see 
how you can make use of them. 

As the defending player, you have complete 
control over what battles between creatures will 
be fought. You can let some attackers through 
and block others. You can trade off equal crea- 
tures, or you can assign your better creatures to 

block things that they can kill, and use throw- 
away creatures as “speed bumps” to keep from 
being damaged by the more dangerous attackers. 
You can gang up to kill a dangerous attacker, and 
let the less dangerous ones go by. 

As an example of how powerful this choice 
can be, consider a situation where both players 
have an identical set of assorted-sized creatures. 
If your opponent were foolish enough to attack 
with everything in this situation, you could block 
each of his creatures with the next-larger one of 
your own, as shown in figure 2.21. This would 
result in you killing all but one of his creatures 
without losing any of yours. You could either 
throw your Goblin in front of the Hill Giant as a 
speed bump, or just take the 3 damage from the 
Hill Giant, depending on whether you'd rather 
keep the Goblin alive or have 3 more life. 

Figure 2.21. The defender’s advantage—with 
this sort of a mixed creature assortment, the 
defender-can kill all but one attacker without 
losing a creature. 
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If Marsh Viper damages any player, he 
or she gets two poison counters. If any 
player has ten or more poison counters, 
he or she loses the game. 

“And the seraphs sob at vermin fangs 
In human gore imbued.” 
—-Edgar Allan Poe, “The Conqueror Warm” 

ATTACK 
wet Did 

I ry \ ys IEA 

Don’t try to outrun one of Dominaria’s 
grizzlies; it’ll catch you, knock you 
down, and eat you, Of course, you 
could run up a tree. In that case you'll 
get a nice view before it knocks the tree 
down and eats you. 
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If Marsh Viper damages any player, he 
or she gets two poison counters. If any 
player has ten or more poison counters, 
he or she loses the game. 
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Figure 2.22. If you wanted to kill off the Hill 
Giant, you could block like this instead. 

Don’t try to outrun one of Dominaria’s 
grizzlies; itll catch you, knock you 
down, and eat you. Of course, you 
could run up a tree. In that case you'll 
get a nice view before it knocks the tree 
down and eats you, 

Gang-Blocking 
Another big advantage of the defender is the 
ability to “gang-block.” One of the most common 
mistakes made by beginners is to forget about 
this ability, and either make a careless attack or 
miss the chance to kill an attacking creature. 
Any number of your creatures can gang up to 
block a single attacking creature, and they'll all 
deal damage to it. This allows several small 
creatures to kill a larger creature. For example, | 

in the attack we were just discussing, if you 
wanted to get rid of the Hill Giant, you could 

arrange your blocks as in Figure 2.22 instead. 
Together, the Marsh Viper and Grizzly Bears 

deal three damage to the Hill Giant, which is 

enough {9 Kili. “= 
The only drawback of a gang block is that 

the attacking player will get to decide how to 
distribute damage from his creature among the 
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blockers. In this example, the Hill Giant does 3 
damage. The attacking player could put all3 _ 
damage on the Marsh Viper, or 2 on the Viper 
and 1 on the Bears, or 2 on the Bears and 1 on the 

Viper, or all 3 on the Bears. Since both of the 
blockers have a toughness of 2 , one or the other 

will survive no matter how the damage is 
assigned. If, instead of a 3/3 Hill Giant, the 
attacking creature was a 4/3 Stone Spirit, then its 
4 damage would be enough for the attacking 
player to kill both the blockers. 

Blocking Doesn’t Tap 
Another advantage for the defender is that 
attacking taps a creature, disabling it for other 
purposes, while blocking doesn’t. A creature that 
has just attacked won't be available to block on — 
the following turn. Any time a player attacks 
with all his. creatures, he leaves himself open for — 

“a po' tentially deadly counter-attack on the follow- 
ing turn. 

Also, a creature that has just attacked cannot 

tap to power a special ability—a blocking crea- 
ture can. This isn’t quite as useful as you might at 
first think, though, because of another rule—a 

tapped blocker doesn’t deal combat damage. 
For example, consider the D’Avenant Archer (fig- 
ure 2.23) You might think that the Archer could 
kill two 1/1 attackers, or trade itself for an attack- 

ing 2/2 creature, by blocking and then tapping to 
do 1 point of damage. This won’t work. 

If the Archer blocks and then taps to deal a 
point of damage after blocking, then it won’t 
get to deal combat damage. 

If the Archer doesn’t tap before damage 
dealing, then it won’t get a chance to use its 

- ability until the attack is over. 

4 
This rule can also bite you if your opponent 
has a card which can tap one of your creatures 

~» asa fast effect, such as the Aysen Bureaucrats. 
~ You need to watch out for these when deciding 
how to block. Remember the example where 

_ your Marsh Viper and Grizzly Bears blocked a 
- Stone Spirit? Try that move when your oppo- 
nent has Bureaucrats in play, and you'll be 
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Figure 2.23. If you 
block with a 
D’Avenant Archer and 
then use its special 
ability, it won't get to 
deal combat damage. | | ©: D’Avenant Archer deals 1 damage ‘ 

| to target attacking or blocking i 
creature. 

Avenant’s archers are seige ) trained as 

; 0 that eac “4 arrow ts guided bya —) 
“3 aren ont of vers 

Figure 2.24. A Samite 
Healer can block and 
kill a 1/1 attacker and 
survive the experience. 

| or player. 

| | Healers ultimately acquire the divine 
_ gifts of spiritual and physical wholeness. | 

_ | The most devout are also granted the he 
L a to pass physical wholeness on to | | 

sorry (figure 2.25). Your opponent can use the 
Bureaucrats to tap one of your creatures before 
damage dealing. Now that creature won’t deal 
damage, so you won’t do enough damage to 
kill the Stone Spirit. The Stone Spirit can still 
kill both of your blocking creatures, since being 
tapped only stops a blocker from dealing dam- 
age, and doesn’t protect the blocker from 
receiving damage. 
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Figure 2.25. Your oppo- 

nent used his 
Bureaucrats to tap your 

blocking Grizzly Bears. 
Now both of your crea- 
tures will die, and the 

Stone Spirit will live. 
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This is one example of how using a fast 
effect during the attack can radically change the 
outcome. Fast effects have so much impact on 
attacks, in fact, that they'll get a chapter all to 
themselves later. Now it’s time to talk about 
some creature abilities that change the rules for 
combat, and how they can affect your strategy. 

Creature Abilities 
Creatures in Magic can have all sorts of abilities, 
including things as diverse as preventing dam- 
age, forcing discards, providing mana, and mak- 
ing other creatures bigger. In this section, though, 
we’re only concerned with creature abilities that 
change the normal rules of combat—banding, 
evasion, first strike, and trample. Each of these 
changes the rules for one or two of the steps of- 
the attack, as listed in Table 2.1. | 

These abilities can have a major impact on your strategy: 

ATTACK STEP AFFECTED BY 

Declare Attackers Banding 

Declare Blockers Evasion 

Damage Resolution Banding, First Strike, Trample 

Table 2.1. Steps in the a 
abilities. 

Marsh Vi per 

hichescestevouAlerer 

Illus. Ron Spencer 
(1999 Wirards of the Coast; Tne, All right 

In a number of places throughout this chapter, 
we ve said that something applies “unless the 
attacking creature has Trample ability”. Now it’s 
finally time to talk about Trample and other crea- 
ture abilities that change the normal rules for 
combat, and how they affect strategy. 

Banding 
Banding is the most complicated creature ability 
in Magic, and causes more confusion than all the 
other creature abilities put together. Even at the 
Magic World Championships, judges for the 
sealed-deck events were asked to settle several 
disputes about banding. Many players fail to take 

full advantage of the banding ability,-or even 
avoid playing with banding creatures, just 
because they don’t understand it well. This isa 
shame, because banding can give a big edge toa 
ee who. knows how to take ae of it. 
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Banding on the Attack _ 
One of the defender’s normal eS P 
advantages is that each attacking e8 a 
creature is on its own, while sev- seeee 
eral defending creatures can 28 <3 

= S8&s 

gang up to block it. Banding 
changes this rule. When an 
attacking creature has the band- 
ing ability, it can join with anoth- 
er attacker to form an attacking 
band. If a creature is assigned to 
block either of the members of 
this band, the other member 

becomes blocked by that crea- 
ture as well. When you get to the 
damage resolution step, every- 
thing in the band will deal dam- 
age to the blocker. The attacking 
player gets to choose how to 
divide up any damage the blocker does; he can 
put it all on one attacker, or spread it around. 

Notice that a blocker is always “assigned to 
block” one and only one creature, even if that 
creature is part of a band. The other members of 
the band are blocked indirectly. This can make a 
big difference if one of the creatures has.a block- 
ing restriction or a special ability which triggers 
on a blocking assignment. For example, if a 
Labyrinth Minotaur (figure 2.25a) is assigned to 
block one member of a band, that creature won’t 

untap next turn, but its partner will untap as nor- 
mal. Another example: if a small creature and a 
large creature attack as a band, Ironclaw Orcs 
could be assigned to block the small creature and 
end up indirectly blocking the large one (figure 
2.26). | 
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Figure 2.25a. Some 
creatures, such as the 

Labyrinth Minotaur, 
have abilties that 
affect anything they’re 

assigned to block. 
_. These abilities don’t 

affect other creatures 
that are blocked indi- 
rectly. 

If Labyrinth Minotaur blocks any 
creature, that creature does not untap | 

| during its controller’s next untap phase. : 

| “I doubt any labyrinth minotaurs still live— : 
but then we minotaurs are stubborn beings.” 

—Onatah, Anaba shaman | 
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Figure 2.26. The Ironclaw Orcs can’t be assigned 
to block a Grapeshot Catapult. When they're 
assigned to block the Benalish Hero, though, they 
end up indirectly blocking the Catapult. 

If you have several creatures with banding, you 
can have each of them join with a different 
attacker, making several two-creature groups, or 
you can have a bunch of them join the same 
attacker for one big group. A creature that does- 
n't have banding can be joined with, but can’t 
join anything itself, so an attacking band will 
have no more than one non-banding creature. 

When you're attacking, careful use of band- 
ing can make things quite unpleasant for your 
opponent. For example, say your opponent has a 
Hill Giant and you attack with a band of three 
1/1 creatures. If he blocks, his Giant will die. 
You'll assign all the damage to one creature, so 
you'll end up trading a 1/1 for a 3/3—quite a 
bargain! Or consider the case where you have 
something really rude like a Seraph, along with 
one or more small banders. If the creatures 
attacked separately, your opponent would block 
and kill one of the small creatures. But when they 
attack as a band, your opponent must either 
block one of them, letting the Seraph take control 
of his Boars, or let them all through for a big 
chunk of damage (figure 2.27). 
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Figure 2.27. If the Boars block, it will be killed, 

and the Seraph will take control of it. The 
attacker can assign all the Boars’s damage to the 
Hero or Battering Ram, losing only one creature 

in the exchange. 

Note that banding does not allow 
creatures to share any special abilities, 

~ 
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didn’t lose her flying ability by being 
banded with a ground creature. The 
Boars can’t be assigned to block her— 
he can only be assigned to block the 
Hero or the Battering Ram. 

and also that it doesn’t remove any a: 

abilities. The Seraph in that example Se: 

£1028 

Banding on the Defense 
Banding when you're on the defend 
ing side is very different. Defending 
creatures already have the option to 
gang up on an attacking creature— 

ities to. 

Figure 

they don’t need any special abilities 
allow this. The banding abi 
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used when blocking. In fact, when you're defend- 
ing, the banding ability is never “used” at all. | 
Instead, it’s something that happens automatical- ee 
ly when you reach the step in the attack wheres 
damage is assigned. : eo 

Normally, if two or more creatures gang up 
to block one attacKer, the attacking 
player chooses how to split the dam- — 
age. If at-least one of the blockers 
has banding, though, then the — ene 
defending playér gets to parcel out . 
the damage between them. This is — 
the only difference’ that banding . 
“makes when you're defending! If the 
attacking creatures are banded, then 
each player gets to divide up the 
damage to his own creatures. 

One common mistake is thinking 
that you can make an illegal block 
legal by using banding. For example, © * 
you have a Mesa Pegasus and a Sco 

Kjeldoran Royal Guard, and your opponent is . 
attacking with an Air Elemental (figure 2.28). You. — 
can’t block the Elemental with the Guard, 

because the Guard 
doesn’t have flying. 
Only the Pegasus can 
block. 
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Figure 2.29. Only one out of a group of blockers 
needs the banding ability. Here, the defending 
player gets to decide where the Craw Wurm'’s 
damage goes. 
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Notice that you only need one bander to get t the 
damage-distribution ability, no matter how many 
creatures are blocking. If your opponent attacks 
with a Craw Wurm and you block with three 
ordinary 1/1 creatures plus a Benalish Hero, you 
can put all the Wurm’s damage onto one of the 
creatures, trading a 1/1 for a 6/4 (figure 2.29). If 
you happen to have a big wall such as the 0/8 
Wall of Stone, or anything with regeneration, you 
could add that to the blocking group, assign all 
the damage to it, and kill the Wurm without los- 
ing anything. 

One trick to watch out for—all that matters 
when you're deciding who gets to distribute an 
attacking creature’s damage is whether a band- 
ing creature is currently blocking it now. It does- 
n’t matter what blocked the creature in the first 

- place. Take that last example, where the four 
weenies blocked the Craw Wurm, but give the 

Wurm’s player an Incinerate to blast the 
-Benalish Hero. Now when you reach damage 
resolution, there’s no bander, so the Wurm’s 

player gets to assign damage. 

Evasion Abilities 
Under normal circumstances, the defending play- 

er can assign any creature he wants to block any 
attacking creature. Evasion abilities change this 
rule. The most common evasion ability is flying. 
A creature that doesn’t have flying cannot be 
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First strike 

| “In these, our final days, I offer this. | 
| | Though we could not save Icatia, we | 
i gave our children time to grow, and 

love, before it fell.” 
—Ailis C 

I heard their eerie howling, the wolves | ~ 
calling their kindred across the frozen 
plains. ry 

assigned to block a creature with flying. A crea- 
ture that has flying can be assigned to block — 
either type of creature. | 

Another common evasion ability is land- 
walking. This comes in as many varieties as there 
are types of land. Usually all you'll see is land- 
walk for the basic land types—islandwalk, forest- 
walk, and so on. It’s possible, though, to have 
landwalk for special land types, such as City-of- 
Brasswalk. If the defending player has any land 
of the type matching an attacking creature’s land- 
walking ability, then he can’t assign anything to 
block that creature. Even another creature with 
the same landwalk ability can’t block it. 

The “Protection from” ability gives an eva- 
sion ability along with its other benefits. When a 
creature with “Protection from X” attacks, no 

Deckbuilding tip. One combination that works very well is to 

put spells that change land types into a deck with landwalk- 

ers—Evil Presence in a deck with swampwalkers, for example, 

or Phantasmal Terrain in a deck with islandwalkers. That way 

you can make sure your opponent has the right type of land for 

your creatures to walk through. 



creature matching “X” can be assigned to block 
it. For example, the Black Knight has Protection 
from White—if a Black Knight attacks, no white 
creatures can be assigned to block it. 

Finally, besides the standard evasion abili- 
ties, some creatures have specialized evasion abil- 
ities. Figure 2.30 shows a few of these. 

All evasion abilities follow the same rules. 

Evasion only affects blocking assignments, not 
indirect blocks. Be careful about banding your 
evasive creatures. If a creature with an evasion 
ability attacks as part of a band, and some other 
member of the band gets blocked, the evasive 
creature will be blocked as well. 

Evasion only affects the “assign blockers” step of 
combat. If one of your creatures is blocked, giv- 
ing it an evasion ability afterwards won’t change 

the combat at all. 

This second rule confuses a lot of players, so an 
example may help. Say you have two Grizzly 
Bears and a Flying Carpet, and your opponent 
has a Hurloon Minotaur (figure 2.31). If you attack 
with the Bears, your opponent will block one of 
them, killing it. You can’t wait and see which one 
he blocks and then use the Flying Carpet to let it 
escape—as soon as the block is declared, the Bear 
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Figure 2.31. If you attack with both 
Bears, the Hurloon Minotaur will 

block and kill one of them. Giving 
the Bear Flying after it’s been 
blocked won't protect it. 
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Bog Rats 

Bog Rats cannot be blocked by Walls. 

Their stench was vile and strong enough, 
but not nearly as powerful as their hunger. 

Elven Riders cannot be blocked 
except by Walls or creatures with 
flying. 

Sometimes it 1s better to be swift of foot 
than strong of swordarm. 

—Elven proverb 

Figure 2.30. Some 
specialized evasion 
abilities. 
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and the Minotaur are locked in combat, and it’s 

too late for the Bear to take to the air. Instead, 

you should attack with just one Bear, and use the 
Flying Carpet on it before the blocking step. Now 
your opponent won't be able to block. 
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© The minotaurs of the Hurloon Mountains 
are known for their love of battle. They are 

© also known for their hymns to the dead, 
sung for friend and foe alike. These hymns 

can last for days, filling the mountaim valleys © 
_ with their low, haunting sounds. 
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Figure 2.32. The Skeletons will 
take lethal damage from the 
Knight's first strike. Even if the 
Skeletons regenerates, it won't g 
et to strike back at the Knight, 
since regeneration removes a 
creature from combat. 

: evinyrral, 
. _Necromancer’s Handbook 

In sealed-deck games and other limited environ- 
ments, evasion abilities are one of the biggest 
keys to winning. In constructed decks they’re not 
quite as powerful, since most decks will have 
ways to get rid of a dangerous creature—howev- 
er, they can still win duels for you. 

First Strike 
A regular attack has only one damage-resolution 
step. All creatures deal their damage at the same 
time. First strike changes this rule by adding a 
second damage-resolution step. 

If some of the creatures involved in a combat 
have first strike, then when you get to the dam- 
age step, only those creatures deal damage. 
Other than that, all the normal rules apply. 
Assign the damage to creatures, go through dam- 
age-prevention, put creatures in the graveyard, 
and all that just as you usually would. 

Then, if any attacking or blocking creatures 
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are left who didn’t already deal damage in the 
first strike step, they get their chance. Once 
again, you go through all the parts of damage ° 
resolution. Note that if an attacking or blocking 
creature regenerates, it is removed from the 
attack. This means that any creatures lethally 
damaged during the first strike step won’t be 
there for this second step, even if they regenerat- 
ed (figure 2.32). 

Trample 

Normally, a creature that’s blocked can only 
damage the blocker, not the defending player. 
Even if the blocker is removed from play before 
damage dealing, the attacking creature can’t get 
at the player. Trample changes this rule. Note 
that trample only works when the trampling 
creature is attacking. If it’s blocking, or dealing 
damage using a fast effect, nothing special 
happens. 

Figure 2.33. Your War Mammoth 
deals three trample damage to 
the Skeletons, so two damage 
tramples over to your opponent. 

It doesn’t matter whether the 
Skeletons regenerates. 

| can’t disok ; never surrender, 
and frais aig t 3 fighting when a 
; eg part falls Oo 
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CREATURES AND COMBAT STRATEGY 

When a trampling creature is blocked, damage 
gets assigned to the blocking creature as usual. 
At the end of damage prevention, though, you 
compare the damage on the creature to the crea- 
ture’s toughness. Any trample damage above the 
toughness is redirected to the defending player 
right before the creature is destroyed. For exam- 

ple, a War Mammoth attacks and is blocked by a — 

Drudge Skeletons (figure 2.33). The Mammoth Sy Ratan be blocked tie 

deals 3 damage to the 1-toughness Skeleton. If st pi rh 

no damage-prevention effects are used, then 2 
damage tramples over to the defending player, 
regardless of whether the 
Skeletons regenerates or 
not. 

Trample damage is 
different from regular 
damage in one other very 
important way. If a tram- 
pling creature’s damage 
can’t be assigned to any 
blocking creature, then it 

is assigned directly to the 
defending player. We'll 
give some examples of 
this in the section on fast 
effects during the attack. 

Gang blocking a 
trampler is a risky business. One mistake begin- 
ners often make is to block an attacking trampler 
with a bunch of small creatures, thinking that this 
will reduce the amount of damage left to trample 
over. Not so! 

If you attack with a trampling creature and 
your opponent blocks with a bunch of small crea- 
tures, you get to choose how to divide up the 
damage. If you want, you can spread it around to 
kill as many creatures as possible. You don’t have 
to do that, though. You can assign all the damage 
to the smallest creature, leaving the others 
untouched. That way, all the damage above that 
smallest creature’s toughness will trample over 
onto your opponent. Or, if your trampler is big 
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“The dead make good soldiers. te 
can’t disobey orders, they never surrender, 
and they see t stop Sighting when a 
random sheet part falls off.” 

—wNevinyrral, 
Necromancer’ 's Handbook 
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Play this city as a mana source. 

“We are no —— Nature’s children, but her 
paneer rs « 

ce —Oath of the Ebon Hand 

enough, you can do a little of both—spread Figure 2.34. You can pile all the Mammoth’s dam- 

enough damage around to kill two or three crea- _ age onto the Rats or the Initiates, killing it and 

tures, and heap the rest onto one of them so it doing 2 damage to your opponent. Or you can kill 

will trample through (figure 2.34). You don’t both of them and do1 damage to your opponent. 

have to “use up” all of the blocking creatures’ You probably don’t want to put any on the 

toughnesses in order to Senate me pcre Skeletons, since it will just regenerate. 

player—only one of them. nie owes a | 
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Figure 2.35. When a blocker takes trample and 
non-trample damage at the same time, apply the 
regular damage first. The defender takes two © 
damage in the top scenario and three in the 
bottom scenario. 
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Mons’s Goblin Raiders 

If a trampling creature and a non-trampling crea- 
ture attack as a band and damage a single block- 
er, only the trample damage can spill over. For 

example, if a 2/2 bander and a 
3/3 trampler attack as a band and 
something blocks them, the block- 
er takes 2 regular damage and 3 
trample damage. If the blocker 
has a toughness of 3 , then 2 

trample damage spills over. If it 
has toughness of 2 or 1, then 3 
damage spills over. 
Trample is very effective against 
opponents who have lots of small 
creatures or regenerating creatures 

in their decks. It’s not as useful if 
your opponent has large crea- 
tures, since you won’t usually do 

enough damage to trample over. If your oppo- 
nent doesn’t use creatures, then trample is worth- 
less, since nothing will be blocking your attackers 
anyway. 

Creature Stand-offs 
When both players in a duel are using creature- 
heavy decks, and neither one gets an extra-good 
or extra-bad hand at the beginning of the duel, 
theyll often end up in a position where each 

2 

player has a bunch of creatures. Whoever attacks 
first will take heavy losses while his opponent 
loses few or no creatures, and will also leave 

a risky business. Instead, you should make sure 
that you have some cards in your deck which 
will let you win in a stand-off situation. Stand-off 
breakers can take several forms. 

himself undefended against the 
counter-attack, so neither player 
dares to attack. Instead, they just 
keep putting more and more crea- 
tures into play. This is known as a 
“creature stand-off” (figure 2.36). 
A stand-off isn’t quite a stale- 

mate. If it goes on long enough, 
and neither player has any way 
aside from creatures to damage 
the other or gain an advantage 
allowing him to attack, the duel 
will eventually end when one 
player runs out of cards. Counting 
on that as a way to win, though, is 
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Summon Bears 

War NV Oo > r Mammoth feo as yf oinnas | The intricate dynamics of Rundvelt 
ps el Be _ | goblin affairs are often confused with 

grizzlies; it'll catch you, knock you B 7. Ofe - B anarchy. The chaos, however, is the 
own, and eat you. Of course, you chaos of a thundercloud, and direction F 

could run up a tree. In that case you'll | | ewill sporadically and violently appear. 

ee aes pee ete re it knocks the tree * ‘1 Pashalik Mons and his raiders are the ¥ 
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Summon Mammoth 

Trample 
“When you're a goblin, you don’t have #3 

E to step forward to be a hero—everyone ©, 3 
else just has to step back!” 

I didn’t think mammoths could ever hold 
a candle to a well-trained battle horse. 
Then one day I turned my back on a 
drunken soldier. His blow:never landed; 
Mi’cha flung the brute over ten meters. 

lilus. Jeff A. Menges 

Summon Elves 

Durkwood Boars 
oe ¢: Add # to your mana pool. Play 

this ability as a mana source. 
: | The minotaurs of the Hurloon Mountains 
= are known for their love of battle. They are 
- also known for their hymns to the dead, e 
*) sung for friend and foe alike. These hymns & 
| can last for days, filling the mountam valleys 
4 with their low, haunting sounds. 
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One bone broken for every twig 
snapped underfoot. 
—Llanowar penalty for trespassing 
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Summon Boars 

“And the unclean spirits went out, 
and entered the swine: and the herd 
ran violently ....” 

—The Bible, Mark 5:13 

Aurochs 

Fortunately, hill giants have large blind 
* spots in which a human can easily 

hide. Unfortunately, these blind spots 
| are beneath the bottoms of thetr feet. 

lilus. Mike Kimble 

Summon Aurochs 

Keldon Warlord has power and 
' toughness each equal to the number 
» of non-Wall creatures you control. 

If Aurochs attacks, it gets +1/+0 
until end of turn for each other 
Aurochs that attacks. 

| What if they threw a war, and 
One auroch may feed a village, but a 2 if . a8 : : af *, everybody came: 
herd will flatten tt. i 

Ulus, Steve White 

Some possibilities include: 
Figure 2.36. A typical creature stand-off. Neither 

Non-combat damage. player dares to attack. 

Creatures with evasion abilities. 

Mass destruction. 

Creature generators 
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Non-combat damage 
Any way of dealing damage outside of combat may work to break a stand- 
off. Figure 2.37 shows a few. Direct-damage spells like Fireball and 
Disintegrate can remove enough of your opponent’s creatures to make it 
safe for you to attack, or can wipe out your opponent directly if you have 
enough mana. Cards such as Cursed Land or Wanderlust, which deal dam- 
age every turn, put time on your side—your opponent will have to take the 
initiative and attack before his life gets eaten away. Small re-usable sources 
of direct damage, such as Prodigal Sorcerer or Rod of Ruin, can pick off 
small creatures and also nibble away at your opponent's life. 

igace tll f) Ott ataem Betas Prodigal Sorcerer 

Figure 2.37. Cards 
such as these that let 
you deal damage 
without attacking can 

any . > win the game for you 
. in a stand-off situa- 

SUTTON WIA ss ; tion. 

: Prodigal Sorcerer desta 1 damage © 
to target creature or player. 

- Occasionally members of the Institute 
of Arcane Study acquire a taste for 
worldly pleasures. Seldom do they have — 
trouble finding employment. 

Ulus, Douglas Shuler 

Evasion 

Any creature that can’t be blocked will win a stand-off for you, unless your 
opponent finds a way to destroy it. Flying creatures are good to have. If 
your opponent has no flyers, they’re unblockable and will probably give 
you the game. If your opponent does have flyers, they’Il extend the stand- 
off into the air and keep him from using his own flyers to win. Completely 
unblockable creatures are best, though. These include landwalkers if your 
opponent has—or can be given—the appropriate land type, regular crea- 
tures made unblockable by other cards (figure 2.38), or any creature with a 
specialized evasion ability if your opponent doesn’t have the right kind of 
blockers. 

Dwarven Warriors Joven’s Tools 

Figure 2.38. Cards like 
these can make one of 
your creatures unblock- 
able. 

Summon Dwarves 

4, ©: Target creature cannot be 
blocked this turn except by Walls. 

“If that thief Foven ever shows his 
head around here again, make sure he 
leaves without it.” 

—Eron the Relentless 

Illus Douglas Shuler 
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A rather drastic way to end a stand-off is to use a “reset button” which 
wipes out all the creatures (figure 2.39). If you’ve kept the right cards in 
your hand, you can make a fairly quick recovery after blowing everything 
up. Hopefully, your opponent won’t have the right cards and will be easy 
prey. This can backfire, though—if your opponent recovers more quickly 
than you, you've just given him the game. 

Creature Generators 
The opposite 
approach to the reset 
buttons is to use cards 
that let you build up 
your forces faster than 
your opponent can. 

A number of enchant- 
ments and artifacts 
will let you create a 
token creature every 
turn, in addition to 

any summon spells 

Bury all creatures. 
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m Nevinyrral’s Disk comes into play 
tapped. 

1, &: Destroy all artifacts, creatures, 
and enchantments. 

“ Iilus, Mark ‘Tedin 
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you cast (figure 2.40). Once your army becomes large enough, you can 
swarm past your opponent's blockers. Some token creatures are strong 
enough to attack with no help—others, such as the ones from Breeding 
Pit and Caribou 
Range, will need their 
power raised before 
they can deal damage. 
Anything that gives a 
bonus to all your crea- 
tures works very well 
in combination with 
these—Bad Moon and 
Crusade are especially 

appropriate (figure Mouths and wings beyond numbering, 
? 41) but a single mind to guide them. 

ied SS 

Artifact 

= 5, %: Put a Wasp token into play. 
Treat this token as a 1/1 artifact 
creature with flying. 

Illus; Sandra Evéringham 
S0097 Waste of the Coast, Inc. All righas reserved 

Bad Moon 

ba t 
At LOCISIET PERL CLE 

All white creatures get +1/+1. All black creatures get +1/+1. 

Breeding Pit 

During your upkeep, pay # ® or bury 
Breeding Pit. 

At the end of your turn, put a Thrull 
token into play. Treat this token as a 0/1 
black creature. 

The thrulls bred at a terrifying pace. In the 
end, they overtvhelmed the Order of the 
Ebon Hand. 

Figure 2.39. These three 
cards can serve as 
“reset buttons” to start 
things over after the 
game reaches. a stand- 

te Der all artifacts, creatures, and 
-) lands. 

- “The raging waters had swept away 
a trees, bridges, and even houses. My 
ss healers had much work to do.” ee 
= —— _ —* sis oe 

Figure 2.40. Some crea- 

ture generators. 

; Play only on a land you control. 

) | **, Tap enchanted land: Put a Caribou 
| | token into play. Treat this token as a 0/1 5} 

| white creature. 
lo “~ ~ : as ¢ i 
; Sacrifice a Caribou token: Gain 1 life. | 4 
j Ae 

Heinys» ahs reyerveds os: 

Figure 2.41. Use one of 
these along with a card 
that generates 0/1 
token creatures and 
you'll grow an impres- 
sive army. 

in 
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Goblin Warrens DE The best card for creating massive numbers of 
token creatures is Goblin Warrens (figure 2.42). 
As soon as you have two Goblins to get start- 
ed, you can use it to create several more every 

turn, providing you have sufficient mana. 
Also, when you do attack, the Warrens allows 

: St you to sacrifice Goblins that get blocked by 
Figure 2.42. The fastest — larger creatures and are about to die anyway to 
way to create massive create new, untapped Goblins which can block 
numbers of token crea- your opponent's counter-attack. 
tures. 

Other Stand-off Breakers 
Green traditionally relies on creatures for most 

of its damage, so it has several other excellent stand-off breakers (figure 
2.43). Winter Blast can tap all your opponent’s creatures, leaving him “ 

. unable to block. (A black spell, Word of Binding, can also do this). Lure . 

ee _. also prevents most from blocking. Cast Lure on one of your creatures and 
then attack with everything. All your opponent’s creatures must block the 
Lured creature, so the rest of your forces get through. This can be risky, 
though. If your opponent has a spell in hand that can destroy the Lured 
creature before he blocks, he'll be able to block as he wishes and wipe out 
most of your army. When doing either of these, a Fog in your hand will 
ensure that you survive the counter-attack if you don’t manage to do 4 
enough damage to win this turn. 4 

Figure 2.43. Green has a number of good stand-off breakers. 

Several of the stand-off breakers we’ve mentioned are fast effects. In the 
next chapter, we’ll discuss other ways that using fast effects during the 
attack can help your strategy. 
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ombat in Magic 
isn’t just a 
bunch of crea- 

tures slugging it out. 
Every creature is work- 
ing for a wizard, after 
all—and those wizards 
have a very personal 
interest in the battle. 
Start throwing spells 
and effects into the 
mix, and things can 
really get interesting! 

Fast effects come 
in two types: special 

_ abilities from cards in 
play, and spells. Both 

types follow the same 

- atall sorts of different 

times. In this chapter, 

though, we'll focus on 
using fast effects dur- 
ing the attack. Your 
first chance to use fast 
effects comes after the attackers are committed 
but before blocking is declared. For most types of 
effects, though, you'll want to wait for the second 

chance, which is after blocking but before dam- 
age dealing. 

Fast effects can do all sorts of different 
things. Many of the ones useful during attacks, 
though, fall into a few categories; those are the 
ones we’ll cover in this chapter. These categories 
include: 

Changing creatures’ power and/or toughness. 

Destroying /removing creatures. 

Creating creatures. 

Causing damage. 

Messing with damage. 

Changing Power and Toughness 
Many creatures have a built-in ability which 
allows you to spend mana to i ase their power 

Shivan Dragon 
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and/or toughness. These are often called “inflat- 
able” or “pumpable” creatures (figure 3.1). 
Besides the creatures with built-in pumping abili- 
ties, any creature can be made pumpable by 
using an enchantment. These enchantment abili- 
ties work exactly like the built-in pumping abili- 
ties, inflating whatever creature the enchantment 
is on (figure 3.2). 

Firebreathing 

Enchant Creature 

| *: Enchanted creature gets +0/+1 
until end of turn. 

| “Keep your chain mail, warrior. I have 
| | my own form of protection. ” oo 

—Halvor Arenson, Kjeldoran vidi . 
, ieeiimainieaiiitiels 

Mus: Dan Frazier 

Figure 3 3.2. Fcirres without built-in pump abili- 
-ties can Begone pumpable via enchantments. 
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Pumping effects can be used at any time, not just 
during the attack. For example, if someone casts 
Incinerate on your Mesa Falcon, you could save 
it by spending six mana. Most of the time, 
though, pumping is used when you're attacking 
or blocking. 

To get the best use out of a pumpable creature, 
you should almost always wait until the fast effects 
step after blocking to use its ability (figure 3.3). 
If you’re attacking, then at that point you'll know 
whether your creature is blocked and what's 
blocking it. If your creature isn’t blocked and it 
has a power-pumping ability, you can pump it as 
high as you can afford, in order to deal as much 
damagevas possible. If it just has a toughness- 
pumping ability and isn’t blocked, then there’s 
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CAN BLOCK 

IPCUG ugazo fe | 

SAN BLOCK | The ground itself lends its strengthto 7 
a these walls of living stone, which possess % 
a the stability of ancient mountains. These $e 
| mighty bulwarks thwart ground-based © ; 
a troops, providing welcome relief for weary My fs 
|) warriors who defend the land. te 

no need to pump it at all — doing so would just 
be a waste of mana. 

If your creature is blocked, or if you’re the 
one blocking, then you may be able to pump it 
just enough to match or exceed the other crea- 
ture’s power or toughness. This will keep your 
creature alive or allow it to kill your opponent's 
creature, or possibly both. If you don’t have 
enough mana to accomplish either of these, then 
you can avoid pumping it at all, saving your 
mana for better uses. 

Waiting to pump until after the blocking step 
is especially important if you’re attacking with 
two pumpable creatures. If you pump ahead of 
time, your opponent has a big advantage, since 
he now knows what the final power and tough- 
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ness of your creatures will be. He can block with 
something big enough to kill one, throw a speed 
bump in its way, or let it through, without wor- 
rying about surprises. If he does block one or 
both, you'll probably find that either you wasted 
mana making a creature bigger than it needed to 
be, or that you spent too much mana on one 
creature and left yourself unable to save the 
other that’s being blocked by something large. 

Pumper versus Pumper 
One situation that occasionally comes up 
involves two pumpable creatures, one on each 

side. For example, you attack with Carrion Ants 

and your opponent blocks with a Frozen Shade 
(figure 3.4). You could just pump all your mana 
into your Ants, but let’s assume you have some 
other things you'd like to spend mana on after 
the attack, if you have any left. Your 
best play is to put one mana into 
the Ants, making them just large 
enough to kill the Shade and sur- 
vive, and then wait to see what 

your opponent does. If he pumps 
the Shade, then you get another 
chance to use fast effects, and you 

can once again make the Ants just 

big enough to do the job. This 
repeats until one or the other of you 
runs out of mana or decides not to 
pump any more. 

External Pumping Effects 
Some cards have the ability to temporarily pump 
any creature (figure 3.5). When you have one of 
these in play, it’s almost as good as having a 
built-in pump ability on all of your creatures. 
Your opponent has to take that potential 
+1/+1 or +2/+2 into account when deciding 
whether to attack or block. Often you won’t 
even need to actually use the ability — just the 
threat of having it available will stop your 
opponent. 

Figure 3.5. Cards like these are excellent when 
you have several creatures in play, since they 
give each of your creatures the ett of get- 
ting temporarily larger. - 

FAST EFFECTS IN ATTACK 

TIMING TIP 

If you're planning to pump a creature several times, you can do it 

two different ways. You can do each pump in response to the previ- 

ous one, then let them all resolve in one batch, or you can pump 

once, let it resolve, pump again, let it resolve, and so on. The second 

method is more tedious; however, it will sometimes save a creature. 

For example, consider the case where you have a Frozen Shade and 

four untapped Swamps. You don't know it, but your opponent has 

an Incinerate in his hand. If you do your pumps in response to each 

other, he can respond to the last pump by casting Incinerate; this 

will kill the 0/1 Shade before any of the pumping effects resolve. If 

you do your pumps one at a time and let each resolve before doing 

the next one, though, your opponent is stuck. If he responds to any 

one of your pumping effects, you'll do the rest of your pumps as a 

response to the Incinerate. This will make the Shade 3/4 when the 

Incinerate resolves, so it will live. 

Frozen Shade 

ATTACK 
'& tr ty ~ 
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5 
3 

3 
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uw 

Figure 3.4. When pumpers meet in combat, play- _. 
ers will usually end up taking turns pumping a 
little at a time. 

Coral helm Wyluli Wolf 

Artifact 

3, Discard a card at random: Target 
creature gets +2/+2 until end of turn. 

Illus. Susan Van Camp 
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Figure 3.6. Oddly V2 

enough, Ashnod’s fab i 
. >, Sacrifice Ashnod’s Transmogrant: 

Transmogrant 1S often Put a +1/+1 counter on target 
: nonartifact creature. That creature 

more useful as a threat becomes an artifact creature 

than as an actual 
effect. 

permanently. 

Ashnod found few willing to trade their 
humanity for the power she offered. 

filus, Mark ‘Tedin 
1 OHO Witairds di the Cviands Eine, ATE ripelitie § 

For example, if you have a 1/1 creature and a 
Coral Helm with enough mana to use it, an 
opponent with just a 2/2 creature won't dare to 
attack you, 

Another interesting card, Ashnod’s 
Transmogrant (figure 3.6), can be used once and 
only once to permanently pump a creature by 
+1/+1. Like the temporary pumpers, the 
Transmogrant is often worth more as a threat 
than it is when you actually use it. When the 
Transmogrant is sitting there as a threat, your 
opponent must think of all your non-artifact 
creatures as possibly 
having the +1/+1; once 
you actually use it, 
only one creature has 
the bonus. If your 
opponent has a 
Transmogrant, try to 

force him to use it as 
soon as possible so you 
don’t have this sort of 
threat to worry about. 

Giant Growth 
re, os ee <8 

: Target creature gets +3/+3 until 
/ endofturn, a 

Figure 3.7. These are 
all the instants in 
Fifth Edition which 
pump a creature. 

(Others are avail- 
able in various 
expansion sets.) 

howl from Beyond 

Instant 

Target creature gets +X/+0 until | 
--end of turn. 
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Pumping Spells: Surprise! 
The final category of pumping effects are spells, 
as shown in figure 3.7. The big advantage of 
these is the surprise factor. If you attack with 
Killer Bees and you have three untapped Forests, 
your opponent knows that it could get +3/+3 at 
any time. He will plan his blocks appropriately. If 
you attack with a regular creature and you have 
a Giant Growth in your hand, though, your 
opponent won’t know about the potential +3/+3. 
He’s quite likely to block with something that 
seems safe, which you can then kill by casting 
the Giant Growth. 

Beginning players will often attack an 
unguarded opponent the second or third turn of 
the game and then use Giant Growth or Blood 
Lust to do an extra 3 or 4 damage. 
Experienced players, though, know that these 
spells are far more valuable when used in a 
creature versus creature situation. Casting Giant 

Growth to do 3 extra damage to your opponent 
gives you just that 3-damage advantage and 
that’s it. Casting Giant Growth when your 
creature is blocked, though, can kill the blocker 

Blood Lust 

Instant 

} All attacking creatures get + /+0 | 

| and gain trample until end of turn. 

| “When are beasts like a river?” 
| -~The One Thousand Questions 

Iius. Anson. Maddocks 

i] 

; All creatures you control get +0/+2 
; until end of turn. 

| Target blocking creature gets +7/+7 
| until end of turn. 

Pa « | | “I t00 shall be brought low by death, 
i} ( but until then let me win glory.” 

—Homer, liad, Book XVII | 

| The strongest walls are made not of 
| stone or steel but of the focused strength 
of warriors. 
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Figure 3.8. Is this 
Sprite feeling sut- 
cidal, or does 
your opponent 
have a Giant 
Growth in his 
hand? 

lus: David 0. 

and save your creature at the same time. This 
two-creature advantage will quickly add up to 
a lot more than 3 damage. Of course, if you find 
out later in the duel that you’re playing an 
opponent with no creatures, you can always use 

the pumping spell at that time. | 

Anticipating Surprises 
We said a moment ago that when you have a 
Giant Growth in your hand, your opponent 
won’t know about the potential +3/+3. Actually, 
that’s not quite true. Experienced players know 
all of the commonly-used spells. You should — 
memorize all of the spells shown in Figure 3.7, 
and keep them in mind whenever you're facing 
an opponent with that color of mana. Any time 
you see someone with an untapped Forest and a 
card in their hand, for example, you should keep 
in the back of your mind the possibility that they 
just might have a Giant Growth. In most cases, 
you shouldn’t let this thought change your 
play—bluffing is a big part of the palesy, of 
Magic, and the times w ae 

Phantom Monster 

satidg giurg 

Flying 

. “While, like a ghastly rapid river, 
| Through the pale door, 
A hideous throng rush out forever, 
And laugh—but smile no more. 

—Edgar Allan Poe, 
“The Haunted Palace” } 

doesn’t have the right card will outnumber the 
times when he does. However, if it’s going to 
make the difference between winning and losing, 
play it safe. 

For example, you have a Phantom Monster 
and your opponent attacks with a Scryb Sprite 
(figure 3.8). This is a suicidal move for the Sprite; 
the Phantom Monster can easily block and kill it. 
However, if your opponent has a Giant Growth, 
he can use it to make the Sprite 4/4, killing the 
Monster and surviving. (We’ll assume that you 
don’t have any counterspells in your own hand.) 

If you only have 2 to 4 life left, you should 
call the bluff. If you don’t, and he really does 
have a Giant Growth, he wins. Even if you have. 

more life, you'll usually want to call the bluff ~ 
because if you don’t he’ll just keep doing it, and 
if he doesn’t have a Giant Growth now, he could 
draw one next turn. On the other hand, if you 

) fe left and your Phantom. 

. ya c can’t afford to call the _ 
e or even 4 life won’t hurt you 
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FAST EFFECTS IN ATTACK 

could well cost you the game. 
Red’s Blood Lust and black’s Howl from 

Beyond are the other common spells you should 
be especially aware of and watch out for. Blood 
Lust is much like Giant Growth, except that it 
won't save the creature. Howl from Beyond is the 
most dangerous of all late in a long game, when 
both players usually have plenty of land in play. 
You can often win a duel by sneaking a small 
creature past the enemy lines and then Howling 
for massive damage. Any time your opponent 
has a lot of untapped land, including at least one 
Swamp, you should keep this possibility in 
mind. Most of the time he won’t have a Howl 
from Beyond, but the times that he does are 
deadly. 

Destroying/Removing Creatures 
The next big category of effects commonly used 
during combat are those that destroy, bury, or 
remove a creature. Direct-damage effects which 
deal enough damage to kill a creature also fall 
into this category (figure 3.9). So does anything 
which turns an attacking or blocking creature 

Unsummon Terror 

Return target creature to owner’s 
hand. 

us, Douglas Shulc 
1997 Wizards of the Coast, Inc. All rights reserved, 

Figure 3.9. Some instants that can get rid of crea- 
tures, in the middle of an attack. 

into a non-creature, such as Disenchanting an 
Animate Artifact, or which takes control of an 

opponent's attacking or blocking creature, since 
either of these will remove the creature from 
combat. 

You should keep two basic rules in mind 
when dealing with these types of effects: 
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Damage resolution is the last thing that hap- 
pens during an attack. If you get rid of an 
attacking or blocking creature before the 
damage step, then that creature won’t get to 
deal damage. 

Once an attacking creature is blocked, it 
stays blocked even if the blocking creature 
vanishes. If the attacker doesn’t have the 
Trample ability, it won’t deal any damage. 

REGENERATION DURING COMBAT 

If a creature regenerates during an attack, it is removed from combat. 

This means that if you hit an attacking or blocking creature with a 

destruction effect, it's guaranteed to keep the creature from dealing 

damage. Even if your opponent manages to save the creature by using a 

regeneration spell or ability, it won't be harassing you until next turn. 

The most satisfying time to use a destruction 
effect is right after your opponent casts a spell on 
the target creature. You not only got rid of the 
creature, but you also made your opponent 

waste the spell. It’s 
almost as satisfying 
to destroy a 
pumpable creature 
right after your 
opponent spends all 
his mana pumping it 
— you haven’t made 
him waste a spell in 
that case, but at least 

you've kept him 
from casting any 
other spells this 
turn. Finally, for 
one-size-fits-all 

effects like Terror, destroying a big dangerous 
creature is obviously better than destroying a 
small less-dangerous creature. 

If you have a destruction instant in your 
hand and you're being attacked by a small crea 
ture, think about whether you can afford the 
damage. If you can, you may want to just hold 
onto your spell, saving it for a better target. 

When you're attacking, the best use of 
destruction effects depends on what your current 

Pletlagtes 

Instant 
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goal is. If you want to deal as much damage as 
possible to your opponent, then you need to use 
your destruction effects before the blocking step 
— perhaps even before starting. your attack. That 
way, your opponent won't be able to use the 
destroyed creature to block. If you wait until 
after your opponent has blocked, your creature 
(unless it has Trample) won't be able to damage 
your opponent even if you get rid of the blocking 
creature. 

iotaurs of the Hurloon Mountains F 
own for their love of battle. They are 

anon for their hymns to the dead, 
g for friend and foe alike. These hymns ¢ 

a last for days, filling the mountain valleys F > 
with their low, haunting sounds, | 

Aaddoc 2 
siete ‘ite rierne oe 213 

- Summon Gopiine 

oa | The intricate dynamucs of Rundvelt 
| B coblin affairs are often confused with 
| anarchy. The chaos, however, is the 4 
: chaos of a thundercloud, and direction |: 
; will sporadically and violently appear. ¥ 

> Pashalik Mons and his raiders are the 
: thunderhead that leads in the storm. ( 

gaat gs ei ue ia i/i q 
es PO Phas H 

FAST EFFECTS IN ATTACK 

Figure 3.10. If you use the 
Terror on one blocker, the 
Derelor will kill the other 
two and not even get killed 

: itself. 

se 

ei Banding when attacking 

[4 If Battering Ram is blocked by an 
fm Wall, destroy that Wall at end of 

i combat. 

By the time Mishra was defeated, no a 
a mage was foolish enough to rely heavily @ 
i on walls. 

“ius ‘Jeff Ay cS 
ANS near i Ha nda Lac, AD rigtits is Ya aie 

If you’re more interested 
in getting rid of some of 
your opponent’s creatures 

than in damaging your 
opponent, though, it may 
pay to hold on to your spell 
a bit longer. Consider the 
case where your opponent 
has a number of small crea- 
tures and you have one larg- 

er creature. If you attack, your opponent may 

throw one creature out as a speed bump, or he 
may decide to block with several creatures in 
order to kill yours (figure 3.10). He expects your 
Derelor to kill two of the blockers—any two of 
your choice—but figures this is a reasonable 
trade. If you cast your Terror on the Hurloon 
Minotaur now, though, your Derelor will kill the 
remaining two creatures and they won’t deal 
enough damage to kill the Derelor. 
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Figure 3.11. The Bird Maiden is just a speed 
bump to the Shivan, but she'll deal 1 damage 
as she dies. After the combat is over, you'll 

cast Blood Lust on the Shivan, making it 9/1. 
Now that insignificant Bird Maiden damage 
is lethal... 

One spell which we already mentioned in the 
“pumping” section can also, strangely enough, 
be used to destroy a creature: Blood Lust. The 
trick is to cast it on an 
opponent’s creature 
after the creature has 
already been damaged. 
The Blood Lust 
reduces the creature’s 
toughness; if this 
leaves the creature 
with damage equal to 

or greater than its | Return target creature to owner’s 
toughness, the creature pete 
dies (figure 3.11). You 
could also cast the 

- Blood Lust during 
combat, before dam- 

age-dealing, but doing critical time. 
it this way gives one 
added bonus: since the creature is being killed by 
“old’ damage, it’s too late for a damage-preven- 
tion or damage-redirection spell to save the crea- 
ture. 

Unsummon 

lus, Douglas Shuler 
1897 Wizards of the Coast, Inc. All rights reserved. 

Return to Hand Effects 
One type of creature-removal effect—those that 
return a-creature to its owner’s hand—are partic- 
ularly interesting because they’re useful both for 
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getting rid of an oppo- 
nent’s creature and also 
for rescuing your own 
creature. Return-to- 
hand effects are one of 
blue’s specialties (fig- 
ure 3.12), 

For opponent’s crea- 
tures, a return-to-hand 

effect is only a tempo- 
rary solution. If you 
don’t do something 
else about the problem, 
the creature will be 
back in a turn or two to 
start pestering you 
again. However, since 
blue is the color of : 

1 a, 9 

counterspells, a common tactic is to 
return a creature to its owner’s hand and then ‘ 

counter the spell when the opponent tries to re- 
cast it. 

Boomerang 

Instant 

' “O! call back yesterday, bid time 
return.” 

—William Shakespeare, 
King Richard the Second 

Illus, Alan Rabinowitz 
1997 Wizards of t ' t, Inc. All righ r ved 

Figure 3.12. Each of these can return a creature to its owner’s hand at a 

Return-to-hand effects can be very effective for 
use on your own creatures. Because of the “once 
a creature is blocked it stays blocked” rule, you 

can block an attacking creature with a smaller 
creature and then Unsummon your blocker 
before damage resolution. The attacker will be 
left flailing away at thin air, unable to deal any 
damage. If your opponent was attacking with 
just one creature, it might be better just to 
Unsummon that creature, but when your oppo- 

Return target permanent to owner’s | 
hand. : 

Time Elemental 

Summon Elemental 

If Time Elemental attacks or blocks, 
it deals 5 damage to you and is 

buried at end of combat. 

2 @ ¢, &: Return target permanent 
with no enchantments on it to 
owner’s hand. 

lus. Amy Weber 
o7TW is of the Coast, Inc. All right 
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nent is attacking with a band, this trick will let 
you stop all of them (figure 3.13). 
Unsummoning your own creature works even 
better in combination with a special ability like 
the Thicket Basilisk’s (figure 3.14). Anything the 
Basilisk blocks will be 
destroyed at the end of 
combat, even if the 

Basilisk itself is no 
longer around. You 
can also attack with 
the Basilisk, and 

then—if your oppo- 
nent blocks with some- 
thing large enough to 
kill it—yank it back to 
your hand. 

Figure 3.14. Anything 
blocking or blocked by this fellow will be 
destroyed at the end of combat, even if you've 
Unsummoned him before then. 

White has one creature with the return-to-hand 
ability built in, the Blinking Spirit, affectionately 
known as “Blinky” by players who like it and as 
“the most annoying creature in Magic” by those 
who don’t (figure 3.15). Blinky makes a superb 
blocker; as long as you have enough mana, you can 
repeatedly block a large creature with Blinky, blink 
it back to your hand, and recast it the next turn to 

do the same thing again. Blinky can also dodge any 

pelted ULE 

a : > - 3 fi 

@:+1/+0 until end of turn 

» “It rose above our heads, above the 
ship, and still higher yet. No foggy, ice- 
laden sea in the world could frighten 
me more.” 

—General Farkeld, the Arctic Fox | 

Illus, DiTerlizzi 
1997 Wizards of the Coast, Inc. All right 

FAST EFFECTS IN ATTACK 

Figure 3.13. By blocking and then 
Unsummoning your own Sprite, you can stop 
the whole band from damaging you. 

spell that might destroy it. Getting rid of a Blinky is 
almost impossible without counterspells unless 
your opponent decides to trade creatures. 

BLINKY VERSUS BLINKY AND THE ACTIVE PLAYER RULE 

It's important to remember the “active player rule” when using Blinky, 

especially if both players have them. The active player rule states that 

the player whose turn it is uses as many fast effects as he wishes, and 

then the other player can either use a fast effect of his own or let the 

game move on to the next step in whatever's happening. 

If a Blinky attacks and another Blinky blocks, the attacking player has 

to decide first whether to blink. If he does, then there’s no reason for the 

defending player to do so. If the attacking player decides not to blink, 

then the choice passes to the defending player: he can use a fast effect, or 

say “done.” If he says “done” then the two Blinkies will kill each other. 

It’s rather like a game of “chicken.” If he uses a fast effect, though, then 

the attacking player gets another chance. 

Figure 3.15. The most 
annoying creature in 
Magic? 

acannon memo 
son on. bee . ithe % 

giiicig Sotete 2 

0: Return Blinking Spirit to owner’s | 
hand. 

“Don’t look at it! Maybe it’ll go 
away!” 

—Ib Halfheart, goblin tactician ~~ 
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FAST EFFECTS IN ATTACK 

Killing Two Birds with One Stone 
One destruction spell, Broken Visage (figure 
3.16), deserves special mention. If you’re being 
attacked by two or more creatures, you can use 
this spell to kill two birds with one stone. Cast it 
on the biggest attacking creature before declaring 
your blockers. This will bury that creature, and 
also give you a temporary Shadow creature 
which you can then use to block the next-biggest 
attacker, killing it as well. 

Figure 3.16. If your 
opponent attacks you 
with two creatures, 

this spell will often let 
you take out both of 
them. 

bigel ean Visage 

You can do a similar trick with the blue spell Ray 
of Command (figure 3.17). This one doesn’t 
directly bury the target creature, but if two of the 
attacking creatures each have power greater than 
or equal to the other’s toughness, you can cast 
Ray of Command to take-control of one and then 
block the other with it. This will kill both crea- 
tures. You can also cast Ray of Command during 
your own turn, before attacking, to grab one of 
your opponent’s potential blockers and attack 
with it — this gives you a temporary two-crea- 
ture advantage. 

Figure 3.17. This one’s 
not quite as good for 
killing your oppo- 
nent’s creatures, but 
you can also use it for 
your own attack. 

_ Untap target creature an opponent 
controls and gain control of it until 
end of turn. That creature is 
unaffected by summoning sickness | 
this turn. Tap the creature if you 
lose control of it at end of this turn. | 
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Creating Creatures 
As we mentioned last chapter in the section on 
breaking standoffs, a number of cards allow you 
to bring a creature into play as a fast effect. Most 
of these are artifacts or 
enchantments which 
you can activate at any 
time to produce a 
token-creature (figure 
3.18). A few are 
instants, such as Broken 

Visage. 

The hive 

5, &: Put a Wasp token into play. 
Treat this token as a 1/1 artifact 
creature with flying. Figure 3.18. Some cards 

that can create crea- 
tures in the middle of 
an attack. 

Mouths and wings beyond numbering, 
but a single mind to guide them. 

lus. San dr a Ey erin, 

Serpent Generator 

igh 
.7 i+ Ae 

Artifact 

Ps c 
% eee is See si Bes: «| 

wahoo tei Ss SS ee ee 

ae = 

is 
4, : Put a Poison Snake token 

| Play only on a land you control. into play. Treat this token as a 1/1 

artifact creature. If any Poison | * * , Tap enchanted land: Put a Caribou 
| Snake damages any player, he or | token into play. Treat this token as a 0/1 

| she gets a poison counter. If any | white creature. 

player has ten or more poison | Sacrifice a Caribou token: Gain 1 life. | 
counters, he or she loses the game. el a 

Illus: Mark Tedin “tite: Upah. 1 er nee ee : { 
1909 Wierd r AN pat : cor wae cA nights reserved, 25 4 
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Creatures created by fast effects still suffer from 
summoning sickness, so you can’t create a crea- 
ture and attack with it in the same turn. You can, 

however, create a creature during your oppo- 
nent’s attack and then block with that creature. 
This tactic is especially useful with cards where 
you don’t know whether you'll get a creature or 
not, such as Bottle of Suleiman or the out-of-print 

Helm of Obedience (figure 3.19). By having the 
card in play, you present your opponent with the 
possibility of a large blocker, so he may choose 
not to attack. 

—_ 

. _ 
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Remember that fast effects aren’t legal during 
the “declare blockers” step. If you want to create 
a creature and then block with it, you must cre- 

: ate it in the fast effects step before declaring 
: blockers. The attacking player always has the 

chance to use fast effects to destroy or disable Artifact es | 
. : m@ 1, Sacrifice Bottle of Suleiman: Flip #% ae a oe 

the newl -created creature af ter 1t comes into ee a coin; target opponent calls heads or fg ie = ie Oe op et a ee 
into his or her graveyard. Continue doing this 

. - i tails while coin is in the air. If the flip | Mea until you have put xX Sarde or a creature card into 

) play, before 1t has a cha nce to block. For exam- ends up in opponent’s favor, Bottle fa} that graveyard, whichever occurs first. If the last ae 
J of Suleiman deals 5 damage to you. : card put into the graveyard is a creature card, bury 

Otherwise, puta Djinn token into Heim of Obedience and put that creature into 

ple, if your opponent activates a Bottle of play. Treat oy nrg as a 5/5 artifact a SS oe ata. as though it were just cast. 

. . . f Creature wit ng. 

Suleiman and wins the coin-toss, and you have italia 

a Shatter or Disenchant in your hand, you can 
Wus) DrTerlizzi ans 4 “Dus, Brian Snoddy 
ROOT Wicanite ofthe, Coase, Itc, AN tighis revered j Hieards: OL ABE CoRR Lites AN rights reneriaen® 

zap the Djinn as soon as it comes into play. If Figure 3.19. These cards may or may not give you 
you do this, your opponent won't be able to use a creature when activated, but if your opponent 
the Djinn to block. The same rule applies if you is considering attacking, he has to take that pos- 
have a way to turn a non-creature into a crea- sibility into account. 
ture as a fast effect. 

de : ap to add | colorless mana to ag e ‘Tap to add 1 colorless mana to i ap to add | colorless mana to your 
1 or give any ly ff | mana pool or give any Assembly j% mana pool or give any Assembly mana pool or give any Assembly 

: | Worker +1/+1 until end of turn. Worker +i/+l untilend ofturn. § | Worker +1/+1 until end of turn. 
1; Mishra’s Factory becomes an 7) 1: Mishra’s Factory becomes an 1: Mishra’s Factory becomes an | Mishra’s Factory becomes an 
Assembly Worker, a 2/2 artifact # Assembly Worker, a 2/2 artifact Assembly Worker, a 2/2 artifact re 

fe} creature, until end of turn. Assem- Fy creature, until end of turn. Assem creature, until end of turn. Assem- creature, until end of turn. Asserm- 
bly W. is still considered a land » bly Worker is still considered a lan bly Worker is still considered a land bly Worker is still considered a land 
as well. ae oe | as well. as well. as well. 

Figure 3.20. Mishra’s Factory, an out-of-print land which can become an artifact creature. 

This rule is especially important to remember if you're using (or play- 

% ing against) the out-of-print card Mishra’s Factory (figure 3.20). When 

the defender turns a Factory into an Assembly Worker, the attacking 

player can use a Disenchant, Incinerate, or other fast effect to kill off 

the Worker before it can block. The only turn-to-creature card that 

this won't work for is the out-of-print Jade Statue (figure 3.21), which 

can only be activated during the “declare attackers” or “declare block- 

ers” steps, not during the regular fast effects steps. 

Figure 3.21. The out- 
of-print Jade Statue is 
an exception to the 
normal rules. It can 
only change to a crea- 
ture during the attack 

ES steps where most fast 
fod tie duiaiontok ie caret effects are il legal ° 
attack exchange. Can be a creature 
only during an attack or defense 
“Some of the other guys dared me 
to touch i, but I knew it weren't no 
ordinary hunk o° rock,” —Norin the 
Wary 
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FAST EFFECTS IN ATTACK 

When you're trying to combine damage from 
combat with damage from fast effects, you have Damage-dealing Effects 

Most damage-dealing fast effects can be used at several choices. You can use the fast effect before 
any time fast effects are legal, not just during or during combat, or you can wait until after the 
combat. A few, such as attack is over. In most 

those of the Crimson Crimson Manticore _ EATOTEA ED aa IE cases, it’s best to wait 

until after the attack so 
you can be sure of the 
combat damage. If you 
use your damage effect 
during the attack, your 
opponent might use a 
fast effect of his own to 
get rid of your creature 
or prevent it from deal- 

Manticore and the 
D’Avenant Archer, can 
only be used during 
the attack (figure 3.22). 
Neither type counts as 
“combat damage,” so 
spells like Fog won’t 
stop it. 

In discussing strat- 

®: D’Avenant Archer deals 1 damage © 
| to target attacking or blocking 
creature. 

' 

Avenant’s archers are also trainedas_ ° 
| | poets, so that each arrow ts guided bya | 

a 

- ae 

ges 

ae ae Se Ree Deremens. ee 

egy, damage-dealing aay - ing combat damage. If 
fast effects should be | 1) he does, your fast effect 
divided into two will have been wasted, J 

groups: those that deal Figure 3.22. Some damage effects, such as these, since that damage alone 
enough damage to kill —_can only be used during combat. won't be enough to kill 
the target creature out- his creature. 
right, and those that merely wound the target If you’re playing against someone using blue 
creature. If the effect will kill the target all by spells, though, you may be better off casting your 
itself, you can think of it as a destruction effect, damage spell during the attack before blocking. 
_and use the tactics already discussed under ~ That way, you can see whether your opponent is | 
destruction/removal. going to counter your spell before throwing away 

Damage that isn’t enough to kill a creature your creature. If the spell gets countered, you 3 
is useless by itself. For ; | may want to block dif- | 

example, hitting a a —, slliliae ferently or not at all. 
Craw Wurm with an ig: iN } Using a damage 

effect before the attack 
is usually bad strategy, 
since your opponent 

probably just won’t 
attack or block with the 
damaged creature. (Of 
course, if your goal just 
is to keep him from 

direct damage is attacking or blocking 
extremely effective. this turn, this is exactly 

Suppose your the result you want!) 
opponent attacks with — Figure 3.23. A Craw Wurm is too tough to be : : 
the Craw Wurm and killed by Incinerate — you need 1 more damage Messing with 
you block witha 1/1 from somewhere. 

» creature like a Damage 

Mountain Goat. The Goat is barely a light snack After discussing damage effects, it’s only logical 
forthe Wurm, but it does deal 1 point of damage __ to end with effects that fiddle with damage or 
-as it’s being swallowed. Now an Incinerate will with the ability to deal damage. It’s very impor- 
be enough to finish off the Wurm. tant to distinguish between these two types. 

Incinerate is a waste of 

a spell. At the end of 
the turn, the creature 

will heal and be as 

good as new (figure 
3.23). However, when 

- combined with dam- 

age from combat, 
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Effects that target damage, either preventing 
it or redirecting it, can only be used during 
the special damage-prevention step that hap- 
pens each time damage is dealt (figure 3.24). 

Effects that prevent a creature from dealing 
or receiving damage, or that give you the 
ability to prevent or redirect damage later in 
the turn, must be used before the damage is 
dealt; they cannot be used during damage 
resolution (figure 3.25). 

Jade Monolith 
ae 
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ee 

eS 
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IP: Prevent all damage to you from | 
on . s | " 

a red source. Treat further damage | b: Redirect all damage from any 
i 

| 

| 

4 
| 
| 

| 

creature to yourself. 
a ae s %. i 
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from that source normally. 
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Figure 3.24. Effects like these, that prevent or redirect damage, can only be 
used during the damage-prevention step. 

Foxfire 

Instant Getsectets 

Figure 3.25. These, however, are just regular 
fast effects — they can’t be used during damage- 
prevention. 7 
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“Sometimes even the smallest boon can 

save a life.” 
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FAST EFFECTS IN ATTACK 

Figure 3.26. This 
may look like a 

-spell, but it’s not. - 

‘wag. One out-of-print 
J" card, Martyrdom 

(figure 3.26), causes 

a lot of confusion. 

Martyrdom looks like a 

damage-redirection spell 
to many players, but 

actually it’s a regular 

spell which gives you the 

ability to redirect dam- ‘ 

age later in the turn. You 

need to cast it before the 

damage is resolved in 

order to use the ability. 

It’s also important to remember the difference 
between combat damage and regular damage 
that just happens to occur during the attack. 
Combat damage happens in one specific step of _. 
the attack. Attacking and blocking creatures deal 
combat damage equal to their power, either to 
the creature they’re facing or to the defending 
player. Spells such as Fog prevent creatures from 
dealing combat damage, but don’t interfere with 
any other damage, even if it happens to be done 
by a creature during combat. For example, 

remember the Crimson Manticore from figure 
3.22? Fog won’t prevent you from using its spe- 
cial ability to kill a 1-toughness attacker. 
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FAST EFFECTS IN ATTACK 

Gascous Eorm 
> aie 

Figure 3.27. None of 
ii the Boars’ damage can 
be be assigned to the 

blocking Merfolk, so 
they don’t get to deal 
damage at all. 
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Enchanted creature neither deals — 
nor receives combat damage. 

“.. [A]nd gives to airy nothing 
A local habitation and a name.” 

—William Shakespeare, 
A Midsummer-Night’s Dream 

Ilus, Doug Iserth 
1997 Wizards of the Coase, Inc. All rights 1 

Most human schol 
merfolk are the sur 
Atlantis, humans adapwu w ine water. 
Merfolk, however, believe that humans 
sprang forth from merfolk who adapted 

. themselves in order to explore their last | 
| frontier. 4 

Ils; John, Matson 
1097 Wizards of the Coasc, Inc: All rights ¢ 

“Can't deal or receive” effects 
Some spells and effects prevent a creature from dealing or receiving combat 
damage. If a creature with this ability blocks an attacking creature by itself, 
then the attacking creature won’t get to deal any damage (figure 3.27). If the 
can’t-receive-damage creature is part of a gang-block, all of the damage 
from the attacker must be assigned to one or more of the other blockers. 
There is, however, one important exception to this rule! If the attacking crea- 
ture has Trample, and the damage can’t be legally assigned to a blocker, 
then all of its damage goes directly to the defending player (figure 3.28). 

*< 

Gascous Form 

Figure 3.28. Uh-oh. 
Now the Boars have 

trample, so all the 

Enchanted creature idceracclt | damage that can't be 
as Pe ghee a ass 1 gn e d t O th e 

“.. [A]nd gives to airy nothing z 
i . | eee Merfolk goes straight 
Summon Merfolk A Midsummer-Night’s Dream to th e d efending p l ay- 

Most human scholars t We. Daw lly 8 
merfolk are the survivo . er. Ouch ! 

| Atlantis, humans adaptea w ine water. 
Merfolk, however, believe that humans 
sprang forth from merfolk who adapted 
themselves in order to explore their last © 
frontier. 4 
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These no-combat-damage effects are good for two different strategies. 
You can cast them on a small creature of your own, making that small 
creature able to block huge creatures without dying, like the Merfolk 
from Figure 3.27. Or you can cast them on your opponent's biggest 
creature, making that creature useless for attacking. Also, remember 
that none of these effects prevent a creature’s special abilities, unless 
the ability requires dealing damage. 
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Figure 3.29. Casting Foxfire on the Basilisk avoids all the damage, and the 
Basilisk’s ability will still destroy the blockers. 

For example, you can attack with a Thicket Basilisk, and then, if your oppo- 
nent blocks with several small creatures (or one big one) to kill it, cast 
Foxfire on the Basilisk (figure 3.29). None of them will deal damage, but the 
Basilisk’s special ability will still destroy all of its blockers. 

Prevention and Redirection 
Damage-prevention and damage-redirection abilities can be used any time 
anything does damage. They work equally well on combat damage, damage 
from spells, and damage from other cards. For example, if you have a Circle 
of Protection: Black, and your opponent attacks you with some black crea- 
tures, you can pay one mana per black creature to the Circle to prevent all 
the damage. If your opponent casts Drain Life on you, you can 
pay another mana to the Circle and prevent the Drain Life dam- 
age, this will also keep your opponent from gaining any life, 
since the Drain Life didn’t do any damage. 

If your opponent uses Pestilence to damage 
everything, you can pay another mana to the 
Circle and prevent the damage to your- 
self (figure 3.30). 
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“Figure 3.30. A Circle of 
Protection: Black works | 
equally well against dam- 
age from any of these black 
sources. 7 
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FAST EFFECTS IN ATTACK 

The Circle can only protect you, not your crea- 
tures. However, if you have a Jade Monolith and 
a lot of mana, you could redirect the Pestilence 

damage from each of your creatures onto your- 
self instead, and then pay one mana to the Circle 
to prevent all of it. This works because redirect- 
ing damage doesn’t change the source of the 
damage. 

Regeneration is not a damage-prevention 
effect. Instead, it’s used right at the time that a 

| creature is about to be put in the graveyard. If an 
hat attacking or blocking creature regenerates, the 
| creature is removed from combat and no longer 

counts as attacking or blocking. 

ae : | Saboteurs 
: Some creatures have special abilities which can 

be used only if the creature attacks and isn’t 
_s 

Figure 3.31. Most sabo- Opsish Sauakeer’ 
teur abilities, including oS an 
these, are traded off for | a 
dealing damage. 

blocked. These creatures are known as “sabo- 
teurs”. Most saboteur abilities require you to 
give up dealing damage with the creature in 
order to use the ability (figure 3.31). These abili- 
ties are played as fast effects in the step before 
damage dealing. Note that you can use the abili- 
ty even if the creature was already unable to 
deal damage for some other reason. For exam- 

ve ple, Fog won’t stop Orcish Squatters from being 
able to steal a land. Also, if a creature has two or 

more saboteur abilities, you can use all of them. 
For example, if you cast Cloak of Confusion on 
your Orcish Squatters, then when they attack 
and aren’t blocked you can make your opponent 
discard a card and also steal one of his lands. 
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A number of creatures have special abilities 
which trigger when they damage a player (figure 
3.32). Sometimes these creatures are lumped in 
with the saboteurs, since the normal way for 
them to damage a player is to attack and not be 

Abyssal a) a Owe) 

If Abyssal Specter damages any y player, 
he. or she chooses and discards a card. 

“Mystic ‘shadow, bending near me, / 
Who art thou? / Whence come ye?” 

—Stephen Crane, 
hadow, bending near me” 

Marsh Viper 

blocked. However, their abilities work very dif- 
ferently. If you prevent the damage, or redirect it 
onto a creature, the ability won’t trigger. For 
example, if you have Kjeldoran Royal Guard 
(figure 3.33) in play when an Abyssal Specter 
attacks you, you can use the Guard’s ability to 
redirect the Specter’s 
damage to the Guard 
and you won’t have to 
discard a card. This cuts 
both ways, though. If 
one of these creatures 
damages a creature, and 

then part or all of the 
damage somehow gets 
redirected to the player, 
the ability will trigger. 
One way this can hap- 
pen is if the creature 
gains Trample ability. 

The attack ends 

| 

| i 
Honorable in battle, generous in death. | 
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after its damage-prevention step, so we'll end 
this chapter now. The next chapter deals with 
strategy for the rest of the duel. 
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Figure 3.32. These 
creatures are sort of 
like saboteurs, but the 

effect is triggered by 
the damage. 
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Snitch: Slips 

If Reef Pirates damages any opponent, 
put the top card of that player’s library 

_into his or her graveyard. 

Relentless as the tides, souls dark as a 
moonless night. Bloodshed on their minds, 
and greed burning in their hearts ike — 

._ molten gold. 
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Figure 3.33. Use this 
fellow’s ability on 
damage from any of 
the creatures in the 
previous figure, and 
the effect won't go off. 
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GENERAL PLAYING STRATEGY 

Figure 4.1. All three 
of these spells are 
very strong first- 
turn plays, since 
your main limita- 
tion at the start of 
a duel is mana. 

Llanowar Elves 

Summon Elves 

GENERAL 
“OTRATEG 

laying strategy in Magic is influenced very 
strongly by the type of deck that you’re 
playing, as well as the type of deck you’re 

playing against. Clearly, advice about when to 
use fast effects is irrelevant if you’re playing a 
deck that only has creatures and enchantments. 
There are problems with giving out deck-specific 
strategies as well. For example, tips which are 
good for playing a deck designed to swarm your 
opponent with a horde of creatures will doom 
you if you’re playing a deck with lots of counter- 
spells and defenses and only a few creatures. 

Despite this, in this chapter we will cover 
some general tips and advice about playing strat- 
egy which apply to most deck types. Instead of 
just saying “do this” and “don’t do that” we’ll 
explain why doing this or not doing that is gen- 
erally a good idea. We’ll also point out a few of 
the exceptions and cases where you'll want to 
ignore the guidelines. This will help you decide 
whether a particular tip applies to the deck 
you're playing or not. Keep in mind that none of 
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these are rules — you'll always have to use your 
own judgement. 

Stages Of The Duel 
Every Magic duel is different. In each duel, 
though, you'll go through certain stages. 
Strategies and techniques which are important 
during the first few turns of the game are some- 
times irrelevant later, when you have a big pile of 
land in play, and vice versa. So before we jump 
into talking about strategies and techniques, it’s 
useful to look at each of the stages of a typical 
duel. We’ll then discuss some tactics that mess 
with these stages, preventing a deck from proper- 
ly developing. 

Early Game: Mana-bound 
At the beginning of a duel, you have a full hand 
of cards, but nothing in play. In particular, you 
have no mana. Unless you happen to have a 
zero-cost spell in your hand, all you can do is 



play a land. Once you’ve played your first land, 
more options may open up; you might be able to 
cast a spell. Most of your hand, though, will still 
be dead wood at this point—completely useless 
until you build up your mana supply. 

This condition is called being “mana- 
bound.” Drawing extra cards wouldn’t help you 
a bit; you'd simply have to discard them at the 
end of your turn. Anything that gives you extra 
mana, though, is extremely powerful (figure 4.1). 
Casting Llanowar Elves, for example, might dou- 
ble your options next turn. Dark Ritual (Figure 
4.2) deserves special mention: its mana is only 
good for one use, but it can let you cast a three 
mana spell the first turn. In a black/green deck 
it’s not too uncommon to be able to summon a 
five mana creature the second turn, by casting 
one of the Figure 4.1 spells the first turn and 
Dark Ritual the second. 

Figure 4.2. Black 
decks can get a huge 
speed boost at the 
beginning of the game 
with Dark Ritual. 

OP tg ae sttatel 

Your most important decisions during this early 
stage usually involve which land to play. 
Sometimes you'll have an option as to which 
spell to cast, too, but more often you'll only have 
one spell in your hand which you have enough 
mana for, so all you'll be deciding is whether—or 
when—to cast it. 

How long the mana-bound stage lasts 
depends on the type of deck you’re using. If 
you're playing a “weenie deck” full of one- and 
two-cost creatures, then all you.need is two lands 
and you'll be able to cast any spell in your deck. 
You'll stop being mana-bound on the second turn 
of the game. Other decks, with higher-cost spells, 
might need four or five lands in play before they 
can leave this stage. 

GENERAL PLAYING STRATEGY 

The minimum amount of mana you'd need 
to be able to cast most of the spells in your deck 
is called the deck’s “mana threshold.” You can 
determine a deck’s mana threshold quite easily. — 
Go through the deck and sort the spells into piles 
by the casting cost. Then count the number of 
cards in each pile. 

If one pile is a lot larger than all the others, — 
then that’s your mana threshold. Your deck _ 
will be crippled until you reach that much — 
mana, and will work reasonably well once 
you reach that point, even if you have some 
spells that you are still unable to cast. 

If most of the spells are in a few piles, with a 
scattering of higher-cost spells, then the 
highest-cost pile with four or more cards in it 
is usually the mana threshold. If that pile is — 
on its own though, and the costs right below 
it have few or no spells, then the next lower 
pile of that size may be the threshold — it 
depends on whether the spells in the higher- 
cost pile are critical to the theme of the deck 
or are just included as finishers in case of a 
long drawn-out duel. 

If the piles are fairly even, or if the pile size 
gradually tapers down as the casting cost 
increases, then your deck doesn’t have a 
sharp mana threshold. Take the total number 
of spells in the deck and multiply it by 2/3. . 
Count from the cheapest pile up until you 
reach that number of spells — the casting 
cost for the pile you land on is roughly the 
mana threshold, but having a little less won’t 
cripple the deck. 

Once you have enough land (or other mana-pro- 
ducing cards) in play to reach your mana thresh- 
old, your strategy moves into the mid-game. 
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Summon Wurm 

| The most terrij 
craw wurm ts. 
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Figure 4.3. A typical mid- 
game position. It’s the begin- 
ning of the main phase of 

your fourth turn. Once you 
play the Forest, you can cast 
anything except your Craw 
Wurm. 
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Mid-game: Lots of Choices 
In the mid-game, you have enough mana avail- 
able to be able to cast just about any spell in your 
hand (figure 4.3). You’re still mana-bound to 
some extent. You don’t have enough mana to cast 
all your spells in one turn, emptying your hand. 
You may not even be able to cast more than one 
spell per turn. You'll certainly be able to cast one 
each turn, though. 

Getting more mana sources into play is still 
helpful at this point, since it may give you the 

option of casting more 
of your spells in the 
same turn or make 
spells like Fireball 
more powerful, but 
it’s not nearly as high- 
priority as it was in’ 
the early game. , 
Drawing extra cards 
starts to be much 
more useful—you 
should have enough 
room left in your 
hand by now that you 

won't be forced to discard them—and you’re 
probably playing cards a little faster than-you 
draw them, if you don’t use any card-drawing 
effects. | 

This is the part of the game when strategy in 
choosing spells becomes most important. You’re 
now able to pick what to cast on the basis of 

“which spell will do me the most good?” 
rather than “which spell do I have 
enough mana for?” Also, you may 
have cards in play by now that 

require further decisions. 
For example, you may 
need to choose between 
casting a spell versus 
leaving the mana avail- 
able to power a creature’s 
special ability or activate a 
Circle of Protection during 
your opponent's turn. 

In the mid-game, you'll 
be using up cards faster than 
you draw them. This process 

will bring you into the late 
game. 



Late Game: Card-bound 
Eventually—unless someone wins before then— 
you'll reach a point in the duel where you've 
played everything you want to from your hand. 
Your hand may or may not be empty, but any 
cards left in your hand are there because you 
deliberately decided not to use them yet, not 
because you needed the mana for other things. 
Now you've reached the late game. 

In the late game, you have plenty of mana 
for anything you might want to do. Your only 
limitation now is the number of cards you can 
draw. Additional mana is almost useless to you 
now, but anything that can give you extra cards 
is priceless (figure 4.4). 

Blight eds Psychic Venom 

Knchant Land 

» Whenever enchanted land becomes | 
tapped, Psychic Venom deals 2 
damage to that land’s controller. 

IWus, Brian Snoddy 
1997 Wizards of the Coase, Inc. All rights reser 

In the late game, you generally have fewer 
choices than in the mid-game. Anything left in 
your hand is there for a reason — you've alreatly 
decided more or less what you’re waiting for 
before you'll use it. Each turn you'll draw one 
new card, and have a choice as to whether to use 

it now or save it for later. Other than that, your 
only choices are what to do with the cards you 
already have in play from earlier turns. Because 
of this lack of choices, there’s not as much to say 
about late-game strategy — it mostly hinges on 
pressing whatever advantage you've already 
achieved, or on maintaining the status quo 
until you draw the card that will let you win, 
depending on your deck type. 

Mangling the Stages 
In a typical duel, both players will progress 
smoothly through the stages, from the early — 
mana-bound stage up to the late | -ard-bound with 

Jayemdae Tome 

Figure 4.4. The 
Jayemdae Tome is a 
late-game card. Spells 
like this one are worth 
their weight in gold 
when you have mana eS 
to burn and not much SE 
to spend it on. 

4, %: Draw a card. 

Titus; Mark Tedin 

Figure 4.5. Spells like these allow you to mess” 
with your opponent’s mana supply... | 

«| 
fe 

Srone Rain . | 
lots of mana. Some» | 
spells, though,‘are~ 
designed to-disrupt  __* ; 
this progression, and | 
some decks use this | 

disruption as one of 
their main tactics. 

Magic has a 
plentiful supply of 
spells which can be 
used to destroy or 
disable one of an 

Seance! s lands, or at least make it painful 2 
to use. Many of them are now out of print, but | 
Fifth Edition still contains its share (figure 4.5). 
A few cards even let you take control of your 
opponent’s land (figure 4.6). 

Figure 4.6. ...and these ones actually let. you take 
your opponent’s lands and use them yourself. 

Conquer 

tated ase teat a = 
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By using a deck with lots of land destruction or land-stealing spells, you 
can often progress normally through the game stages while keeping your 
opponent stuck in the mana-bound early or mid-game stage. Strategies 
based on this sort of mana-deprivation are very effective—not to mention 
extremely frustrating for your opponent—when you're playing against a 
deck with a fairly high mana threshold. 

LAND DESTRUCTION TIP 

If you're using land destruction/theft against an opponent who's 

playing with more than one color, concentrate on destroying/stealing 

all his lands that produce one of the colors instead of targeting all his 

colors equally. If you can deny him one color, you'll make a significant 

number of his spells uncastable. 

You're likely to die horribly if you try this 
technique against a weenie deck, though. The 
weenie deck can get by quite happily with only a 
couple of lands — your destruction/theft spells 
won't bother him much at all. And since so much 
of your deck is devoted to getting rid of your 
opponent’s land, you won’t have enough other 
spells to fend off the steady stream of weenies 
which will be coming your direction. 

Another technique for messing with the 
3 game stages is to use a “reset button” which destroys all the land (figure 
ve 4.7). These spells throw everyone back to the mana-bound stage. 

Jokulhaups is almost a “start the game over” effect, since if blows away 
everything except enchantments. Since it costs 
six mana, both players will generally be well into 
the late-game stage by the time you can cast it. If 
you have prepared for the Jokulhaups by keep- 
ing some appropriate land and spells in your 
hand, you can recover fairly smoothly from this 
catastrophe. If your opponent hasn’t anticipated 
your play and kept land and spells in reserve, he 
will most likely be left floundering for quite a 
few turns until he builds up enough mana to get 
his deck operating again, hopefully long enough 
for you to finish him off. Jokulhaups is also good 
for a desperation play — if your opponent is in a 
winning position, you can cast it even if you 

Figure 4.7. Two spells _ haven’t set your hand up for it yet. Whoever gets the best draws right after 
provide mass land the Jokulhaups will generally win in this case, but a random chance at win- 
destruction — or mass ning is better than a definite loss. 
destruction, period, in Armageddon is much more controlled in its effects, destroying only 
the case of Jokulhaups. lands. Decks which use Armageddon often include a fair number of non- 

land mana sources, allowing a quick and easy recovery after the land is 

*4 Be Prepared! 

If you suspect that your opponent might have Armageddon or Jokulhaups in his deck—and you should sus- 
pect it of any deck using white or red that you haven't seen in action—you should plan for that possibility. 
If you have counterspells, keeping one ready once your opponent gets within one mana of the amount needed 
for the reset button will usually let you prevent these global cataclysms. If you don’t have counterspells you 
should play your lands fairly conservatively, trying to keep enough in your hand so that you'll be able to 
recover if your opponent casts one. In the case of Jokulhaups, you'll usually also want to avoid putting too 
many creatures or artifacts into play at the same time. 
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GENERAL PLAYING STRATEGY 

destroyed. You can also prepare for it much as you would for Jokulhaups, 
keeping several lands in your hand. Since Armageddon doesn’t destroy 
creatures or artifacts, though, you can do a number of tricks with it that 
don’t work with Jokulhaups. One very popular technique is to get a large 
creature out quickly by using a combination of land and non-land mana, 
then cast Armageddon, leaving your opponent with no mana to bring out 
any defenses against your large creature for several turns. Armageddon is 
also popular in weenie decks — if weenie deck-players get enough mana to 
cast it, they'll often do so with the greatest of glee even without any extra 
lands in hand, since they only need to draw one or two lands to make a full 
recovery. 

Choices: 

The Little Things 
That Add Up 
Now that we've cov- 
ered the general stages 
of the duel, it’s time to 

talk about strategic 
choices that you'll face 
in each of these stages. 
Most of the tips we'll 
give here may seem 
like niggling little nit- 
picks. In any given 
duel, nine times out of 

ten following a particu- 
lar tip won’t make any 
difference at all. 
However, in that tenth 

time, it may save you a 

Mulligans 
Starting a duel with no land almost guarantees a loss. Not only that, but the duel won't be much fun for either player. 

Because of this, many players use an optional rule called the “Mulligan.” This allows a player whose first seven 

cards have no land (or nothing except land), to show the hand to the opponent, then to reshuffle and draw a new 

hand. If someone calls a mulligan, the other player also gets the option to reshuffle no matter what was in his hand. 

The player who's going first has to say whether he’s calling a mulligan first. If he doesn’t, then the other player can 

call one. 

Each player gets only one chance to call a mulligan. If you draw another mulligan hand after reshuffling, it’s just 

tough luck. However, if you reshuffle when your opponent calls a mulligan, and THEN you draw a mulligan hand, 

you can call one yourself. In that case, your opponent also gets the option to reshuffle again. 

It's almost always good strategy to call a mulligan when you have the chance to. The only time you wouldn't call 

a no-land mulligan is when playing with out-of-print cards, if you drew enough zero-cost mana sources to get by 

with, and you were happy with the rest of your land. All-land mulligans are a little more questionable. If your 

deck has a high mana threshold, and you think you're facing a slow deck or a land-destruction deck, you might 

decide to keep the all-land hand. 

If your opponent calls a mulligan, you need to decide whether to reshuffle yourself. If your hand is average or better, 

you should keep it, and if it’s bad, you should throw it away. If you've already called a mulligan yourself, though, 

then you should keep even a below-average hand, and only reshuffle on a really bad dravw, since you could end up 

with another mulligan hand. 

turn or a card or cost your opponent one. These small advantages, added up 
over multiple duels, make the difference between a poor player and a good one. 

New Mulligans 

Another version of the Mulligan rule, which was introduced in early 1997, allows both players to take as 

many mulligan reshuffles as they wish. What's the catch? Each time you reshuffle, you draw one less card. 

This version may eventually become part of the standard rules. 

If you get a horrid starting hand with this type of mulligans, taking one reshuffle is worth it. Taking a second 

is pushing the odds — starting with only five cards in your hand is a very steep penalty. And it’s hard to 

imagine a case where it would be wise go any further down than that. 
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Figure 4.8. If you played a Plains the first turn, 
then after playing another land on the second 
turn you could cast any of the spells on the left, 
but not the spell on the right. 

Which Land Should I Play? 
On your first turn, you have nothing in play and 
seven or eight cards in your hand. Hopefully, 
several of them are lands. If all the lands in your 
hand are the same type, you have no choices to 
make, just play one. Unless you’re playing a one- 
color deck, though, you'll usually have more 

- than one land type to choose from. Choosing the 
right or wrong land to play can get the whole 
duel off to.a good or bad start. 

If you can play something that lets you sum- 
mon a creature this turn, that will almost always 
be your best move. Otherwise, you need to figure 
out what will give you the best chance of casting 
something next turn, or the turn after. Sometimes 

»» you'll have a two- or three-cost spell in your 
hand, so you know exactly what you need to cast 

_it. Other times you'll be hoping to draw one, and 
trying to guess what type of land you'll need to 
play now to have the best chance of casting 
whatever you draw. To do this, you need to 
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Whirling Dervish 

remember what spells are in your deck. 
For example, say you have four lands in 

your starting hand: two Plains and two Forests. If 
you play a Plains this turn, then next turn you'll 
be able to play another land and cast anything 
that costs 1, 2, #, ®, 1%, 1®, or **, but not 

# (Figure 4.8). If you play a Forest this turn, on 
the other hand, you'll have the # option next 
turn but not the ##. If you know that you have 
#% # spells in your deck, like White Knight or 
Order of the White Shield, you should play the 
Plains — if you know you have ## spells like 
Whirling Dervish, you should play the Forest. If 
you have both, you should play the right land for 
whichever you have more of. If you have equal 
numbers, decide which spell would do you the 

most good, and play as if you’re going to draw 
that spell. 

The same kind of logic applies to choices in 
later turns. For example, say you had a Benalish 
Hero—costing #—in your hand, so you played a 
Plains the first turn. Now you’re on the second 



turn. You didn’t draw anything that needs green 
or that needs ¥##, but you know that you have 
some # or 1 # spells in your deck. So you'll 
play a Forest this time, to maximize your chance 
of being able to cast something next turn. 

Finally—as you may remember from the section 
on reset buttons—if your opponent has white or 
red mana you should watch out for the possibili- 
ty of an Armageddon or Jokulhaups. Once you 
get enough land in play to cast most or all the 
spells in your deck, stop playing land. That way, 

FIGHTING LAND DESTRUCTION 
One other land-playing strategy is important if you're facing an 
opponent who's using land-destruction spells — and if you 
don't know whether someone has land destruction, it’s safest to 
assume that they do. If you don't need the colored mana imme- 
diately and you have a lot of one type of land, and less of 
another, play the type that you have more of first. This makes tt 
harder for your opponent's land destruction to cripple you. 
Remember, you can always get mana from a land right after you 
play it, before your opponent can do anything to blow it up, so 
if you play a land the turn that you need that color of mana, 
you'll be able to get at least one spell off. 

if your opponent does cast a spell to destroy all 
the land, you'll be able to recover quickly. 
New players often overlook one other reason to 
keep land in your hand: bluffing. As long as you 
have a card—any card—in your hand, your 
opponent will be a little more cautious. After all, 
he doesn’t know what that card might be! If you 
empty your hand, though, then he knows that 
you can’t pull out any surprises, so he can safely 
go ahead with his own plans. 

GENERAL PLAYING STRATEGY 

Which Spell Should I Cast? 
In the early and mid-game, you'll often have two 
or more spells in your hand and enough mana to 
cast any of them, but not enough to castall of — 
them in the same turn. Choosing which spell(s) 
to cast in this situation—or, in-some cases, choos- 
ing not to cast any—is one of the-most critical 
skills for a Magic player. Which choice is best 
depends on many, many factors, including the 
style of decks you and your-opponent are play- _ 
ing, the stage of the duel, and the cards each of - 
you have already played. Trying to explore all 
the possibilities and permutations would be. — 
beyond. the scope of this book. We can, however, 
give you some general tips that apply to almost 
all decks, and a few bits of advice for common 
situations. 

First we'll deal with the cases where you . 
want to cast something, and just need to decide 

what. Later in the chapter we'll discuss when to _ 
cast spells, including cases when it’s better to 
hold onto your spells instead of casting them. 
Every time you're choosing which spell to cast, 
you should keep three goals in mind: 

Increase my options. 

Hurt my opponent. 

Defend myself. 

The importance of hurting your opponent as 
opposed to defending yourself, varies depending 
on the type of deck you’re playing and the cur- 
rent game situation. Also, these two goals can — 
overlap, since hurting your opponent doesn’t just 
mean damage — it also includes things like 
killing his creatures and destroying his land. 
Even if you're playing a reactive deck, you'll still 
make a lot of plays that hurt your opponent. 
However, no matter what type of deck you’re 
playing, the most important goal is usually 
increasing you r options. 

In the Sasa this means that spells 
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Figure 4.9. Creatures 
with many uses are 
much better than those 
with fewer uses. 
Unfortunately, they 
usually cost more to 
cast, too. . 7 

Figure 4.10. If your 
opponent has no crea- 
tures and no forests, 
summoning either of 
these creatures will do 

» you about the same 
amount of good. With 
four mana available, 
cast the Spider. 
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q 
if you have a choice between summoning Birds of Paradise or a fighting 
creature, the Birds will almost always be the better play. In the mid-game, 
mana is less of a priority and you may be better off summoning something 
that can deal damage. Anything that can give you extra cards starts to climb 
in priority as your hand gets emptier, since more cards in your hand gives 
you more choices. Also, cards which can be used more than one way are 
more useful than cards with only one function. For example, Pradesh aa 
Gypsies or Wyluli Wolf (Figure 4.9) are better than a 1/1 creature withno 
special abilities, since you can use them either for a special effect or to | 
attack or block with. Their casting costs reflect this extra usefulness. 
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» Feet Optimizing your mana 
use is another way to 
increase your options. 
Say you have four 
mana available and 
you're trying to choose 
between two spells, © 
both of which do you 
about the same amount _ 
of immediate good. 
One costs three mana 
and the other costs 
four. All else being 

equal, you should cast the four-cost spell (Figure 4.10). That way, you can 
cast the cheaper spell next turn, and have one more mana available for 
something else such as the one-cost spell that you might draw. If you cast 
the three-cost spell this turn, and then drew a one-cost spell, you could only 
cast one spell next turn. Also, casting the more expensive spell first gives 
you a bit of protection against land destruction. If you cast the three-cost 
spell first, and your opponent destroys one of your lands, you won't be able 
to cast the four-cost spell until you draw another land. 

When Should I Do It? 
Just as important as deciding what land to play, or what spell to cast, is 
deciding when to do-it. Beginning players tend to play in a fixed sequence 
— each turn they play a land if they have one, then cast as many spells as 
their mana allows, then attack, then pass the turn to their opponent. By fol- 

lowing this sequence, 
they miss some oppor- 
tunities for better plays. 

For this section, 

we'll divide all Magic 
cards into two types. 
Most cards can only be 
played during your 
main phase, either 
before or after your 
attack. Lands, sorceries, 

summons, enchant- 
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GENERAL PLAYING STRATEGY 

ments, and artifacts all fall into this category. We’ll discuss them first. 
Afterwards, we’ll cover fast effects. 

If you’re going to play a land, it’s usually best to do that as the first 
step in your main phase. Most other main-phase actions, though, should be 
postponed until after your attack. This serves two purposes — it keeps your 
options open, and it leaves your opponent guessing about what you're 
going to do and what tricks you may have up your sleeve. 

For example, if you've just spent all your mana summoning a large 
creature, and then you attack with a puny 1/1, your opponent won’t be 
worried. He knows 
that you're only doing Ain-havva Constable Om) Keldon Warlord peer Figure 4.11. If you’re 
1 damage, he can save Cy eS | ~ going to be attacking: 
his spells or his speed © ery oe with-one of these, 
bumps for the big crea- Uy Cae e summon other creatures 
ture. But if you attack , to make it bigger before 
first, with all your land | your attack. 

untapped, your oppo- 
nent doesn’t know 
what’s coming. You 
might have a fast effect 
such as Howl from 
Beyond to make the 
little creature dangerous. 
Maybe he'll block it and trade creatures with you, just to be on the safe side. 
Or maybe he’ll even cast a spell to kill it, and curse himself when he sees 
the big creature pop up a moment later. 

The only spells you should cast before attacking are those which will 
make a difference in the attack. These include such things as enchantments 
which make one or more of your creatures bigger, artifacts which provide 
effects that you want to use during combat, and spells which destroy or 
disable enemy creatures which might otherwise have blocked your attack. 
Creature spells should almost always wait. However, a few creatures have 
special abilities that will boost your other creatures, and a few other crea- 
tures grow based on what creatures you have in play (Figure 4.11). In those 
cases, a summon spell can fall into the “make a difference in the attack” 
category, and you'll want to cast it first. 

Holding Cards 
Just because you can cast a spell, doesn’t always mean that you should. 
Deciding when to hold onto cards is a critical skill for a Magic player. This 
is especially important for fast effects, which we’ll discuss next, but can also 
apply to land and to main-phase spells. 

We already mentioned the usefulness of keeping some lands in your 
hand, if you suspect that your opponent might cast Armageddon or | 
Jokulhaups. The same idea applies to creatures if your opponent is using 
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Illus, Dan Frazier Illus) Key Brockschmidt 
1997 W is of the Coust, Inc, All rights reserves 

-mass-destruction or mass-damage spells. The big advantage of these spells 
to a creatureless or creature-poor deck is that they allow their caster to 
destroy several creatures at once, with no penalty. You can blunt this advan- 
tage by playing your creatures sparingly. Put only one or two out at once, 

— 
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and keep attacking with them. By nibbling away 
at your opponent's life this way, you'll eventually 
force him to use his mass kills on only one or two 
creatures. And since you kept creatures in your 
hand, as soon as he does, you’ll summon a 

replacement. 
Some spells become more effective the 

longer you wait to cast them. The “X spells” 
(Figure 4.12) are obvious examples of this — the 
more land you have in play, the bigger you'll be 
able to make the X. Some spells base their power 
on the contents of the players’ graveyards, which 
makes them much more useful late in the game 
when the graveyards are full. The Lhurgoyf 
(Figure 4.13) is an obvious example of this. If you 
summon a Lhurgoyf as soon as you have enough 
mana available, it will be small, harmless or close 

to it. But late in a duel, after a lot of creatures 
have been killed, a Lhurgoyf will be highly dan- 
gerous. It’s less obvious that the same is true for 
spells like Animate Dead and Recall, which 
retrieve cards from the graveyard. The more 
cards you have to choose from, the more power- 
ful these spells can be. When using any spells 
like these, think carefully before casting them: It 
may be better tactics to hold onto the spell and 
cast it later. 

Fireball alttaale- tile 

Figure 4.12. Spells like these, which have an “X” in the casting cost, become 
more powerful the later in the game you wait to cast them. 

~ Mass destruction spells are another category 
which you'll want to think carefully about when 
to cast. Holding onto the spell and waiting to cast 
it will often let you blow up more of your oppo- 
nent’s cards, and will also give you more time to 
build up cards in your hand for recovery after- 
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Figure 4.13. A mere 

baby if cast early ina 
duel, but later on, 

when the graveyards 
are full, the Lhurgoyf 
can be immense. 

Lhurgoyf 

wards. A canny opponent, though, will recognize 
this possibility and may stockpile cards himself. 
Also, the longer you wait, the longer he has to . 
damage you with whatever cards he’s already: ov 
played. So you need to wait long enough, but not 
too long. | 

Fast Effects 
Unlike the main-phase spells, you can cast fast 
effect spells (and use fast effect abilities) at almost 
any time. In particular, you can cast them during 
your opponent’s turn, and even in response to b 

your opponent casting 

a spell. You can also 
cast them during your 
opponent’s discard 
phase, after it’s too late 
for him to cast any 
main-phase spells. 

The key to get- 
ting the best use from 
fast effects, in most 

cases, is to postpone 
casting them until 
they'll create the most 
impact. Chapter 3 
already demonstrated 
this principle in some 
of its examples of using 

damage or removal effects in combination with 
an attack to kill several creatures for the price of 
one. 

Any fast effect that you’re thinking of using 
during a duel will fall into one of three cate- 
gories, based on when and how you would use 
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| Target player gains X life, or prevent | — 
| X damage to any creature or player. ee 

fed See a 
| | Healing is a matter of time, but it is 

| sometimes also a matter of opportunity. | — 
—D’Avenant proverb 



it. The same card might fit into all three cate- 
gories at different times during a duel, depend- 
ing on your situation. 

Basic. This category covers effects that need 
to be used at a specific time, such as upkeep. 
It also includes any fast effects that you need 
to use during your own turn for some partic- 

ular reason — for example, to enhance one 
of your creatures or disable/destroy one of 
your opponent’s potential blockers before 
your attack. 

Responsive. All interrupts fall into this cate- 
gory. So do effects that you’d use during 
your attack after you see how your opponent 
blocks or during your opponent’s attack, 
damage-prevention, regeneration, or any- 

thing you'd use in response to your oppo- 
nent’s effects. These effects are time-critical. 
For them to do any good, you need to keep 
enough mana in reserve to be able to use the 
effect when the right situation occurs. 

Optional. These effects are things you'd like 
to do, but only if you don’t need the mana 
for something else. These are usually effects 
from cards in play rather than spells. The 
most commonly-used Fifth Edition effects in 
this category are those that let you draw 
cards or gain life (Figure 4.14). Effects from 
this category should be postponed until your 
opponent’s discard phase, right before he 
ends his turn. If nothing else has happened 
by then that required you to use your mana 
for a responsive effect, you can then do the 
optional effect. 

When you're very short on mana, you'll occa- 
sionally use a spell that would normally fall into 
one of the other categories as an “optional” spell. 
For example, early in a game you might 
Incinerate or Boomerang (Figure 4.15) an oppo- 
nent’s creature at the end of his turn, if it doesn’t 

look like you'll have the free mana to cast your 
spell as a response for a few turns. Notice that 
even in this case you did postpone the spell. You 
could have just cast it durir g ee own turn, or 

Jayemdac Tome 

Artifact 
= 

e | emt aie —e 

| | Gain 1 life. : 

| Draw a card at the beginning of the | " 
next turn. 

4, : Draw a card. 
| “Out there, there are spirits, but here, © 
| there is wine. ” “ad 

iste ies the shenaid dene ue 

~ (hase agen oe 
s Wizards ie i Ail ee 

ORNS ser 2 

Dius, Mark Tedin 

Figure 4.14. These sorts 
_ of effects are most 
often used at the end of 
an opponent’s turn. 

| | Each player may draw up totwo ©“) 
/ cards. For each card less than two 

any player draws, that player gains | 
2 life. | 

bed 
Not all victories require defeat. os . - 

—QOnean idiom an 
3 

pappeernnanep-ne-—vamnmias j 

earlier in your opponent's turn. By waiting until 
the end of your opponent’s turn, though, you 
gave him as much chance as possible to waste a 
spell beefing up the doomed creature. 

Pileitepetee € Boomerang 

Gerjecbett Instant 

Return target permanent to owner’s | 
hand. : 

“O! call back yesterday, bid time 
return.” 

—William Shakespeare, 
King Richard the Second | 

Illus; Scott M. Fischer Ilus. Alan Rabinowitz 
1S¥7 Wizards of the Coast, Inc. All rights 1 

Figure 4.15. For best effect, you'd wait to use 
these sorts of spells until the target creature is 
actually threatening you. But when you’re short 
on mana, you may decide to just do it at the end 
of your opponent’ s turn. 
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Adapting To Your Opponent’s Deck 
One of the most important aspects of Magic strategy is also the hardest to 
teach — figuring out how your opponent’s deck is designed to work and 4 
adapting your own play to interfere with it as much as possible. We 
touched on this a bit when talking about holding onto cards if you think = 
your opponent might be using mass destruction. That’s only one of thou- e: 
sands of possible examples. Most, though, are very specific, applying to i 
individual cards and combinations. Here are a few other general ones. . a 

Creature Trade-offs a 
When playing a creature-based deck against an opponent with fewer crea- 
tures, any one-for-one trade of fairly equal creatures is to your benefit. 
Twenty creatures in a deck versus fifteen may only make a difference of two 
or three actually drawn in the course of a game; every time you make an 
even trade, you'll increase your creature advantage. Given the chance, you 
should always block when it will give you such a trade, and attack when’ 
your opponent's only possible blocks will be trades. If you’re on the other — 
side of this inequity and your opponent is the one with more creatures, 
though, you'll want to be more conservative. You have more non-creature 
spells — use them to gain the advantage. Don’t attack when it will allow 
your opponent to make an even trade, and try to avoid blocking for trades 
when you can help it. | 

Land Order eg 
When playing a multi-colored deck against land destruction, your opponent 
will often try to keep you from getting one particular color of mana. 
Sometimes playing your lands in a different order than you normally would 
can help against this tactic. If you don’t need the colored mana immediately, | 
play more lands of the same color(s) that are already in play instead of 
putting down your other color. That way, he’ll have to choose between let- | 
ting you build up a mana supply or saving his initial land-destruction spells | 
for your other color. | 

Preventing Locks 
When playing against a lock deck, you'll win if you can prevent the lock. 
With an active deck, you'll usually have no chance of stopping the combina- 
tion. You need to pour on the speed, throwing caution to the winds, and 
simply win before your opponent can get the cards needed. With a reactive 
deck, you'll usually have spells that can break or prevent the lock. Guard 
them jealously; don’t let yourself be tempted to use them for anything less 
critical. 

Figuring Out Your Opponent's Deck 
In order to adapt your play to work best against your opponent’s deck and 
strategy, you need to know what you're up against. If you’re playing a 
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friend, you may already be familiar with his deck — you may even have 
built your decks together. Even if he has a new deck you've never seen, you 
may have a fair idea of the general style of decks he usually plays. 

When you first begin a duel against a new opponent, though, you 
know nothing about what type of deck you’re facing. With each card that 
you see played, you learn a little more. If the first land is a Forest, for exam- 
ple, you can expect creatures and probably a fairly fast deck. If the first land 
is an Island, on the other hand, you'll want to prepare yourself for counter- 
spells. As the duel continues, you'll see more of your opponent’s cards, and _ 
be able to add to or modify your original guesses. | 

Good Magic players are familiar with all the popular deck styles, and ~ 
many not-so-popular ones. There’s no substitute for experience. To really 
have a feel for a type of deck, you need to build one.and play with it. When 
you've played a deck enough to become comfortable with it, you’ll know 
not only how the deck works, but also what will interfere with it the most. 

_ Next time you come up against a deck of that type, you'll be able to adapt 
_ your own strategies to take advantage of whatever the deck’s weaknesses 

are. 

PROXIES 

Want to practice with a deck, but don’t have all the cards you need to build it? Use proxies. Just take 

some spare lands and write the names of the cards on them. You can’t use proxies in tournaments, 
and many players won't play against them in a “serious” game, but if you say you just want to try 
out a deck idea you should have no trouble finding someone to practice with. You can also practice 
against your own decks, playing both sides. 

In the next chapter, we'll go over some of the major deck styles. For each 
_ one, we'll talk about the types of cards you'd use to build the deck, and the 

strategies for playing it and for playing against it. 
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you limit yourself to decks small enough to shuffle and containing 
a reasonable mixture of land and spells, with matching colors, the 

number of possible legal decks is still too large to compute. Most decks that 
are actually played, though, fall into certain broad groupings. At one 
extreme are the “kitchen sink” decks, which contain a mish-mash of spells 
with no particular theme. At the other end of the spectrum come very special- 
ized decks, centering around one card’s unique abilities, such as Titania’s 

Song decks, Stasis decks, and Zur’s Weirding decks. Most lie somewhere 
between these extremes, focusing on a specific theme or way of winning. 

In this chapter, we'll explore five of the most common deck themes, 
discussing useful cards and other design factors for building a deck of that 
type as well as the strategies for playing it. 

The section for each deck type includes a sample deck or two. Note, 
though, that these samples are NOT optimized. Our purpose here is not 
to be a “cookbook” of deck recipes — instead, we want to give you a hand 
up in designing your own decks. After reading each section and exper- 
imenting for a while, you should be able to build a deck that works better 
than the sample. 

[Ts number of different possible Magic decks is infinite. Even if 

DECK THEMES 
THE WEENIE DECK 
“Weenie” is a Magic slang term for a small creature, usually costing one or 
two mana. A weenie deck is a deck built mostly from weenies. The usual 
strategy of a weenie deck is to quickly swarm the opponent, dealing lots of 
fast damage before a:slower deck can do much of anything about it. Weenie 
decks are easy to build and play, and they are surprisingly effective against 
a wide variety of deck types. 

Building the Deck 
Weenie decks can be built using any color, though blue has the hardest time 
of it. To achieve its fast swarm effect, a weenie deck needs to be able to cast 

all—or nearly all—its creatures with just one or two land, so weenie decks 
are almost always single-color. Using two colors risks mana problems, and 
one of the big advantages a weenie deck has is that it’s almost immune to 
mana problems. It’s not uncommon, though, to add a splash of blue for 
Sleight of Mind (Figure 5.1) to a black or white weenie deck, since it’s so 
handy to be able to tune the Knight’s protection to match the opponent's 
main color. 
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Sleight of Mind Black Knight 

or 

Ireercassceeteanenn boo sh hASOS SENOS: 

Interrupt Summon Knight 

Change the text of target permanent 
or spell by replacing all instances | 
of one color word with another. 
(For example, you may change 
“nongreen creature” to “nonred 
creature.” If this spell targets a 
permanent, play it as an instant.) 

j ask why I fight. 

Illus. Mark Poole lus. Adrian Smith 
1997 Wizards of the Coast, Inc. All righ me 

Figure 5.1. Some weenie decks add a splash of blue so they can cast Sleight 
of Mind on their Knights. 

Because they’re single-color and all their spells are cheap to cast, weenie ey 

is its own purpose. You don’t 
a plague spreads or a field bur |} | 
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| | First strike, protection from t 

Battle doesn’t need a purpose; ) Out of the blackness and stench 
| \é engulfing swamp emerged a shir 
ie Sigure. Only the splattered armor 

; statned sword hinted at the unfi 

| evil the knight had just laid wa 
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Knight of Stronigald 
So o 

aia 
pA, A 

\ ti 
4 

Summon Knight 

Protection from black 

PP: +1/+0 il endofturn | %: First strike until end of turn 

“Kjeldorans should rule suprem }| | %*#*:+1/+0 until end of turn 
the rest, death!” i ; : 5 
» A shield of light admits no shadow. __ —Avram( | 

. Leader of the Knights of 

oe 

stash mses vciaiaacibtttbinampesialicgttstimane crn 

decks don’t need as high a mana percentage as most deck types. 20 lands in : | 
a 60 card weenie deck is plenty, and some use as few as 15. Less than that 

can work, but it gets very risky. 
Once you've chosen a color, you need some weenies. A 60 card weenie 

deck should include at least 20 creatures, and often more. Table 5.1 lists 

your choices in Fifth Edition, going just by casting costs, and not including 
Q-power creatures. As you can see, every color except blue has plenty of 
choices. Some of these creatures, obviously, are more suitable than others. 

WHITE BLACK Be 

Aysen Bureaucrats Black Knight Dandan 

Benalish Hero Bog Imp Lord of Atlantis 

Death Speakers Bog Rats Magus of the Unseen 

Hipparion Drudge Skeletons Merfolk of the Pearl Trident 

Icatian Scout Erg Raiders Sea Sprite 

Mesa Falcon Initiates of the Ebon Hand —_ Vodalian Soldiers 

Mesa Pegasus Kjeldoran Dead Zephyr Falcon 

Order of the White Shield Knight of Stromgald 

Pikemen Nether Shadow 

Repentant Blacksmith Vampire Bats 

Samite Healer 

Tundra Wolves 

White Knight 

RED | 

Table 5.1. Weenies in Fifth HeLHOn There’s also one Artifact Creature 
weenie, the Battering Ram. - 

GREEN 

Elvish Archers Atog 

Ghazban Ogre Dwarven Soldier 

Grizzly Bears Goblin Digging Team 

Llanowar Elves Ironclaw Ores 

Scavenger Folk Mons’s Goblin Raiders 

Scryb Sprites Mountain Goat 

Shanodin Dryads Orcish Captain 

Tarpan Orcish Conscripts 

Whirling Dervish Primordial Ooze 

Wyluli Wolf 

=. 293 
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A pure weenie deck contains only creatures 
and land. Most, though, include some spells to GOBLIN HORDES 

help the weenies out and/or interfere with your One popular form of the red weenie deck is the “Goblin Horde”. If 
opponent. Power boosters for the weenies fall you're building a Goblin Horde, you'll almost certainly include two 

into two types — single-creature effects and creatures which break the two mana rule: Goblin King and Goblin 

global effects. Every color has at least one Hero (see Figure 5.2). You'll also want the Goblin Warrens enchant- 

creature-boosting enchantment in Fifth Edition, ment, since you can use it along with some summoned Goblins to 

but only black, white, and red have global effects: pump out more and more. We've included a sample Goblin Horde deck 

Bad Moon, Crusade, and Orcish Oriflamme, at the end of this section. 

respectively (see Figure 5.3). Infinite Hourglass 
(Figure 5.4) works for any color, and will either 
boost all the creatures or tie up your opponent’s eae ein Bess 
mana supply. Green’s Giant Growth (Figure 5.5) | ) ¥ 
is excellent in a weenie deck, since it will let a 
weenie take out a 4/4 opposing creature. 

In addition to Infinite Hourglass, several 

other artifacts are quite effective in a weenie deck 
(see Figure 5.6). Meekstone is custom-made for 
weenie decks. It doesn’t affect the weenies, and it 
cripples larger creatures. Beware of using power- 
raising enchantments if you have Meekstones in 
your deck, though — you don’t want to make 
your own creatures large enough to be affected 
by a Meekstone! Winter Orb can be used to take 

ay at's 

wary Se ys 
: _ 

hej bbeebeelejem meee mej ebecteete) oi @re)ojttel 
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Tilus> Phil Foglio 

advantage of the low mana requirements of ~ Figure 5.2. These fellows cost three mana, so they 
the weenie deck. You'll hardly even notice the don’t quite qualify as weenies, but they’re worth 
restriction, but any deck with higher-cost spells including in a “Goblin Horde” deck. 
will have problems. 
Howling Mine will help Bad Moon 
keep you supplied with ) 
weenies; an opponent 
with higher-cost spells 
will have problems at 
first casting spells that 
quickly, soit won’t help 
them as much. In fact, if 

you combine Howling 

Bh ole pleteteectoet! 

! 
| 
| 

; | ; 
) | All white creatures get +1/+1. 
| 

| 

j 

4 

Mine and Winter Orb, 

your opponent will 
probably end up need- ee Pa 

ing to discard. 
. Figure 5.7 shows Figure 5.3. These global creature-boosting enchantments are a key part of 

more miscellaneous many weente decks. 
spells often used by 

. weenie decks. White weenie decks almost always through the cards so rapidly. Red weenie 
- include Armageddon. As with the Winter Orb, decks often throw in a few direct damage 
you need so little land to operate that spells, especially Incinerate. Also, they 
Armageddon won’t hurt you nearly as much sometimes include Manabarbs — this works 
as it hurts your opponent. Black weenie decks well for the same reasons that Winter Orb and 
frequently use Necropotence, since they burn Armageddon do. 
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Infinite Hourglass Giant Growth 

Favaaleiat 

During your upkeep, put a time counter 
on Infinite Hourglass. 

All creatures get +X/+0, where X is equal 
to the number of time counters on Infinite 
Hourglass. 

Any player may pay 3 during any upkeep 
to remove a time counter from Infinite 
Hourglass. 

Illus, ai “x 

lad eseeste 

Artifact Artifact 

Players cannot untap more than 
: one land during their untap phases. 

Creatures with power 3 or greater do 
not untap during their controllers’ “When once winter has ahold, 

untap phases. Not willingly does she withdraw 
* oy 10) UC wis ) “aresst ae 

When the mighty sleep, the lowly prowl. Her icy touch, wistfully care wie 
The deepened air sleeps its cold. 

—Aline Corralurn, “Late Thaw” 

INus. Quinton Hoover Mus, Mark Tedin 
997 Wizards of the Coast, Inc. All rights reserved 1997 Wivards of the Cowst, le, AN rndy 
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Skip your draw phase. 

Whenever you discard a card, remove 
that card from the game. 

Pay | life: Set aside the top card of your 
library. Put that card into your hand at 
the beginning of your discard phase. 

Destroy all lands. 

| 
4 

Je 
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Playing Strategy 
A weenie deck is all about speed. As a general 
tule, if you’re going to win, you'll win fast; if the 
game goes on for very long, you’re in trouble. 
In Chapters 3 and 4, we emphasized holding 
onto spells as an important part of strategy. With 
a weenie deck, you can pretty much forget that 
rule. Hold nothing back — just get as many 
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Figure 5.4. (far left) 
Weenie decks love this 
card, since they'll 
always have more 
creatures to benefit 
from it. 

Figure 5.5. (left) 
Make a weenie into a 

WEENIE with Giant 

Growth. 

mummers «= «Figure 5.6. Some of the 

weente decks. 

Artifact 

During each player’s draw phase, 
that player draws an additional card. 

ei vat ti 8 

Manabarbs a5 Figure 5.7. Some other 
spells often found in 
weenie decks. 

% 

RS 
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creatures into play as you can, as quickly as pos- 
sible, and attack, attack, attack! If your opponent 

can’t get any defenses out to stop you, and you 
got a decent draw, you should be able to deal 20 
damage (or at least Close to it) by the fifth turn. 
Of course, most opponents won't just sit there 

and let you roll over them, but that’s the way 
you should try to Play the deck. 
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Figure 5.8. Mass 
damage and mass 
destruction are the 
bane of weenie decks. 

Sample Deck One: 

Chivalry meets Bureaucracy 

= -—e Re HR HR LY KYO re Ee RH 

ho => 

Armageddon 

Aysen Bureaucrats 

Benalish Hero 

Crusade 

Dingus Egg 

Mesa Falcon 

Mesa Pegasus 

Order of the White Shield 

Spirit Link 

Tundra Wolves 

White Knight 

Plains 

Sample Deck Two: 

Goblins and Orcs Unite! 

>_> >» se er Ee Se Se Ee HE 

ho => 
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Goblin Digging Team 

Goblin Hero 

Goblin King 

Orcish Oriflamme 

Goblin Warrens 

Incinerate 

Ironclaw Orcs 

Mons’s Goblin Raiders 

Orcish Conscripts 

Orcish Captain 

Mountains 

Cart hquake 

Bury all creatures. 

The exception to this strategy comes when facing an opponent with mass 
damage or mass destruction (Figure 5.8). If you empty your hand for a 
swarm attack, and your opponent wipes out your entire horde with a single 
Earthquake or Wrath of God, or a 1-point Pestilence activation, you'll be in 
deep trouble. You'll be in end-game mode, reduced to playing the one wee- 
nie you draw each turn (minus the turns that you draw land or other 
spells), while your opponent will just be coming into his full mid-game 
stride. 

To avoid this possibility, if you think your opponent has mass destruction, 
you'll want to play a bit more conservatively. Instead of a swarm attack, 
present your opponent with one threat at a time. As soon as he eliminates that 
threat, put out another one. This way, your opponent’s mass destruction spells 
become just overpriced single-creature destruction. 

THE BIG CREATURE DECK 
Going just by the name, you’d think a “big creature deck” would be the 
same as'a weenie deck with expensive creatures substituted for the cheap 
ones. If you try building a deck like that, though, you'll quickly see that it 
doesn’t work. Against most decks, the duel would be over before you even 
managed to put enough land into play to summon any of your creatures. 
A big creature deck relies on big creatures for most or all of its damage, but 
they don’t make up the majority of the cards in the deck. This makes sense, 
if you think about it..With weenie creatures, you need a lot of them to finish 
your opponent off in any reasonable length of time. With big creatures, all it 
takes is one. A “big creaturz,” by the way, is usually defined as a non-wall 
creature with power/toughness adding up to 8 or more. Big creatures cost 
at least five mana to summon unless they have some sort of built-in dis- 
advantage, so they take a while to bring out. 

Big creature decks tend to fall into three categories. What you'll put in 
the deck depend on which of these three strategies you want to use, so for 
this deck theme, we’ll describe the playing strategies first and then follow 
that with deck building, instead of the other way around. 

Playing Strategy 
One approach to this kind of deck uses a very active strategy, getting a big 
creature out as soon as it can and destroying anything the opponent tries to 
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Green Blue White 

Craw Giant 6/4 = Air Elemental 4/4 Akron Legionaire 8/4 Table 5.2. The big crea- 

Craw Wurm 6/4 Leviathan 10/10 Personal Incarnation 6/6 tures of Fifth Edition. 

Durkwood Boars 4/4 Sea Serpent 5/5 =~ Seraph 4/4 : 

Force of Nature 8/8 — Sibilant Spirit 5/6 ° 

Hungry Mist 6/2 Artifact 

Ironroot Treefolk 3/5 = Black | Clockwork Beast */4 

Johtull Wurm 6/6 — Derelor 4/4 — Colossus of Sardia 9/9 

Scaled Wurm 7/6 Evil Eye of Orms-By-Gore 3/6 —_ Diabolic Machine 4/4 

Lord of the Pit 7/7 Urza's Avenger 4/4 

Red Nightmare by 

Orgg 6/6 

Shivan Dragon 5/5 

throw in the way. With a deck of this sort, your first objective is to build 
up your mana supply as fast as possible by casting spells which give you 
additional mana sources. If your opponent has a fast deck, he'll be attack- 
ing you while you’re building. Use your support spells to fend off the worst 
threats, and simply grin and bear it for the others. As soon as you're able, 
summon a big creature and start attacking. If you can bring one out more 
quickly by using a temporary mana surge like Dark Ritual, even better. If 
your opponent manages to kill the first creature off, summon another one. 
In most cases, you should avoid putting more than one creature into play at 
once, and use your support spells to get rid of anything that can stop it 
from dealing damage. Against some types of defenses, though, you'll need 
more than one creature. This style of deck often includes Armageddon in 
order to blow away all the lands after putting out a big creature, making it 
hard for the opponent to do anything to protect himself. 

Another sort of big creature deck begins with a much more reactive 
strategy, sitting back and destroying or countering anything dangerous that 
the opponent plays while building up resources. For this strategy, you have 
to judge carefully which of your opponent’s spells and permanents are OK 
to leave alone, and which need to be countered or destroyed. Once you feel 
secure, summon a big creature and use all your resources to protect it long 
enough to pummel the opponent. 

A third approach isn’t so much a “big creature” deck as an “all-size 
creature” deck. It’s sort of a crossbreed between big creatures and weenies, 
containing a mixture of creature sizes. The strategy of this type is to summon 
something every turn, starting with small creatures and proceeding to larger 
ones as your mana supply grows, and attack constantly. 

Building the Deck 
Big creatures are a green specialty. Big creature decks can be built from 
other colors, but as you can see from Table 5.2, which lists all the creatures 
in Fifth Edition with power/ toughness adding up to at least 8, ee 2 choices. 

essential for a big creature decks, pee that’s another area in wi a 
excels. bey ; 

Unlike weenie ase tho 
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even three-colored. The 
other colors provide 
support spells, helping 
the big creature player 
until a big creature 
comes out, or keeping 
the big creature alive and 
attacking once it’s in play. 

Big creatures are 
expensive to cast, So a 

big creature deck needs 
a lot of mana. You’ll 
probably want 25 or 
more lands for a 60 
card deck. Consider 
making some of your 
lands storage lands, such as those shown in 
Figure 5.9, You can leave these tapped for several 
turns to build up counters, then untap them when 
you have enough to summon a big creature. 

It helps to have some non-land mana sources, 
too; Figure 5.10 shows some of the possibilities. If 
you're using green, add mana-producing Elves, 
Birds of Paradise, Untamed Wilds, or Nature’s 

Lore to help you get enough mana for your large 
creature quickly. If you’re using black, Dark 
Rituals are a must. Blue can use Drain Power to 
borrow some of your opponent’s mana. Fellwar 
Stones and Mana Vaults work for any color. 

How many big creatures you should include 
varies with the type of big creature deck you’re 
trying to build. For the active version, you'll typically 
use eight to twelve ina 60 card deck, to make sure 
you draw at least one by the time you have enough 
mana to cast it and that you have replacements if the 
first ones are killed. The reactive version doesn’t 
need as many, since it will be summoning them later 
and protecting them better — four to eight is typical. 
The “all-size creature” deck uses an assortment of 
creatures of various costs, typically on a scale like: 

One mana 8 Fourmana 4 

. Two mana 6 Five+mana 4 
Three mana 4 

The rest of the deck consists of support cards. Most 
of these will be spells to destroy or disable your 
opponent's permanents, or counterspells if you’re 
using blue. Anything that destroys a target crea- 
ture, enchantment, or artifact may be useful. As 

mentioned before, Armageddon is often included 

in the active versions. For both active and passive 
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Hollow Trees comes into play tapped. iF 

You may choose not to untap Hollow | 

Dwarven Hold comes into play tapped. 

You may choose not to untap Dwarven |? 
Hold during your untap phase and put § } 
a storage counter on it instead. ; | a storage counter on it instead. 

m2| >, Remove X storage counters from | 
| Hollow Trees: Add an amountof ® | 
| equal to X to your mana pool. 

¥, Remove X storage counters from 
Dwarven Hold: Add an amount of @ 
equal to X to your mana pool. 

Figure 5.9. Storage lands let you build up counters over several turns, then 
tap them for a surge of mana. Each color has one. 

Birds of Paradise Dark Ritual 

hogtlertesteystely belle sjigel 

Flying 

g: Add one mana of any color to 
your mana pool. Play this ability as 
a mana source. 

Add ®®® to your mana pool. 

Sorcery Artifact 

fe ©: Add to your mana pool one mana 
i of any type that any opponent’s lands & 

can produce. Play this ability as a 
mana source. 

_ Target player draws all mana from 
all lands he or she controls. Put all 
mana from that player’s mana pool 

. into yours. Throw stones, and throw away the world. & 
—Dwarven proverb @& 

ee Ue @hiinemelayed Kes 
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Figure 5.10. Some non-land mana sources. 

versions, if you’re not relying on Elves and Birds as 
mana sources, Wrath of God (figure 5.11) is another 
good choice, since you can use it to clear away all 
your opponent's creatures before you do your own 
summoning. 

*~ 

| Trees during your untap phase and put | 
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You'll certainly want Incinerate, Disintegrate, and 
Fireball (Figure 5.12). Incinerate gives you the 
best damage ratio, while the two “X” spells can 

Sample Deck: The Wurm Turns 

i —_ deal massive damage late in the game; all three _ 

4 Birds of Paradise can be aimed at either your opponent or-his crea- 

3 Craw Wurm tures, whichever you need more at-the time. oe 

2 Disenchant Fireball has the additional advantage of allowing 

)  Felwar Stone you to split the damage between multiple targets. 

3 Johtull Wurm 4 

4 Llanowar Elves Detonate Fireball Pyrotechnics  -. 

2 Mana Vault Disintegrate Flare Word of Blasting 

3 Sealed Neen Dwarven Catapult —_Incinerate 

3 Spirit Link Figure 5.11. Wrath of Earthquake Inferno 

2 Stampede God can be used to 
clear the board of crea- _— Table 5.3. Burn spells. 

: tures before bringing 

‘oe out a big one. 
2 Hollow Trees 

6 Plains 

14 Forest 

THE BURN DECK 
The most common way of dealing damage in benoit 

Magic is by attacking with creatures. Another 
method is available though, spells and effects 
which directly damage your opponent or your 
opponent’s creatures. These spells are almost all 
red. Many have names or artwork with a “fire” 
theme, so a deck which focuses on those spells is 

called a “burn deck.” 

Building the Deck 
If you're not following the tournament deck-build- LS 
ing restrictions that limit you to just four of any 
one spell, building a burn deck is easy. Just take 20 
to 24 Mountains (perhaps substituting Dwarven 
Holds for a few of them) and add enough of your 
favorite direct-damage spells to fill the deck up to 
60. The restriction on duplicate cards makes things 
a bit trickier. You won't be able to fill the whole 
deck with the most efficient spells—you’'ll have to 
pick from the less effective ones. Table 5.3 lists the 
burn spells available in Fifth Edition. If you have 
access to cards from expansion sets, you'll have 

even more burn spells to choose from. 
Ba 

Figure 5.12. Favorite 
a igas tl! 

burn spells. 

id 
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Flare and Pyrotechnics (Figure 5.13) are less 
certain. Flare costs more than Incinerate and does 
less damage, but since it gives you an extra draw, 
it’s usually worth the cost — especially if your 
opponent is using the 2/1 pumpable Knight 
cards. Pyrotechnics gives the flexibility of a 
Fireball without the extra splitting cost, making 
it the most efficient spell if you have exactly five 
mana available; however, this is balanced by its 

inflexibility. 
Then come the mass-damage spells: 

Earthquake, Inferno, and Dwarven Catapult 
(Figure 5.14). Many players shy away from spells 
which damage their 
caster, but the ability 
to wipe out several 
creatures at once is - 
worth it. Also, the play- 
er of a burn deck will 
usually be ahead in life 
against many types of 
decks. When that’s the 
case, damaging both 
players equally brings 

-. Earthquake deals X damage to each F 
' creature without flying and each # 

. | creature or player. 

fe uewrtadh dsiofithe 

Inferno — 

ae - “= ge aoa 

— dnstant — 
i 

a | creature and player. 

; | Flare deals 1 damage to target 

| Draw a card at the beginning of the F 
| next turn. 

a The secret of destruction is simple: 
iB eerste pias 

“tie A ndrew ja son * . 
(Sie ; : 

a Inferno deals 6 damage to each 

4 SS) we i 

Be ge aad : 

pe a f 

BS SC ence aa Od 

“Some have said there is no subtlety | 
"| to destruction. You know what? They’re F 

: 

a’ 

> Pyrotechnics deals 4 damage divided 
© any way you choose among any number f= 

of target creatures and/or players. 

“Fit! ni! ya! Behold the man of flint, that’s F 
mel! / Four lightnings zigzag from me, strike Fae 

ee and return. oe 
—Navajo war chant he 

Figure 5.13. These burn spells aren’t as favored, 
but they’re still good in the right circumstances. 

a Dwarven Catapult deals X damage 
© divided evenly, rounded down, among § 

all creatures target opponent controls. B= 

" “Often greatly outnumbered in battle, 
dwarves relied on ca “oe one means Fe 

ee ae a 8 : SERN ih re 

sae neacer = a Pie ee 

Pn TEE a ES iy. LES AS Sa Sy Se Sh I ad 

: Ph dead.” © of damaging a large army.” se. 
you closer to victory. Z pie ae Ballard, task mage © #3 —-Sarpadian Empires, vol. IV & 

Dwarven Catapult is a si ied Keane Ferguson | iba Be ous < ss ’ 
hard call; it’s excellent , 

if your opponent has 
the proper mix of 
creatures, but useless 

against a creatureless 
deck and almost use- 
less against a fast 
swarm, since the dam- 

age must be divided 
equally among all the 
creatures. 

Another advantage 

% of the mass-damage 

spells is that they 

» ,can kill creatures 

which can’t be 

targeted by spells 

or effects. No such 

creatures exist in 

Fifth Edition, but a number of them have 

appeared in various expansions. Figure 5.15 

shows some of these. 

Summon Centaur Ubperertejels bets 

Flanking (Whenever a creature without 
flanking is assigned to block this creature, the 
blocking creature gets —1/—1 until end of turn.) 

Jolrael’s Centaur cannot be the target of 
spells or effects. 

—- ss. we oT See’ 

“What need have I for cavalry when I can 
have horse and rider both in one? 

—Folrael 

Illus. Junior Tomlin 
9 Wren ' si, be A pigs 

Figure 5.15. Creatures like these can’t be targeted, but can still be killed by 
mass-damage spells. 

Finally, we have Detonate and Word of Blasting 
(figure 5.16). Each of these blows away a 
particular type of target and deals damage to 
your opponent in the bargain. If you think your 
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+ Bury target artifact with total casting 
5 cost equal to X. Detonate deals X 
B damage to that artifact’s controller. 

: o Bury target Wall. Word of Blasting 
|") deals to that Wall’s controller an 
3 amount of damage equal to the 

: é Wall’s total casting cost. 

) “Walls? What walls?” : 
Z| —Jaya Ballard, task mage © 

ia raceme ¥ Z aii 
r. Bi itee Bee! Geena a d OO 2 

Figure 5.16. These specialized burn spells blow 
something up and damage your opponent as well. 

ive Ring oS 
A 

Artifact 

8, ©: Aladdin’s Ring deals 4 damage Hi 
ee to target creature or player. 

. [T]he magician drew a ring off his 
pe hs . , Saying: ‘It is a talisman 
against all ex nl, so long as you obey me.’” 

—The Arabian Nights, 
Junior Classics trans. 

Titus. Stuart Griffin 
422997 Wieards of the Coast, Inc. Al jights corerved 
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m0 e y : 

oe 
Summon Ball Lightning = = 

4 Trample 

4 Ball Lightning is unaffected by oe 
summoning sickness. 

: At the end of any turn, bury Ball [7 
e iB ehreng. 

Figure 5.18. Even 
though it’s a creature, 
Ball Lightning is very 
appropriate in a burn 
deck. 

~ Rod c of Ruin a. 

Artifact 

3, &: Rod of Ruin deals 1 damage } . 

to target creature or player. 

Illus, Christopher Rush ‘ 
OT Wiaards of the, Choaet, Lac AME rights reverands 

Broica SeA ABE 
oo ‘aw 
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2 ‘ ' . 

are Sean gr aaet cee BS ade 

2 Bae aie IRON SIRE mae TN Sie: a 
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Bands. 

© “The raging waters had swept away © 
- trees, bridges, and even houses. My 
=» healers had much work to do.” 
(| —HalvorA baits —— ie: > 

Figure 5.19. Most burn decks include one or both 
of these reset buttons. 
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opponent will play the right type of target for 
you to use them on, they’re excellent, but if he 
doesn’t, they’re wasted cards. 
Three artifacts—Aladdin’s Ring, Rod of Ruin, 
and Time Bomb (Figure 5.17)—produce effects _ 
similar to the burn spells, and might fit well into — 
the deck. Also, though a pure burn deck is creature- 
less, many players will include some “attack on turn 
summoned” red creatures, especially Ball 
Lightning (Figure 5.18). You can think of this 
almost as a direct damage spell, since it’s a “use _ 
once and throw away” effect. Some burn decks - 
also depart from the creatureless model by 

throwing in some Walls 
of Stone. This giant _ 
wall can hold off all 
but the biggest crea- 
ture; and is tough 
enough that it won’t 
fall victim to your own 
mass damage spells, 
even Inferno. 

It’s always good 
to have a “reset button” 
(Figure 5.19) in case 
your opponent starts 

running away with the 
game. Red has the 
biggest reset button of 
all, Jokulhaups — this 
makes a good addition 
to the deck. It does, 

however, have two 

disadvantages: it wipes 
out land, leaving you 
unable to cast any 
more big blast spells 
for quite a while, and it 
won't get rid of a 
Circle of Protection: 
Red or a Justice. These 

enchantments are the 
bane of burn decks. 

Because of this, 
many burn decks use 

sk either iste of—or in 

Artifact si 

During your upkeep, put a time 
™ counter on Time Bomb. 

1, &, Sacrifice Time Bomb: Time # 

Bomb deals to each creature and 
player an amount of damage equal 
to the number of time counters on # 
Time Bomb. 

Mhus. George Pratt 
(DOF Wkdindss ov rag Clhaat) dns, Ab eights rewedve 

4 Nevinyrral’s Disk.comes into play 
tapped. 

1 , &: Destroy all artifacts, creatures, | 
and enchantments. 

Hus; Mark Tedia 
AMOT Wiaivvate ob Une Casi, Whe. eM vraglabs eat veghe 

N evinyrrals ) D t 

those annoy ng Be iearmenis and leaves the _ 

e 
we 
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To maximize damage from your burn spells, you 
need plenty of mana. One way to achieve this is 
to use a higher mana ratio — but more land 
means fewer spells, so it’s not a good solution. 
Mana Flare (Figure 5.20) provides another solu- 
tion, doubling the mana production of all lands. 
This also helps your opponent, though, so use it 
with caution. Another option is to use Dwarven 

Mritact 

Mana Vault does not untap during your 
untap phase. 

At the end of your upkeep, if Mana Vault 
is tapped, it deals 1 damage to you. 

4: Untap Mana Vault at end of upkeep. 
Use this ability only during your upkeep. 

: Add three colorless mana to your mana 
pool. Play this ability as a mana source. 

Figure 5.20. Need more mana to power those big 
blasts? Add Mana Flares or Mana Vaults to the 

deck. ; 

Holds in place of some Mountains. These allow 
you to build up potential mana over several 
turns, then blow it all on one big blast. Mana 

Vault provides a similar effect, letting you spend 
mana one turn and pay it back (plus interest) on 
the next. we 

Playing Strategy 
You can play a burn deck by just blasting away at 
everything in sight, but if you do, you'll usually 
lose. With a creature deck, your creatures provide 

both offense and defense. Since a creature can 
stick around for many turns, they can fill this 

_ double-duty fairly easily. When you're playing a 
burn deck, your burn spells have to provide both 
offense and defense, and they don’t stick around 
for more than one turn. Because of this, playing a 

-». burn deck successfully requires careful resource 
management. If you only burn your opponent, 
his creatures will make mincemeat out of you. A 
single creature can keep damaging you turn after 
turn, so you'll run out of life before your oppo- 
nent does. But if you only burn creatures, you'll 
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never damage your opponent — so you'll have 
no chance at all of winning. 

From that analysis, it might seem that the 
burn player has no chance at all. Actually, 
though, burn decks can be quite successful. 
Against a slow deck or a creatureless deck, you 
may be able to simply overwhelm them with 
damage. Against a creature deck, the key is 
strategic use of spells which damage everything, 
or which can be split between multiple targets. 
Any time you use one of your own cards to 
destroy two or more of your opponent's cards, 

it frees up “extra” cards which you can use to 
damage your opponent. 

Most of the skill in playing a burn deck 
against an opponent with a creature deck lies in 
knowing when to use your mass damage spells. 
For example, say your opponent has a 1/1 and a 
2/2 creature in play. If you cast a two-point 
Earthquake, you'll take out both creatures. If you 
wait a turn, you'll take three damage, but your 
opponent might summon another creature, 
allowing you to kill all three with the 
Earthquake. Of course, a 
clever opponent will 
know that you might 
have that Earthquake in 

Sample Deck: Conflagration 

your hand, so he may 3 Ball Lightning 
deliberately avoid sum- 2 Detonate 
moning more creatures 4 Disintegrate 

for a while. Each turn 4 Earthquake 
you need to evaluate 4 Fireball 
how much damage you : 
can afford to take and 1m 
how much you could do 4 Incinerate 
to your opponent if you 2 Inferno 
switched to an all-out 3 Mana Flare 

eerie and decide aa 4 Nevinyrral’s Disk 
to best use your spells. , 
Each player will a Le 
trying to out-think (or, 20) Mameten 
sometimes, out-bluff) 4 . Dwarven Hold 
the other. 



THE PERMISSION DECK 
A permission deck earns its name by making the 
opponent ask permission for everything he tries 
to do. Armed with a bevy of counterspells, the 

permission mage can stop any spell. Other spells 
in the deck can destroy, neutralize, or even take 
control of anything that the permission mage 
allows to be cast. 

Building the Deck 
Almost all counterspells are blue, so permission 
decks are always built around a blue core. Blue 
has only a few ways to deal with cards once 
they’ ve made it into play, though, so permission 
decks are generally two-color, with the second 
color providing the destruction effects. 
Blue/ white is the most common, and blue/red 

the next most. Black and green don’t work well 
for the second color, since black has no way to 
deal with artifacts or enchantments and green 
has only the very expensive Desert Twister 
(Figure 5.21) to remove creatures. 

The foundation of a permission deck is a 
solid core of counterspells. Note the difference 
between “counterspell” and “Counterspell” — 
the first is a general term, the second is the name 
of a specific spell. You might like a solid core of 
capital-C Counterspells, but if you’re following 

Counterspell Memory Lapse Spell Blast 

Force Spike Power Sink 

Hydroblast Remove Soul 

Table 5.4. Counterspells. 

the usual four-of-a-kind limit, you’ll have to use 
several types of small-c counterspells instead. 
Table 5.4 lists the blue counterspells available in 
Fifth Edition. 

Four of the counterspells, shown in Figure 
5.22, are general purpose; the others are more 

specialized, only useful in certain situations or 
against certain deck types. Counterspell is the 
best in many cases. Power Sink has the disadvan- 
tage of needing more mana, but the big advan- 
tage that, if you successfully counter something 
with a Power Sink, your opponent will be left 
with no land mana and so probably won’t be able 
to cast anything else that turn. Spell Blast is excel- 

i 
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Figure 5.21. Green 
doesn’t work well as 

the second color for a 
permission deck, since 

its only creature- 
destruction spell, 
Desert Twister, costs 

six mana. 

Desert Twister 

lent against a weenie deck, but becomes very 
costly if your opponent has large spells. Memory 
Lapse takes care of a problem for one turn, but 
the card will be back again the next turn. 

Counterspell Power Bink 

ifriteeetiet 

' spell’s caster pays an additional X. 
That player draws and pays all mana 

» from lands and mana pool until X 
. is paid; he or she may also draw 
’ and pay mana from other sources 

if desired. 

Tis hachara @tioraas 
157 Wizards of the Coax, Inc. All rights reserved 

Counter target spell. 

Tillis; tiennibel Kang 
©15,7 Wizards ot the Coax, inc, Alt rights reser 

Spell Blast Memory iiapse 

Interrupt e — tetreecticy: 

Counter target spell. Put that spell 
on top of owner’s library. 

» Counter target spell with total casting 
“Oh, I had a conscience once. But , cost equal to X. 
alas, I seem to have forgotten where I 
put it.” 

—Chandler 

ITS Crecub.jirrtarsor OS Wy Giete feelin 
©lv v7 Wizards of the Coa. Inc. All fights reserved ©ly_7 Wizards of che Coass, Inc: Alt rights reserv 

Figure 5.22. Fifth Edition has four general- 
purpose counterspells. 

* 
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Figure 5.23. These spells 
remove a card temporar- 
ily... but it will be back 
again later. 

_ Return target creature to owner’s | 

|. Return target permanent to owner’s © 
hand. 

fond PO! call back yesterday, bid time | 
return. : 

—Wilhiam Shakespeare, | 
King Richard the Second 

As mentioned above, the second color will provide most of the spells for 
dealing with your opponent’s permanents. A few blue spells can help out in 
this area, though. Those often seen in permission decks include Unsummon 

Figure 5.24. What's’ 
mine is mine, and 
what's yours is mine 
toow 
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During your upkeep, pay TPéor bury 7 
Binding Grasp. 

_Gain control of enchanted creature. | 
- That creature gets +0/+1. 

“What I want, I take.” 
—Gustha Ebbasdotter, | 
Kjeldoran royal mage 

Gain control of enchanted artifact. 

Socal Artitact 

Untap target creature an opponent | 
_ controls and gain control of it until ' 
end of turn. That creature is 
unaffected by summoning sickness 
this turn. Tap the creature if you — 
lose control of it at end of this turn. | 

and Boomerang (Figure 5.23), used to return cards to your opponent's hand, 
--and Binding Grasp, Steal Artifact, and Ray of Command (Figure 5.24), for 
controlling your opponent’s cards. 

If your second color is white, Wrath of God, Disenchant, and Divine 

Offering cover all the types of destruction you need. Spirit Link is another 
way to neutralize creatures. Red has no way to deal with enchantments, 
but red damage spells are excellent for taking out creatures, and can also be 
used against your opponent if you end up facing a creatureless deck. 
Shatter, Shatterstorm, and Detonate are all good against artifacts. 
Nevinyrral’s Disk can be a good addition to any color, since you'll be playing 
few or no permanents yourself. | 

Finally, you need a way to win. Some permission decks disdain damage 
entirely and go for a victory by running the opponent out of cards, often 
with the help of Millstones (Figure 5.25). Others include a few damage 
sources, usually a medium or large creature. This type overlaps with the 
“large creature deck” discussed earlier in the chapter. 

Playing Strategy 
Playing any reactive deck takes a different mindset than playing an active 
deck. Most of the time, you'll be sitting back waiting for your opponent to 

om 
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Millstone 

do something. If your opponent has a fast deck, 
you'll probably take quite a beating in the first 
few turns of the game, before you get enough 

Figure 5.25. Who needs 
damage? Some permis- 
sion decks win via — 

mana to use your spells effectively. Comebacks Millstones. 

from being 10 or 15 life behind are common. “aS 
Each time your opponent tries to cast a spell, Ariilact 

you need to decide how much of a threat it is. If we. ae | 

it doesn’t threaten you, let it go. For example, *) we Ora 

don’t waste your counters on spells which give insane by the sound of the millstone > as 
relentlessly grinding away. 

your opponent life, or on his defenses. If your 
opponent’s spell would create a permanent, and 
you have a spell in your hand which can destroy 

that permanent, it’s usually best to save the Ecldon’s Cane ; Figure 5.26. It’s bad 
counterspell. For example, if your opponent is —— news for a Millstone- 
casting an artifact and you have Disenchant or based deck if your 
Shatter in your hand, you generally shouldn’t opponent.gets this into © 
counter it. And as Chapter 4 discussed, once a play. 
card is in play, if you have an instant which can | 
destroy it, it often pays to hold off until the card 
becomes an actual threat. 

‘ . &, R Feldon’s Cane fi th 
The exception would be cards which can do game: Shuffle your graveyard into 
hi ] h h d , your library. 

somet ing unp easant enoug t at you on t Feldon found the first of these canes 

even want to let them come into play. For exam- Ae ee 
ple, if you’re playing a Millstone-based deck and eee | 
you re close to running your opponent out of 
cards, letting him cast a Feldon’s Cane (Figure 5.26) would be disastrous — 
if it gets into play, your Disenchant can’t stop him from activating it. 

If you have Binding Grasp or Steal Artifact in your hand, and your 
opponent casts a spell of the appropriate type, 
think about whether it’s one you'd like to take 
control of. If so, don’t counter it! 

A critical skill for the permission mage is 

Sample Deck: Just Say No 

iiss the ability to fi t what type of deck and 1 Binding Grasp e ability to figure out what type of deck an 
strategy your opponent is playing as quickly as 

2 Caribou Range possible. You should familiarize yourself with as 
4 Counterspell many different types of decks as possible, and 
3 Disenchant practice playing them, so you‘ll know what the 
1 Divine Offering key spells and critical cards are. That way, when 
2 Nevinyrral’s Disk you find younsel Pepe against a deck of that 

sort, you'll know what’s most important to 
4 Power Sink 

counter and what you should let go. 
4 Spell Blast A permission mage should also be good 
4 Spirit Link at bluffing. Make it a practice to keep two Islands 
4 Wrath of God untapped as much as possible, even if you don’t 
4 Soyelunite Temple actually have a Counterspell i in your hand. And try 
4 Adate Veeaes to keep a card or two in your hand, even | if they’ a 
; ae just lands, so your opponent will never know 
AS whether you nonely have a counter ; ble or not. 

slands : ae . 



THE LAND 
DESTRUCTION/DISCARD 
DECK 
The final deck we'll analyze combines two 
themes — land destruction and discard. These 
two themes complement each other. The best 
defense against.a discard strategy is to cast your 
spells before your opponent can make you dis- 
card them, but if your opponent is destroying 
quite a few of your lands, you won't be able to 
cast much. 

Building the Deck 
To begin the deck, you need a good collection of 
spells and effects to mess with your opponent’s 
land. Table 5.5 lists all the cards in Fifth Edition 
which destroy, control, or disable a target land, 

and Figures 5.27 and 
5.28 show them. As you 
can see, there aren’t 
many, and they come in 
only two colors: red and 
black. (Green's Desert 
Twister can destroy a 
land, or anything else 
for that matter, but it 

doesn’t really count.) 

In some of the out-of-print 

% card sets, land destruction 

was also one of green’s 

abilities. Ice Storm and 

Thermokarst (see Figure 5.29) 

are green spells with the same casting cost as Stone Rain. 

If enchanted land becomes tapped, 
destroy it at end of turn. 

You'll also need spells and effects to make your 
opponent discard. Table 5.6 lists the discard 
effects in Fifth Edition. Most of these are black. 

Figure 5.29. Green used to have land destruction 
as one of its strengths, but these spells are now 
out of print. 

Blight Mole Worms 

Conquer Orcish Squatters 

Stone Rain 

Table 5.5. Spells which destroy or control a 
target land. 
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ta Be 
You may choose not to untap Mole 
Worms during your untap phase. 

®: Tap target land. As long as Mole 
Worms remains tapped, that land does 
not untap during its controller’s untap 
phase. 

Destroy target land. 

a 

» Wiles. Long Roberts pit ouig 
5 ee ee ee : pe etiee 

Figure 5.27. These cards destroy or disable a target land. 

4 

cl PCL pn om mercrenorn eene . 
if y, ¢t " ae x. ee 

Abyssal Specter Mind Bomb (Pox) Bedhant Land. ue 
Cloak of Confusion Mind Ravel Rag Man ented land. ©) 0: Gain control of target land defending 

: ‘ ; . | “Every field watered in warriors’ blood a | player controls as long as you control §7 
Disrupting Scepter Mind Warp Zur’s Weirding I is ok ground. Lay it not to waste, |” Squatters. Orcish Squatters deals 

: but claim it for our own—for glory, Fe gee meee ee this F 

Forget Mindstab Thrull po fe a $4 attacking and unblocked and only once J 

Table 5.6. Discard effects. 
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Figure 5.28. These ones take control of your 
opponent’s land. 
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Ankh of Mishra Dingus Ceo 

Whenever a land comes into play, 
Ankh of Mishra deals 2 damage to e : 
that land’s controller. Whenever a land is put into any 

graveyard from play, Dingus Egg 
deals 2 damage to that land’s 
controller. 

Tawnos finally cracked the puzzle: the 
strange structures did not house Mishra’s 
malevolent creations but were themselves 
among his creations. 

Figure 5.30. Two artifacts which work especially 
well in a land destruction deck. 

The color scheme for this deck, then, will need 

to be either pure black or black and red. 
Between the land destruction and discard 

effects, you should be able to fairly thoroughly 
disrupt your opponent’s strategy. The rest of the 
deck should be mostly devoted to destroying 
whatever your opponent manages to put into 

play and damaging your opponent. Small to 
medium-sized creatures and direct damage spells 
are both good choices. If you’ve built a weenie 
deck or a burn deck, as discussed earlier in this 

chapter, you'll know what works well in the 
small-creature and direct damage areas. 

Two artifacts, Ankh 

of Mishra and Dingus 
Sample Deck: 
No Hand No Land Egg (Figure 5.30), also 

work particularly well 
4 Abyssal Specter in combination with 

; land destruction. Every 
4 Blight 

time you destroy one 
2 Conquer of your opponent’s 
2 Disrupting Scepter lands with a Dingus 
3 Fireball Egg in play, you'll also 
3 terete deal 2 damage, and if 
4 Knight of Stromgald there’s an Splat in play 

as well, then he’ll take 
3 Mind Warp 

2 more damage if he 
3 Mindstab Thrull plays another land to 
2 Mole Worms replace the one you 
2 Orcish Squatters destroyed. Dark Ritual 
4 Sheet Ree is a nice addition to 
4 “Sulfarous Springs any deck using much 
oe black; it can give you a 

apes big boost at the begin- 
12 Swamp ning of the game, 

allowing you to sum- 

DECK THEMES 

mon an Abyssal Specter or cast Dingus Egg on 
the second turn. 

Playing Strategy 
This is a “proactive” deck. You'll be taking the 
initiative and doing unto youropponent before 
he can do unto you, and hopefully preventing 
him from doing much. Pound on his lands as 
much as you can. You won't be able to destroy all 
of them—he almost certainly has more land in : 
his deck than you have landkill effects in yours— 
but you can put a big crimp in-his development. 
If he’s playing more than one color, try to com- 
pletely deprive him of one of his.colors. 

At the same time, take any chance you can 1 to” 
nibble away at his hand and to deal damage. 
Attack when you can, especially if you get out an 
Abyssal Specter (see figure 5.31). Discarding is 
more important than damage unless you're close 

Mindstab Theull 

jpecter dam: any player, 
he piper = arena ye ace bp 

“Mystic shadow, bending near me, / 
Who art thou? | Whence come ye?” 

tephen Crane, | 
arith shadow, bending near me > 

Figure 5.31. Two-sided threats: these creatures 
can deal damage and make your opponent 
discard. 

to winning. If you get in an unblocked attack 
with a Mindstab Thrull and your opponent has 
more than two cards in his hand (not counting _ 
any he’Il lose from other discard effects this turn), 
blow up the Thrull to force the discard. 
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Animate Dead 

&, Sacrifice Ashnod’s Transmogrant: 
Put a +1/+1 counter on target 
nonartifact creature. That creature 
becomes an artifact creature 

| permanently. 

Ashnod found few willing to trade their 
humanity for the power she offered. 

Blood Lust 

4, ©: Move target enchantment 
from one creature to another. The 

| enchantment’s new target must be 
legal. 
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uch of the fun of Magic comes from odd combinations and card 
interactions. A mental trap that many players fall into is to think 
of cards as only being usable in one way. Actually, no card has 

only one use. Every spell can be used for a variety of purposes, depending 
on what else is going on in the game. 

In this chapter, we'll present a potluck collection of tips, tricks, and 
combinations using Fifth Edition cards. If these seem obvious to you, con- 
gratulations — you've mastered the art of looking at a card from many 

- directions. If not, then hopefully looking through these will give you some 
ideas, and help you think of more ways to use your own cards. 

= TIPS ‘N’ TRICKS 
Animate Dead 
You can Animate Dead any creature in the graveyard, even if the creature 
was never alive. This is great in combination with effects like the Jalum | 
Tome or Krovikan Sorcerer, which allow you to choose and discard a card 
from your hand. You can discard a big creature, and then Animate it. 
Animate Dead also works well with Millstone. If your opponent has crea- 
tures, use Rag Man to knock the summon spells out of his hand, then 
Animate the best one. 

Ashnod’s Transmogrant 
The obvious use for Ashnod’s Transmogrant is making your own creature 
bigger. If there’s a Meekstone in play, though, you could use the 
Transmogrant on one of your opponent’s tapped two-power creatures to 

keep it from untapping. You can also use the Transmogrant on an oppo- 

nent’s creature to allow you to use all sorts of anti-artifact effects, such as 

Shatter, Disenchant, Crumble, Detonate, and so on to get rid of the crea- 

ture, or even to cast Steal Artifact on it. 

Blood Lust 
Besides its obvious use of making your own creatures deal more damage, 
Blood Lust can be a good way to whittle an opponent’s creature down to 
size. Cast Blood Lust on a 5-toughness creature, and a Prodigal Sorcerer or 
Rod of Ruin can kill it. Blood Lust combines very nicely with Stone Giant, 
making a creature small enough for the Giant to throw and simultaneously 
increasing the damage the creature will do. | 
Crown of the Ages j 
This card can do all sorts of nifty tricks. Cast Unstable Mutation on an 
opponent's creature, then use Crown of the Ages to move it to another 
creature during his upkeep as soon as he places the -1/-1 counter, and he’ll 
have to put another counter on the second creature. Move a Krovikan 
Fetish and draw another card. Move a Blight after your opponent taps the 
land, to keep the Blight from being destroyed at the end of the turn. 
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Dwarven Warriors 

Dwarven Warriors 
The obvious use for Dwarven Warriors is to make your own creatures 
unblockable. This is especially effective when the creature has a “pump” 
ability, like a Frozen Shade or Flame Spirit. But did you ever think of using 
it on your opponent's creature? If your opponent is attacking with the 
dreaded Lured Thicket Basilisk, you can use your Dwarven Warriors to Summon Dwarves 
make the Basilisk unblockable, effectively cancelling out the Lure. 2 

lus; Dougla 

Elder Druid 
This chap has lots of uses. Tap your opponent's City of Brass or Psychic 
Venomed land to damage him, or tap his Mana Vault after he pays and 
untaps it. Tap a blocking creature to keep it from dealing damage. Untap 
anything that taps to activate, and use it a second time in the same turn. el Be: 
Tap your Howling Mine before each of your opponent’s draw phases and Summon Cleric 
only you will get the extra draw. Tap your Winter Orb at the end of each of 
your opponent's turns and only you will get to untap more than one land. 
Untap a creature that normally requires a steep payment to untap, like the 
Colossus of Sardia. 

Fallen Angel 

Fallen Angel 
To get the best use from a Fallen Angel, you need creatures to feed her. 
Breeding Pit or Caribou Range will give you a steady supply of Angel 
food, and Sengir Autocrat and Icatian Town each give you four creatures 
for the price of one card. Put four Nether Shadows in a deck with the 
Fallen Angel, and you may be able to set up a recycling loop, feeding one 
or two Shadows to the Angel every turn and then bringing them back dur- 
ing your upkeep. Perhaps the most fun, though, is to use a Seasinger to oe XS ye. ; 

take control of one of your opponent’s creatures to feed to the Angel. es cen fe 8 emo Se 
__ —Baron Sengir 

Fungusaur 
t2 

Fungusaur 
Use a Prodigal Sorcerer, Rod of Ruin, or Pestilence at the end of your oppo- 
nent’s turn to damage your own Fungusaur and make it bigger. If you use 
Pestilence, do it at the end of your own turn and your opponent s turn, 
and grow the Fungusaur twice as fast. 

Summon Fungusaur 

Hee a? 
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Tron Star 

Artifact 

. 1: Gain 1 life. Use this ability only 
| when a red spell is successfully cast 
and only once for each such spell. 

(hus: Donato Gianeola 
POST Winwrdie ne Caer ted AA adhe b 

Juxtapose 

Exchange with target player control 
of the creature with the highest total | 

. casting cost that you each control. If | 
_ two or more creatures are tied for 
highest total casting cost creature a 
player controls, he or she chooses 
between them. Exchange control of | 
artifacts in the same way. 

Living Artifact 
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Iron Star 
The “lucky charm” artifacts (Crystal Rod, Iron Star, lvory Cup, Throne of 
Bone, and Wooden Sphere) can sometimes be used in unexpected ways as 
a last-ditch save. For example, if your opponent does just enough damage 
to reduce you to 0 life, you can cast Shatter on your own Iron Star, then use 
the Star to gain 1 life from the casting of the Shatter before it’s destroyed. 

Juxtapose 
You can have a lot of fun—and annoy your opponents no end—by using 
Juxtapose to give them little presents. Cast a Primordial Ooze, use it until it 
gets too large, then cast Juxtapose to trade it to your opponent. Give an 
opponent using a creature-based deck an Evil Eye of Orms-By-Gore, and 
make sure you have a wall to block it with. For an opponent with no crea- 
tures, a Lord of the Pit makes a nice gift. For an opponent with no green 
mana, use a Force of Nature. Gauntlets of Chaos can do the same tricks. 

Living Artifact 
Cast Living Artifact on one of your opponent’s artifacts instead of one of 
your own. It works just as well, and he’ll be less likely to destroy the arti- 
fact to get rid of it. Cast two Living Artifacts, and if you take only 1 dam- 
age per turn you'll end up gaining life. This works well in combination 
with something like Pestilence. 

Lhurgoyf 
If your opponent blocks your Lhurgoyf with something just big enough to 
kill it, you can use a fast effect to kill another creature, making the 

Lhurgoyf bigger. In a pinch, you can even kill one of your own creatures. 
This works especially well if you have something that gives you a benefit 
for sacrificing a creature, like Skull Catapult or Goblin Digging Team. Also, 
like Animate Dead, the Lhurgoyf doesn’t care how the creatures got into 
the graveyard. Use a Millstone on either yourself or your opponent to drop 
extra cards into the graveyard — every creature you hit will make the 
Lhurgoyf bigger. 

_—_~™ 



Lure 
The oldy-but-goody combination for Lure is to put it on a Thicket Basilisk, 
allowing you to destroy all your opponent’s untapped creatures when you 
attack. Even better, add a Regeneration and you can repeat the trick. You 
can use Venom as a “build your own Basilisk kit” to do the same thing 
with any creature. Perhaps an even better use for Lure, though, is on the Enchant Creat 

| Craw Giant. Unless your opponent has several big creatures, you should 
| be able to kill off all your opponent’s untapped creatures and deal damage 

to him at the same time. 

~ Manabarbs 
A Circle of Protection: Red plus Manabarbs makes a truly nasty combina- 
tion. To avoid damaging yourself, you need to be careful with your timing. 
Tap one land for mana, then during the damage-prevention for the 
Manabarbs damage, tap enough land for all the mana you want to use. , ; } 
Then pay one mana to the Circle to prevent all the damage. Meanwhile, Enchantment : 
your opponent is taking damage for every land he taps. 

Illus. Greg Simanson 

cclelise elugeaeas 

Prodigal Sorcerer 
Do you know how to kill a Samite Healer with a Prodigal Sorcerer? It 
might seem impossible, since the Samite can just tap to prevent the dam- 
age to itself. The trick is to use the Prodigal at the end of your opponent’s 
turn, and then again on your own turn. The second time, the Samite will 
be tapped and unable to protect itself. 

>: Prodigal Sorcerer deals 1 damage 
to target creature or player. 

Occasionally members of the Institute 
of Arcane Study acquire a taste for 
worldly pleasures. Seldom do they have — 
trouble finding employment. 

Radjan Spirit 
The obvious use for Radjan Spirit’s ability is to erate your opponent's fly- 
ing creatures down to earth, either to allow you to block a flying attacker, 
or to give your own attacking fliers room to get through. It can also allow 
you to use Flood or Ice Floe on.an opponent’ s flier. (Once a creature is fi 
trapped by Ice Floe, it doesn’t matter if it gains flying — it stay: ped.) Summon Spirit 
Sometimes it can be useful to remove flying from one of yas v : 

Hurricane. Or use it in response ' when your paament trie 
your fliers with Grea she apult Or WEMerErast 



{ | All damage dealt to you so far this 
| | turn from one source is retroactively 
| | added to your life total instead of 
| | subtracted. Treat further damage 
| | from that source normally. 
La 

Smoke 

Sorceress Queen 

-—Nailah, 
of Rabiah 

| For each 1 damage enchanted 
| | creature deals, gain 1 life. 

| “I regret feeding Kaervek’s hunger for | 
| power—far better to live with animals | | 

_ innocent of such ambitions.” ba 
be —Folrael | 

en | 

Reverse Damage 
Reverse Damage is a great “save me!” card for when your opponent casts a 
big Fireball at you, or attacks with a large creature. But perhaps an even 
better use is in combination with effects that damage both you and your 
opponent. Put out a Time Bomb and let it build up a lot of counters, for 
example, then set it off and cast Reverse Damage. Or do the same thing 
with any mass-damage spell, such as Earthquake or Hurricane. Do this 

{”” 

- with a Jade Monolith and some creatures in play, and you can redirect all 
the damage from the creatures to yourself and gain boatloads of life. Game 
of Chaos or Mana Clash also make fun combinations with Reverse Damage. 

Smoke 
If you're playing a burn deck, Smoke makes a nice defense against a crea- 
ture-heavy opponent. However, it can also be useful when playing with 
creatures — if you plan for it. Stock your deck with creatures which don’t 
tap to attack, or use Eternal Warrior to give that ability to a regular crea- 
ture. Or use it with Errantry, since you'll usually only want to attack with 
one creature anyway if you have an Errantry in play. Cast Paralyze on 
your own creature to evade the Smoke restriction, since Paralyze untaps 
the creature during the upkeep phase. 

Sorceress Queen 
Sorceress Queen is another creature with an ability that’s usually used on 
your opponent’s creatures, but can occasionally be helpful on your own. If 
one of your one-toughness creatures is about to be hit for 1 damage, use 
the Sorceress Queen to make it 0/2 and save it. Use her on a Frozen Shade, 

and it keeps all its pumping and gains 1 toughness. Also, Sorceress Queen 
combines well with cards that look at the toughness of other creatures, like 
Aysen Bureaucrats and Orgg. Add a Meekstone to the Queen/Bureaucrats 
combination, and you can tap an opponent's large creature and keep it 
tapped for good. 

Spirit Link 
The two obvious uses for Spirit Link are gaining life from your own crea- 
ture’s attacks, or neutralizing an opponent's creature’s attack. It can do 
much more than that, though. Cast it on a creature which damages you 
during upkeep, such as Force of Nature, and cancel the damage. Cast two 
on it, and gain 8 life every upkeep. Do the same with creatures that dam- 
age you when used, like Orcish Artillery. Cast it on your opponent's regen- 
erating blocker, and gain life whenever the creature blocks. 



Sylvan Library 

Sylvan Library 
Used by itself, Sylvan Library gives you a choice of three cards the first 

time you use it, but from then on just gives you a choice between the two 

rejects from previous turns and one new card. Use it with a Millstone, 

though, and once you’ve got to the point where you don’t want either of 

the cards on top of your library, you can use the Millstone to shove them in 

your graveyard, getting three new cards to look at next turn. The Sylvan 

Library also combines well with cards that let you reshuffle your library, 

like Nature’s Lore and Untamed Wilds. 

Urza's Bauble 

Urza’s Bauble 
The ability of Urza’s Bauble seems fairly useless. If you’re playing against 

a permission deck then the ability to find out whether that last card your 
opponent is holding is really a Counterspell, or just an Island, can be price- 

less. The main use for Urza’s Bauble, though, is simply to make your deck 

smaller. Since the Bauble is free and you draw another card after using it, Artiiact 

you can build a 56 card deck, then add four Baubles to it to make it tourna- re es 8 eae 
; F: 5» oacrilice Urzas bauble: ener 

ment legal without changing the odds of getting any other card. a card at randoms fom tareet player's 
card at the beginning of the next turn. 

us, Christopher Rush 

Weakness 

Weakness is most often used to kill an opponent’s 1-toughness creature, or 
to make an opponent's larger creature less dangerous. If, though, you find 
yourself playing a deck with 3- or 4-power creatures against an opponent 
with a Meekstone you can cast Weakness on your own creature to allow it 
to get past the Meekstone’s untapping restrictions. 

Se ee : 

Enchanted creature gets -2/-1. 

2 

Illus. Kev. Walker 

Zur's Weirding 
The big disadvantage of Zur’s Weirding is that your opponent can stop 
you from drawing good cards, too. There are two ways around this. One is 
to have more life than your opponent. Once he runs too low on life, he'll 

have to stop denying you cards. Fountain of Youth is one of the best cards bg 

for this purpose, since it lets you gain life every turn. Another way is to Enchantment 

use effects which let you take cards from your library without ri ving 
them. Two of the best are Necropotence and Elkin Bottle. : . 

Players play with their hands face up. 

_ Whenever any player draws a card, 
any other player may pay 2 life to 
force the drawing player to discard 
that card. : 

Iilus. Liz Danforth 
} Wizards of the Coast, I All rights r i i 
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VARIATIONS 

p to this point, this book has concerned 
| | itself strictly with standard, by-the-rule- 

book Magic, with a few side comments 
about sealed deck and tournament play. From 
almost the very beginning of the game, though, 
players have concocted other ways of playing. In 
this chapter, we'll give a brief overview of some 
of these variations, including: 

e Tournaments. 

e Leagues. 

e Multiplayer rules. 

° Sealed deck and draft play. 
. 

Coast, mal hl 

Metsite : 

What's Cool? 

tap to See What's New! 
Updated 97/0217 

e 68 
About Wizards 

Table Games 

Events 

Enter kevvwords you wish t find information about 

Figure 7.1. The Wizards of the Coast web page 
has plenty of tournament information, including 
player rankings. 

VARIATIONS 
Tournaments 
Tournaments have been popular from the very 
beginning of the game, with the first large Magic 
tournament held in August 1993. In the early 
days, there were no standardized tournament 
rules. Wizards of the Coast soon founded a tour- 
nament organization, the Duelists’ Convocation 
(which later enlarged to become the Duelists’ 
Convocation International) to create official tour- 
nament rules, sanction tournaments, and track 

player rankings. 
Most tournaments these days use a “Swiss 

Elimination” format. For the first round of the 
tournament, everyone is paired up in some arbi- 
trary fashion. Each pair plays a best-two-of-three 
match, with a win counting for two match points, 

. a draw for one point, and a loss for zero. For 
each round after that, players with the same 
scores are paired. After some number of rounds, 
the Swiss section ends and the players with the 
top match scores are paired off in a single-elimi- 
nation playoff tree to determine the winner. 
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Every match played in a sanctioned tourna- 
ment gets entered into the DCI rankings data- 
base. The system is similar to that used for chess 
rankings. Every match you win raises your rank- 
ing, and every match you lose lowers it. 
However, the amount of change depends on how 
far your ranking was from your opponent's. If 
you beat someone with a much higher ranking, 
your ranking goes up quite a lot; if you beat 
someone with a much lower ranking, it only goes 
up a little. 

Eventually, when the DCI player rankings have been going on long 

enough to make the rankings database more accurate, the pairings for 

the first round of major tournaments will be seeded by rankings. For 

now, though, the first pairings are just picked randomly. 

Duelists’ Convocation members can find out 
where they stand in the rankings by looking at 
the Wizards of the Coast web page, 
http://www.wizards.com (Figure 7.1). The rank- 
ings lists there are updated every few weeks. 



The Pro Tour 
The pinnacle of the DCI’s tournament system is 
the Pro Tour (Figure 7.2). These invitational tour- 
naments with large cash prizes are held roughly 
every two months, and lead up to the Magic 
World Championship in August. Each Pro Tour 
tournament uses a different format. Spectators 
are encouraged, and the finals are shown on 
large-screen TV with running commentary by 
expert players. For those who would rather play 
than watch, a variety of smaller side tournaments 
go on around the clock. 

How can you get invited to a Pro Tour tour- 
nament? It’s not easy. Every month, qualifier 
tournaments are held in cities around the world. 
The winners of these tournaments earn invita- 
tions to the next Pro Tour. Players who do well at 
one Pro Tour also earn invitations to the next. 
Finally, the players with the best DCI rankings 
who haven’t already earned an invitation get 
slots. 

Leagues 
When Magic first started to become popular, 
many stores and clubs set up local leagues or 
play ladders, some for prizes, others just for fun 
and bragging rights. Each league has its own 
rules. Some leagues run lots of small tourna- 
ments, while others simply provide a framework 
to play pickup matches. Many use sealed deck or 
draft rules—discussed later in this chapter—with 
each player getting a set of league cards at the 

Island) Mountann 

Vlas Pony Raberts 

Figure 7.3. Some of the special cards available only through Arena. 

# 

Be nes 

Figure 7.2. A typical round at a Pro Tour tour- 
nament. 

beginning of the season. 
In 1996, Wizards of the Coast started up a 

widespread league called Arena. At first, only a 
few cities were included, but the league is 
expanding rapidly and will be starting up in 
some areas outside the United States in 1997. 
Game stores in eligible cities can sign up to run 
Arena sections. Players who join Arena get land. 
cards with different artwork than the versions in 
the regular set (see Figure 7.3), and other unique 
artwork cards are awarded as prizes. 

Arena members can challenge each other to 

xe : 

i ee ee 



VARIATIONS 

an Arena match any time an Arena judge is avail- 
able to record the match. Arena rankings are cal- 
culated much the same way as DCI rankings. 
New Arena seasons start every couple of months. 
At the end of the season, the top-ranked Arena 
players at each participating store win prizes. 
And as a special bonus, some areas with lots of 
Arena play going on are given an extra Pro Tour 
slot, to be awarded in an Arena-members-only 
qualifier tournament. 

Multiplayer Magic 
There are no official rules for multiplayer Magic, 
but that hasn’t stopped lots of players from 
inventing their own. The Wizards of the Coast 
have helped out by making sure that the word- 
ings for all recent cards take the possibility of 
multiple players into account. For example, 
instead of just saying “opponent,” a card will say 
either “target opponent” or “all opponents.” That 
way it’s clear whether it should apply to just one 
player or not when you have more than one 
opponent. 

When you start a multiplayer game, make 
sure you all agree on exactly what rules you’re 
using. Since there are no standardized rules, 
players in different areas often have slightly dif- 
ferent variations, each of which seems completely 

_ obvious and standard to those who are used to 
playing that way. You can avoid a lot of argu- 
ments by taking a few minutes to spell out the 
rules before starting. 

_. Multiplayer Magic can be divided into two 
types — each man for himself, and team. In the 
individual versions, only one player can win. - 

- Players may form temporary alliances, but you 
have to watch out for your allies: backstabs and 
treachery are quite normal. In the team versions, 
players form teams before the game begins, and 

_ the team wins or loses as a whole. In some, each 

team, member has their own individual life total, 
and the team doesn’t lose until all members have 
been separately eliminated; in others, all mem- 

» bers of a team share a common life pool. 

Free-For-Alls 
The simplest form of multiplayer Magic is the 
free-for-all. This simply takes the normal two- 
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player Magic game and adds in more players. 
Everyone takes turns, usually going clockwise. 
Everyone can use fast effects during any player’s 
turn. As usual, you can only make one attack per 
turn, but you can attack anyone. Some versions 
allow you to split your attack, assigning each 
attacking creature to a different player if you 
wish, others require you to choose just one player 
per turn to attack. Also, some versions allow only 
the player who’s being attacked to block, while 
others allow anyone to block. 

In most versions, all the creatures heal at the 

end of every turn, but a few (especially those 
which allow anyone to block) may vary this by 
only healing your creatures at the end of your 
turn and right before the beginning of your next 
turn. 

Usually a player is eliminated as soon as he 
has lost, and the game continues until only one 
player remains. Most groups rule that when a 
player is eliminated, all cards he owns are 
removed from the game, and all cards belonging 
to other players which he controlled are buried in 
their owners’ graveyards. This allows the player 
to take his deck and get into another game. It 
also adds an interesting strategy twist — if 
you ve taken control of someone’s good creature, 
you may try to keep that player from being elimi- 
nated. A few groups, though, keep cards owned 
by an eliminated player—but controlled by other 
players—in the game. 

If there’s no other game to join, eliminated 
players may end up sitting around bored for 
quite a while. Two variations prevent this prob- 
lem. In one, the game ends as soon as one player 
is eliminated, with whichever player dealt the 
last damage to him (or controlled the effect 
which removed the last card from his library) 
declared the winner. This can lead to some truly 
bizarre moves as players attempt to keep oppo- 
nents alive, or to steal the win by damaging 
someone who’s already below 0. In another, no 
one is eliminated. Players with negative life or 
empty libraries just keep playing, and the game 
continues until all the players but one are in 
losing states simultaneously. 



Grand Melee 
When you get more than four or five players in a 
group, free-for-alls start to get messy and the 
waiting time between turns gets quite long. 
Richard Garfield, the inventor of Magic, devel- 
oped a set of rules which he called “Grand 
Melee” that allows any number of players in a 
single huge game without these problems. Some 
gaming conventions have run Grand Melees with 
over 100 players. 

For a Grand Melee, everyone sits in a 
“circle.” The actual shape can vary of course — 
Figure 7.4 shows the arrangement used at the 
Origins convention in 1996. All spells and effects 
have a range — usually two players to each side 
of you, but.some groups use a range of one to 
make keeping track of things easier. Anything 
that affects “all players” or “all opponents” 
affects only those within range of its controller. 
You can only attack the player on your immedi- 
ate left, but you can cast spells and use effects on 
anyone within range. 

Figure 7.4. The “circle” fora Grand Melee can be 
warped as much as needed to fit the space. __ 

The player to your left is your “prey” and the 
player to your right is your “predator.” Every 
time your prey is eliminated, you get a victory 
point and the next player who’s still in the game 
to the left of you becomes your new prey. It does- 
n’t matter who was actually responsible for the 
elimination. The last surviving player gets an 
additional victory point or two as a bonus. 
At the start of the Grand Mele ur markers are 

VARIATIONS 

spaced every three to five players around the cir- 
cle. When you get a turn marker, you look down 
the table to the next turn marker. As soon as 
there are two players without markers to your — 
left, you flip the marker over (or raise the flag if 
you have fancy markers), and start-yourturn. __ 
When you finish your turn, you: flip it back ovek Hae 

(or lower the flag), and pass the marker tothe = 
next player to your left. These rules allow lots of 
players to take turns simultaneously, while 
ensuring that it’s never your turn and one of 3. 
your in-range opponents’ turns at the same time. 

When a player is eliminated, their spot still 
counts for determining range until a turn marker 
passes that spot. 

As players are eliminated, the turn markers 
will eventually jam up. To allow them to move 
again, turn markers must be removed; this will 
cause some players to miss a turn. Various meth- 
ods have been used to decide which marker to 
eliminate. These include removing the marker 
from in front of whoever made the most recent 
kill, pre-numbering the markers (either randomly 
or in a pattern) and always removing the lowest 
marker, and picking a random marker whenever 
the judge notices a jam. 

Team Magic 
The simplest team variations use free-for-all 
rules. Pick teams before starting, and arrange the 
seating to either put all team members next to 
each other, or alternate between teams, whichev- _. 

er you prefer. Play continues until only one team 
has anyone left. 

Another team variation is called “Two-head- 
ed Giant.” Pairs of players compete in four-play- 
er duels, but each pair is a two-headed giant, 
sharing a single 40-life pool. Damage to either 
member of the team is subtracted from the pool; 

when it reaches 0 that team loses. 
Another popular variation is known as 

“Generals” or “Emperor Magic.” Generals is 
usually teams of three, while Emperor is teams 
of five. The team sits all in a row, with the 
General or Emperor i in the middle, facing the 
opposing team. Creatures can only attack a 
neighbor, so the General or Emperor can’t be _ 
attacked until the player(s) on one side of him 
‘are eliminated. Some versions also limit all spells 
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and effects to a range of 1. Some apply this range 
restriction only to the flanks, allowing the 
General/Emperor to target anyone. The game 
ends when one General or Emperor is eliminated. 

In team variants which use limited attack 
ranges, some groups allow you to “move” your 
creatures into a neighboring team member’s ter- 
ritory instead of attacking. These creatures will 
then be able to attack that player’s neighbor or 
block creatures attacking that player. 
Other variants: Some groups allow you to spend 
mana from your team member’s mana pools. 
Some have rules about what sort of communica- 
tion is allowed between players. 

Mixed Formats 
A couple of final multiplayer variants are sort of 
a cross between individual and team. The first, 

for three players, is called “Siamese.” During 
each players’ turn, the other two players become 
“Siamese twins.” Whenever either of them loses 
life, the other loses the same amount of life. Both 
twins can use damage-prevention effects on each 
other. 

Another mixed format is a five-player varia- 
tion called “star” Magic. For this variation, each 
of the five players uses a one-color deck. Sit in 
the order of the colored dots on the back of a 
Magic card. Your two neighboring colors are 
your allies, and the other two are your enemies. 
A player wins if both his enemies are eliminated. 
Since your enemies are the allies of your allies, 
the interactions can get quite bizarre. 

Sealed Deck And Draft 
The standard rules for Magic allow you to con- 
struct your deck using any cards you own. As 
enthusiasm for collecting Magic cards grew, how- 
ever, many players began to own boxes or suit- 
cases full of cards. Much of the spontaneity of the 
early days was lost when everyone had full 
knowledge of all the cards and had no trouble 

\ getting any cards they wanted to use. One 
_ response to this was the development of sealed 
deck and draft rules. These work for both one- 
on-one challenges as well as in organized tourna- 
ments and leagues. 
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Sealed Deck 
In the most primitive form of sealed deck game,, 
each player starts with a factory-sealed starter 
deck, looks through it, then shuffles it and starts 

playing. This version is more luck than skill. A 
simple addition brings more skill into the mix — 
instead of using the full deck, players can remove 
cards they don’t want, weeding the deck down to 
as low as 40 cards. This recreates many players 
first experiences with Magic (minus the confu- 
sion of trying to figure out the rules and the sur- 
prise of encountering cards with unknown abili- 
ties). 

Even going down to 40 cards from 60 still 
leaves too much luck in the game for many play- 
ers’ tastes. By starting with more cards, you can 
get more flexibility in the type of decks you can 
build, and decrease the luck factor. This also 

increases the cost, though, and having too large a 
supply of cards makes deckbuilding too easy. 
Most sealed deck games these days start each 
player with packs totaling 75 to 190 cards. The 
number of lands in a starter deck can also be very 
constricting. If you begin with two starter decks 
apiece, land isn’t a problem. If you have only 
one, you'll generally be allowed to add four or 
five basic lands of your choice—or be given one 
extra land of each type—to widen your options a 
bit. If you’re playing with just boosters and no 
starter decks at all, you’re usually allowed to add 
as much basic land as you want. 

Ay The most common format for sealed deck 

tournaments gives each player one starter 

deck, two fifteen card boosters from either the 

same set or an expansion, and five extra lands 

of their choice. Players are usually only given 30 

minutes to an hour to build their decks, so you 

need to be able to evaluate your cards and make 

decisions quickly. 

Draft 
All versions of sealed deck still involve a fair 
amount of luck in which cards you happen to 
have. Draft rules reduce this luck still further by 
having everyone choose cards from the same 
pool. 



Basic Draft 
For the most basic form of draft, simply open all 
the packs, spread them out, and take turns pick- 
ing one card. Then use the cards you selected to 
build a deck of at least 40 cards. You can either 
leave the basic lands in as part of the draft—to be 
picked like any other cards—or separate them 
out and let everyone use as much basic land as 
they wish. 

Booster Draft 
Another popular draft variant, which works well 
for groups of up to eight or ten players, is called 
“Booster Draft.” Each player starts with a set 
number of unopened boosters. Sit in a circle 
around a table. Everyone opens one of the same 
size of booster at the same time, picks one card to 

keep from it, and then passes the rest to the left. 

As each booster is passed to you, you pick one 
more card to keep and pass the rest along. Once 
the booster is empty, repeat the process with the 
next booster, reversing direction each time. Three 
15-card boosters gives a good card assortment. 
When the draft is finished, everyone uses the 
cards they drafted plus as much basic land as 
they want to build 40-card-minimum decks. 

Auction Draft 
An Auction Draft is just what the name implies 
— an auction. Each player receives the same 
amount of play money, which they can spend 
bidding on cards. You can either spread all the 
cards out and then let players take turns picking 
which one comes up for bid next, or you can 
shuffle them and reveal them one by one, so no 
one knows what might be coming up later. 

Point Draft 
The fanciest draft format we’ve seen is the Point 
Draft. Here, each player starts with a number of 
points equal to the total number of cards they’ll 
be drafting. For example, if you have one 60 card 
starter deck per player, each player gets 60 
points. You can track these with marks on paper, 
fake money from a board game, glass beads, or 
whatever is handy. All the cards are shuffled 
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together, and the players sit in a circle. In the cen- 
ter, lay out as many “slots” as the number of 
players, marked by price: the lowest slot costs 
zero points, then one point, two points, etc. 2 

Choose one player to start. That player draws the 
top card from the shuffled decks and puts it in 
the most expensive slot. He can.then choose to 
either buy the card for that many points, or pass. 
If he passes, the card.moves down one slot. — 
Continuing around the circle, each player draws © 
another card and puts it in the most expensive 
slot. He can then buy one card from any slot or - 
pass. Then he moves all the cards down one slot 
and the turn passes to the next player. Once a 
card has reached the zero slot, passing is no 
longer allowed — the player must either take the ~ 
zero-point card or pay for one of the more expen- 
sive ones. Only the cards above the one that was 
purchased move down once you reach this point. 
As with the other draft variations, once all the 
cards have been drafted, each player takes the 
cards they drafted and builds a 40 card-minimum 
deck. If the draft used starter decks, you only get 
the lands that you drafted; if the draft was entire- 

ly from boosters, then you can add as much basic 
land as you want. 
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GLOSSARY 

agic players, like many hobbyists, have 
Mi developed a language of their own for 

use in discussing the cards and the game. 
These conversations (whether verbal or on the 
Internet) can be confusing and hard to follow for those 
who are new to the game. This chapter provides a 
quick reference to the most commonly used slang 
terms or nicknames you'll encounter in Magic discus- 
sions. < 

Any-noun from the name of a card (or, occasion- 
ally, other parts of the name) may be used as short- 
hand for the entire name. For example, Howl from 
Beyond is called “Howl” and Orcish Squatters can be 
either “Orcs” or.“Squatters”. Card names or name- 
fragments are frequently used as verbs to mean cast- 
ing the spell or using the card’s ability. For example, 
Magic players will say “Pyroblast it” rather than 
“counter it with a Pyroblast”. 

5ML Shorthand for “five Moxes and a Black Lotus.” 
These very expensive, out-of-print mana-producing 
artifacts are considered by many players to be essential 
for a winning Type I tournament deck. 

Alliances The eighth Magic expansion, released in June 
1996. The symbol is a waving flag. 

ALICE Nickname for the tournament format allowing 
only cards from the Alliances and Ice Age expansions. 

Alpha The first part of the first printing of Magic, 
released in August 1993. These cards have rounder cor- 
ners than the “Beta” cards which made up the rest of 
the first edition. 

Antiquities The second Magic expansion, focusing on 
artifacts and spells affecting artifacts, released in March 
1994. The symbol is an anvil. : 

GLOSSARY OF 
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Arabian Nights The first Magic expansion, released in 
December 1993. The symbol is a scimitar. 

Beta The second part of the first printing of Magic, 
released in October 1993. See “Alpha.” 

Blinky Blinking Spirit. Also known as “the most 
annoying creature in Magic.” Using the Blinking 
Spirit's ability to return itself to your hand is “blinking.” 

Bolt The out-of-print spell Lightning Bolt, which does 
three damage for one red mana. Also a verb, meaning 
to cast a lightning bolt at someone or something, like 
“bolt you.” Occasionally used now for the in-print 
spell Incinerate, which also does three damage but 
costs one mana more. 



Chronicles The first (and so far only) Magic “exten- 
sion,” Chronicles reprinted a number of cards from the 
early expansions in white-bordered editions. Released 
in August 1995. 

luster deck A deck designed around several interlock- 
ing combinations, so that whatever cards you draw, 
you're likely to have two or more which combine well 
together. 

Combat damage Damage equal to the creatures’ 
power, dealt during the damage-resolution step of the 
attack. Unblocked attacking creatures damage the 
defending player, while blocked creatures and blocking 
creatures damage each other. Damage done by fast 
effects is not combat damage, even if it happens during 
an attack. 

Combination Two or more cards which may not be 
particularly useful by themselves but do something 
really good when put together. 

Combo Combination. 

COP, CoP, or Cop Circle of Protection. Also used as a . 

verb: “cop your Bog Wraith” would mean “prevent the 
damage from your Bog Wraith by using my Circle of 
Protection.” Pronounced either “cop” or “cee oh pee.” 

The Dark The fourth Magic expansion, released in 
August 1994. The symbol is a crescent moon. 

DC, DCI Duelists’ Convocation International, the offi- 

cial Magic: The Gathering tournament organization. © 

Depletion Land River Delta, Land Cap, Lava Tubes, 

Timberline Ridge, or Veldt. So called because when you 
tap them for mana, you put a depletion counter on 
them. These lands were never as popular asthe 
“painlands” and are now out of print. 

Direct Damage A spell or effect which deals damage 
directly to a target. 

Dual Land Badlands, Bayou, Plateau, § avannah, 

Scrubland, Taiga, Tropical Island, Tundra, Under- 

ground Sea, or Volcanic Island. These out-of-print 
cards each count as two different dang lige and can 
tap for two different colors: Fs 

is SM 
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Dude Ranch Kjeldoran Outpost, a land from the 
Alliances expansion set which can produce:1/1 soldier 
tokens (“dudes”). 

5 

Fallen Empires The fifth Magic expansion, released i in 
November 1994. This expansion was overprinted, so 
cards from it tend to be much cheaper than any of the ‘ 
other expansions. The symbol is a crown. : 

Fetch Land Bad River, Grasslands, Flood Plain gsc 

Mountain Valley, or Rocky Tar Pit. So called because 
you sacrifice them to’search through your library. and= 
pull out the type of land you want. 

Fun deck A deck that isn’t strong enough to be tourna- 
ment-quality, but is still fun to play. 3 

Gang-block Using several blockers to block’one 
attacking creature. 

Hack To change a land word on a card using the spell | 
Magical Hack, or Mind Bend. 

‘Haups Jokulhaups. 

Homelands The seventh Magic expansion. The symbol 
is a globe. 

Ice Age The sixth Magic expansion, and the first 
“standalone expansion.” Ice Age was printed forone 
year, from summer of 1995 through 1996. The symbol is 
a snowflake. 

Inflatable See “pumpable.” 

Instantment Nickname for enchantments which give 
you the option to play them as instants. The Mirage 
and Visions expansions both contained spells of this sort. 

Kitchen Sink deck A deck built by just throwing in 
any card that looks fun or useful. These decks can con- 
tain everything but the kitchen sink. 

Larry Niven’s Disk Nevinyrral’s Disk. 
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Lock A situation in a duel where one player totally 
controls the game, leaving the other player unable to 
successfully cast a spell or make an attack for the rest 
of the game. 

Lock deck A deck designed to set up a “lock” condition. 

Lucky Charms Crystal Rod, Iron Star, Ivory Cup, 
Throne of Bone, and Wooden Sphere. The name proba- 
bly derives from the colored marshmallow shapes in 
Lucky Charms cereal. 

Mana Birds Birds of Paradise, 0/1 flying creatures 
which cost # to cast and can tap to produce any color 
of mana. 

Mana Elves Llanowar Elves or Fyndhorn.Elves, 1/1 
creatures which cost # to cast and can tap to produce 
®. The term is sometimes used more generally to also 
include Quirion Elves and/or Fyndhorn Elder. 

Mana Threshold The minimum amount of mana 

needed to be able to cast most of the spells in a deck. 

Mini See “splash.” 

Mirage The ninth Magic expansion, and the second 
“standalone expansion.” Mirage was released in 
October of 1996, and will be printed for one year. The 
symbol is a palm tree.. 

Mox An out-of-print zero-casting-cost artifact which 
can tap for one colored mana. There are five types: 
Mox Ruby, Mox Emerald, Mox Pearl, Mox Sapphire, 
and Mox Jet: The plural of Mox can be either Moxes or 
Moxen. : 

Mox Monkey Gorilla Shaman, a creature from the 

Alliances expansion with the ability to destroy artifacts 
for a cost of one plus twice the artifact’s casting cost. A 
favorite i in tournaments where Moxen are allowed. 

Necto Necropotence. Also a verb, for example “I necro 
for three” means “I pay 3 life to take 3 cards.” 

: Necrodeck A deck designed around the Necropotence 
enchantment. 

Painland -Adarkar Wastes, Brushland, Karplusan 

Forest, Sulfurous Springs, or Underground River. So 
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called because they deal damage to you if you tap them 
for colored mana. City of Brass is generally not included 
in this category. 

Permission Any deck or strategy using lots of counter- 
spells. The name comes from the opponent needing to 
ask permission to cast anything. 

Pitch spell A spell which can be cast either by paying 
the casting cost as normal, or by removing a card in your 
hand from the game. The Alliances expansion contained 
five cards of this sort: Bounty of the Hunt, Contagion, 
Force of Will, Pyrokinesis, and Scars of the Veteran. 

Pitlord Lord of the Pit. 

Poke To tap a card (usually “Tim,” the Prodigal 
Sorceror) to damage a target, as in “poke you” or 
“poke your Mesa dehpance-ts 

Power Nine Black Lotus, the five Moxes, Ancestral 
Recall, Time Walk, and Timetwister. These nine out-of- 

print cards are generally considered the most unbal- 
anced. “spoiler” cards. They were among the first cards 
to be restricted in tournament play. Sometimes called 
the “big nine.” 

Pro Tour A series of Magic tournaments with large 
cash prizes sponsored by WotC. To earn an invitation 
to a Pro Tour tournament, you must win a slot at one 

of the special qualifying tournaments or be ranked 
near the top of the Duelists’ Convocation ranking lists. 

Proxy A substitute card, usually created by writing the 
name of a card across an extra land. Proxies are some- 
times used in place of a card that you don’t own or 
don’t want to shuffle, or a card that has become 
marked. Proxies are illegal in most tournaments, but a 
tournament judge may create a proxy to replace a card 
that was damaged part way through a tournament. 

Pump (1) to increase a creature's power or toughness. 
(2) to pay mana to activate a card’s ability. Most often 
this will be an ability that increases a creature’s power 
or toughness, but the term is also used for cards such 

as Pestilence. 

Pump-knights Knight of Stromgald, Order of Leitbur, 
Order of the Ebon Hand, and Order of the White 
Shield. Only two of these cards are “Summon Knights” 

- 
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but they all have identical abilities. 

Pumpable Having a built-in ability to increase its 
power and/or toughness. 

Null attack Attacking with zero creatures. 

OOP Out of print. 

Reset button A card which wipes out one or more 
whole categories of permanents. The reset buttons in 
Fifth Edition are Armageddon, Jokulhaups, Nevinyrral’s 
Disk, and Wrath of God. 

Revised The third edition of Magic, released in April 
1994. 

Saboteur A creature with a special ability usable only 
when it attacks and isn’t blocked. 

Sac (Pronounced “sack.”) Sacrifice. 

Sac land Dwarven Ruins, Ebon Stronghold, Havenwood 

Battleground, Ruins of Trokair, or Svyelunite Temple. 
So called because you can sacrifice them for an extra . 
point of mana. 

Sideboard An extension of your deck. Most construct- 
ed-deck tournaments allow each player to have a 15- 
card sideboard. In between each of your duels you can 
swap cards between your deck and sideboard, tuning 
your deck to work better against whatever type of deck 
you re facing. 

Speed bump A small creature used to block a large 
attacker, holding it off for one turn. 

Splash A few spells of a different color added 
to a deck to provide some function not available in the 

deck’s main color(s). Sometimes called a “mini.” 

Spoiler A card vastly overpowered in relation to its 

casting cost. 

Serra Not to be confused with the in-print cards Serra 
Bestiary or Serra Paladin, “Serra” all by itself means 
the out-of-print « card Serra Angel 

Song deck A deck designed around t the penclanne 
Titania’s Song. : 
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Sleeves Clear plastic envelopes sized to fit a Magic 
card. Many players put sleeves on their cards to keep 
them from getting scuffed or damaged by shuffling, 
sweaty hands, spilled food, and other hazards of Pay 

Storage land Bottomless Vault, Dwarven Hold, 
Hollow Trees, Icatian Store, or Sand Silos. So called 
because you can build up storage counters on them 
and then tap them for large amounts of mana. 

Tap-and-hold A permanent such as Ice Floe which can — 
“pin down” a creature or other permanent, preventing 
it from untapping normally as long as the tap-and-hold 
card remains tapped. : 

Tim Prodigal Sorcerer. Named after the mighty wizard © 
Tim in Monty Python and the Holy Grail. Other cards 
which can tap for a point of damage are often given 
Tim-based nicknames, such as “Tim on a stick” for the 

Rod of Ruin, but these are far less universal. See also 
“poke.” 

Type I, Type IL, Type 1.5 Tournament rules established 
by the Duelists’ Convocation. Type I and Type 1.5 
allow almost any Magic card ever printed. Type II 
allows only the current basic set and the most recent 
expansions. 

Unlimited The second edition of Magic, released in 
December 1993. The name is a bit of a misnomer, since 

these cards are now out of print and some of them go 
for very high prices on the secondary market. 

Urza-lands Urza’s Mine, Urza’s Power Plant, and 

Urza’s Tower. 

Urzatron. The combination of all three Urza-lands. 
Visions The tenth Magic expansion, released in early 
1997. 

Weenie A creature costing only one or two mana. 

Weenie deck A deck consisting mostly of land and 
“weenie” creatures, designed to quickly swarm the 
Cpponee: 

X-spell A ‘dinectadancrxe spell with an X in its casting 
cost, such as Fireball or Disintegrate. Sometimes used 

_ to mean any spell with an X in its casting cost, but 
-more ot it means wes the damage apes 

ee 
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Blessed Wine W Instant 1# Com | Elvish Archers =G Summon Elves 1® Rare 
! ! | | / | ! | | Blight B_ Enchant Land #2 Un Energy Flux U_ Enchantment 26 Un 

Blinking Spirit. W Summon Blinking Enervate U_ Instant 16 Com 
, Spirit 3% Rare | Erg Raiders B Summon Raiders 1% Com 

Blood Lust R__ Instant 12 Com | Errantry R_ Enchant Creature 12 Com 
: Bog Imp B Summon Imp 1% Com | Eternal Warrior R EnchantCreature @ Com 

Bog Rats B Summon Rats ? Com | Evil Eye of 
Bog Wraith B Summon Wraith 3 Un Orms-by-Gore B SummonEvilEye 4% Un 

, | | | | Boomerang U_ Instant 66 Com | Evil Presence B_ Enchant Land ? Un 
; Bottle of Suleiman A_ Artifact 4 Rare | EyeforanEye |W _ Instant ** = ~=Rare 

1) ON Bottomless Vault L Land Rare | Fallen Angel B . Summon Angel 3%@ Un 
. Brainstorm U Instant e Com | Fear B  EnchantCreature @® Com 

a Brainwash W Enchant Creature ¥* Com | Feedback U_ Enchant Enchantment 2:6 Un 
+ thee Brassclaw Ores = R Summon Orcs 22 Com | Feldon’s Cane A . Artifact 1 Un 
ae ns Breeding Pit B_ Enchantment 3% Un Fellwar Stone A Artifact 2 Un 

- Broken Visage B_ Instant 4@ Rare | Feroz’s Ban A Artifact 6 Rare 
Brothers of Fire R Summon Brothers 128 Com | Fire Drake R Summon Drake 182 Un 
Brushland L Land Rare | Fireball R_ Sorcery X@- Com 
Brute, The R_ Enchant Creature 12 Com | Firebreathing R_ EnchantCreature @ Com 
Carapace G EnchantCreature Com | Flame Spirit R Summon Spirit 4@ . Un 
Caribou Range = W.._ Enchant Land 2## Rare | Flare R_ Instant 22 Com 
Carrion Ants B Summon Ants 2%@ Un Flashfires R_ Sorcery 3@ Un 
Castle W_ Enchantment 3#°. Un Flight U_ Enchant Creature 6 Com 
Cat Warriors G Summon Cat Warriors 1## Com | Flood U- Enchantment é Com 
Cave People R_ Summon Cave People 1 @2@ Un Flying Carpet A. Artifact 4 Rare 
Chub Toad G Summon Toad 2@ Com | Fog G Instant . Com 
CoP: Artifacts W_ Enchantment 1* Un Force of Nature G Summon Force 2@@@®@ Rare 
CoP: Black W. Enchantment 1# = Com | Force Spike U_ Interrupt ¢ Com 

“e ‘| CoP: Blue W_ Enchantment 1* Com _ | Forest (4 ver.) L Land Land 
“-" CoP: Green W_ Enchantment 1# Com | Forget U_ Sorcery ¢¢ Rare 

Com = Common CoP: Red - W_ Enchantment 1%- Com | Fountain of Youth A Artifact 0. Un 
-Un=UnCommon __ | CoP: White W_ Enchantment 1* Com | Foxfire G Instant -2@° Com 

. -CityofBrass = -L~ Land © ; Rare | Frozen Shade B Summon Shade 22 Com 
' . Clay Statue A ~ Artifact Creature 4 Com | Funeral March B_ Enchant Creature - 1@® Com. 

Cloak of Confusion B Enchant Creature 1% ~§ Com | Fungusaur G Summon Fungusaur 3# Rare 
Clockwork Beast A Artifact Creature 6 Rare» | Fyndhorn Elder G Summon Elf 2@ * Un 
Clockwork Steed A _ Artifact Creature 4 Un ~ | GameofChaos R_ Sorcery @e2 Rare 
Cockatrice G Summon Cockatrice 3@# Rare | Gaseous Form U_ Enchant Creature 2¢ Com 
Colossus of Sardia A Artifact Creature 9 Rare | Gauntlets of Chaos A Artifact foe, Rare 
Conquer R__ Enchant Land ‘3@2@ Un Ghazban Ogre G~° Summon Ogre 2 Com 
Coral Helm A. Artifact 3 Rare | Giant Growth G Instant. 2 Com 
Counterspell U_ Interrupt ee Com | Giant Spider G Summon Spider  ~3@ Com 
Craw Giant -G~ Summon Giant 39228 Un Giant Strength R~ Enchant Creature @@ ~- Com 
Craw Wurm .- “G Summon Wurm 4@® Com | Glacial Wall U Summon Wall’ 26 Un 

Card Title Color Type Cost Rarity | Crinison Manticore R Summon Manticore 2@@ °° Rare | GlassesofUrza A - Artifact l Un 
Crown of the Ages A Artifact 2 Rare |*Gloom B_ Enchantment 2% Un 

Abbey Gargoyles W Summon Gargoyles 2 %###* Un Crumble . G Instant 2 Un Goblin Digging . 
Abyssal Specter B Summon Specter 29% Un Crusade W_ Enchantment ¥* = ~§=Rare Team R SummonGoblins @ Com 
Adarkar Wastes L_ Land Rare | Crystal Rod A Artifact l Un Goblin Hero R Summon Goblin 22. Com 
Atther Storm U_ Enchantment 36 Un Cursed Land B_~ Enchant Land 2%@ Un Goblin King ‘R. Summon Lord 1@2@ Rare 
Air Elemental U Summon Elemental 36¢ Un D’Avenant Archer W Summon Archer 2#° Com | Goblin War Drums R_ Enchantment 2@. Com 
Akron Legionnaire W Summon Legionnaire 6 ## Rare | DanceofMany U_ Enchantment ¢¢ Rare | Goblin Warrens ~R_ Enchantment 2@. Rare 

' Alabaster Potion W é Instant X## Com | Dancing Scimitar A Artifact Creature 4 Rare | Grapeshot Catapult A. Artifact Creature 4 Com 
Aladdin's Ring  A_ Artifact hes 50 Rare | Dandan U SummonDandéan ¢6¢ Com | Greater Realm of 
Ambush Party R Summon Ambush Dark Maze U Summon Wall 46 Com Preservation W_ Enchantment 1% Un 

‘ Party 42 Com | Dark Ritual B_ Mana Source ? Com | Greater Werewolf B Summon Lycanthrope4# Un 
Amulet of Kroog A _ Artifact 2 Com | Death Speakers W Summon Speakers #* Com | Grizzly Bears G Summon Bears 1@ Com 
An-Havva Death Ward W Instant * Com | Havenwood 

Constable G -Summon Constable 1 Rare | Deathgrip B_ Enchantment #2 8 Un Battleground L_ Land Un 
Angry Mob W_ Summon Mob 2*#* Un Deflection U _ Interrupt 36 Rare | Heal W Instant * Com 
Animate Dead B_ Enchantment Le Da Derelor B Summon Thrull 3@ Rare | Healing Salve W_ Instant * Com 
Animate Wall W Enchant Creature ¥* Rare | Desert Twister G_ Sorcery 4@@® Un Hecatomb B~ Enchantment 1% Rare 
Ankh of Mishra’ A_ Artifact 2 Rare | Detonate R_ Sorcery xX@ Un Helm of Chatzuk A Artifact l Rare 
Anti-Magic Aura U_ Enchant Creature 26 Un Diabolic Machine A _ Artifact Creature 7 Un Hill Giant R Summon Giant 38 Com 

~ Arenson’s Aura = We Enchantment 2%- Un Dingus Egg A Artifact 4 Rare | Hipparion W~* Summon Hipparion 1% Com 
Armageddon W_ Sorcery 3% — Rare | Disenchant W Instant 1# Com | Hive, The A Artifact 5 Rare 
Armor of Faith © W EnchantCreature ¥* Com | Disintegrate R_ Sorcery X@ Com | Hollow Trees L Land Rare 

___ _AshestoAshes B_ Sorcery 19% Un Disrupting Scepter A Artifact 3 Rare | Holy Strength W EnchantCreature ¥ Com 
_ Ashnod’s Altar A Artifact 3 Un Divine Offering W _ Instant 1# = Com | Homarid Warrior U SummonHomarid 46 Com 

- Ashnod’s Divine Howl from Beyond B _ Instant Xx Com 
Transmogrant A_ Artifact l Com Transformation W_ Enchant Creature 2#* Un Howling Mine A Artifact 2 Rare 

Aspect of Wolf = G_ Enchant Creature 1@ ~ Rare | DragonEngine A A Creature 3 Rare | Hungry Mist G Summon Mist 2@@ Com 
Atog , . R Summon Atog 1@-*:-Un Drain Life B_ Sorcery 1% Com | Hurkyl’s Recall U_ Instant 16 Rare 
Aurochs* G SummonAurochs 3 Com | Drain Power U_ Sorcery a) Rare | Hurloon Minotaur R Summon Minotaur 182 Com 
Aysen Bureaucrats W Summon-Bureaucrats 1# Com | Drudge Skeletons B SummonSkeletons 1% Com | Hurricane G_ Sorcery x@® Un 
Azure Drake U Summon Drake . 36 Un Durkwood Boars G Summon Boars 4@ Com | Hydroblast U_ Interrupt ¢ Un 
Bad Moon B_ Enchantment: 1% Rare | Dust to Dust W_ Sorcery 1** Un Icatian Phalanx W Summon Soldiers 4% Un 
Ball Lightning R Summon Ball Dwarven Catapult R Instant X@ Un Icatian Scout W Summon Soldier * Com 

Weer Lightning @2@2 Rare | DwarvenHold L_ Land Rare | Icatian Store L_ Land Rare 
_ BarbedSextant A Artifact 1 Com | DwarvenRuins L_ Land Un Icatian Town W_ Sorcery 5# Rare 

+ Barl’s Cage A Artifact 4 Rare | Dwarven Soldier R Summon Dwarf 12 Com | Ice Floe L_ Land Un 
_ Battering Ram A’ Artifact Creature 2 Com | Dwarven Warriors R Summon Dwarves 2@ Com | Imposing Visage R EnchantCreature @ Com 
- Benalish Hero W Summon Hero ¥ Com | Earthquake R_ Sorcery X@ Rare | Incinerate R Instant 18 Com 

_ BindingGrasp § U EnchantCreature 36 Un Ebon Stronghold L Land Un Inferno R_ Instant 5@2 Rare 
~ Bird Maiden R Summon Bird Maiden2@ Com | Elder Druid G Summon Cleric 3@ Rare | Infinite Hourglass A Artifact 4 Rare 

Birds of Paradise G Summon Mana Birds # Rare | Elkin Bottle A Artifact 3 Rare | Initiates of the : 
Black Knight B Summon Knight 2%. Un Elven Riders G Summon Riders 3@®@ Un Ebon Hand B Summon Clerics ? Com 
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Ironclaw Curse 
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lronroot Treefolk 
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Island Sanctuary 
Ivory Cup 
Ivory Guardians 
Jade Monolith 
Jalum Tome 
Jandor’s 

Saddlebags 
Jayemdae Tome 
Jester’s Cap 
Johtull Wurm 
Jokulhaups 
Joven’s Tools 
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Juxtapose 
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Keldon Warlord 
Killer Bees 
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Knight of 

__ Stromgald 
Krovikan Fetish 
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Leshrac’s Rite 
Leviathan 
Ley Druid 
Lhurgoyf 
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Lifeforce  . . 
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Living Lands 
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Lord of Atlantis 
Lord of the Pit 
Lost Soul 
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Magical Hack 
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Mana Flare 
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Manabarbs 
Marsh Viper 
Meekstone 
Memory Lapse 
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Millstone 
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Mind Warp 
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Summon Dead 

Summon Soldiers 

Summon Soldier 

Summon Knight 
Enchant Creature 
Summon Wizard 

Summon Minotaur 
Enchant Creature 
Summon Leviathan 
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Enchantment 
Enchantment 
Enchant Artifact 
Enchantment 
Summon Elves 
Summon Lord 
Summon Demon 
Summon Lost Soul 
Enchant Creature 
Interrupt 
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Sorcery 
Enchantment 
Artifact 
Enchantment 
Summon Viper 
Artifact 
Interrupt 

Summon Merfolk 
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Sorcery 
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Shield Bearer W 
Shield Wall = = W> 
hivan Dragon 

Orcish Oriflamme R_ Enchantment 32 Un 
Orcish Squatters R Summon Orcs 4@ Rare 
Order of the 

Sacred Torch W Summon Paladin 1## Rare 
Order of the 

White Shield W Summon Knights ## Un 
Orgg R Summon Orgg 3@2@ Rare 
Ornithopter A Artifact Creature 0 Un 
Panic R Instant a Com 
Paralyze B Enchant Creature @ Com 
Pearled Unicorn W SummonUnicon 2% Com 
Pentagram of 

the Ages A Artifact 4 Rare 
Personal 

Incarnation § W Summon Avatar 3 ¥#* Rare 
Pestilence B_ Enchantment 22% Com 
Phantasmal Forces U SummonPhantasm 3 ¢ Un 
Phantasmal TerrainU — Enchant Land 6 Com 
Phantom Monster U SummonPhantaam 36 Un 
Pikemen W Summon Pikemen 1% Com 
Pirate Ship - U Summon Ship | 46 Rare 
Pit Scorpion - B Summon Scorpion . 24% Com: 
Plague Rats B Summon Rats 2@« . Com 
Plains (4 ver.) L Land ~*: Land 
Portent U_ Sorcery Ate Oe EY: 
Power Sink U_ Interrupt X¢ Un 
Pox B_ Sorcery ®2@ Rare 
Pradesh Gypsies G SummonGypsies 2° Com 
Primal Clay A Artifact Creature 4 Rare 
Primal Order G_ Enchantment 2@@ Rare 
Primordial Ooze +R Summon Ooze e Un 
Prismatic Ward W_ Enchant Creature 1* Com 
Prodigal Sorcerer U Summon Wizard 26. ‘Com } 
Psychic Venom = U__ Enchant Land 1¢ +Com* 

| Pyroblast R_ Interrupt : eo Un 
Pyrotechnics R_ Sorcery 4@ Un 
Rabid Wombat G SummonWombat 2@® Un 
Radjan Spirit G Summon Spirit 32° Un 
Rag Man B SummonRagMan 2%@ Rare 
Raise Dead B_ Sorcery @ Com 
RayofCommand U Instant = = 36 Com 
Recall U Sorcery _ XxX¢~ Rare 
Reef Pirates |  U Summon Ships” . =bot - Com 
Regeneration® G EnchantCreature 1. Com 
Remove Soul U_ Interrupt re 14, Com 
Repentant ‘ 

Blacksmith W SummonSmith 1% Com 
Reverse Damage W _ Instant - A 18§ Rare 
Righteousness — W_ Instant * Rare 

~} Rod of Ruin A Artifact wow 4 Un 
Ruins of Trokair L Land Un 
Sabretooth Tiger R Summon Tiger 22@ Com 
Sacred Boon W Instant i® ~ Dn 
Samite Healer W_ Summon Cleric 1) 2 Com. 
Sand Silos’ . L_ Land Rare 
Scaled Wurm G » Summon Wurm 72 Com 
Scathe Zombies . B SummonZombies 2% Com 
Scavenger com G Summon Scavenger 

Folk < Com 
Scryb Sprites G Summon Faeries . Com — 
Sea Serpent U’ Summon Serpent 56°, Com 
Sea Spirit ° U Summon Spirit 4¢ Un 
Sea Sprite U Summon Faerie 1¢ Un 
Seasinger ‘U Summon Merfolk 1¢¢ Un 
Segovian Leviathan U Summon Leviathan 4¢ Un 
Sengir Autocrat B SummondAutocrat 3% Rare 
Seraph W Summon Angel 6% Rare 
Serpent Gertetator A. Artifact <>: 6 _Rare 
Serra Bestiary © W_ EnchantCreature #% Un 
Serra Paladin =, : “Summon Paladin 2#* Un 
Shanodin Dryads G Summon Nymphs @ Com 
Shapeshifter A> Artifact Creature Un 
Shatter Instant Com 

_ Shatterstorm Sorcery . 

Stampede 
Stasis 
Steal Artifact 
Stone Giant 
Stone Rain 
Stone Spirit 
Stream of Life 
Stromgald Cabal 
Sulfurous Springs 
Svyelunite Temple 
Swamp (4 ver.) 
Sylvan Library — 
Tarpan 
Tawnos’s Pe - 

Weaponry — 
Terror - 

Thicket-Bacilk«. 43> "Shinmgadt 

Zur’s Weirding 
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-) 

Instant 
Enchantment 
Enchant Artifact 
Summon Giant 

Sorcery. * 
Summon Spirit 

U_ Enchantment 
ae = Oe . ee 

1#®@ Rare 
16 Rare 

Throne of Bone = A__Artifact - 
-| Thrull Retainer. - “B  Enchant Cre 
_ | Time Bomb eA Artifact — 
~Time Elemental _U Summon 
Titania’s Song *~G *Enchantm ‘ 
Torture B. Enchant Creature Co 
‘TJouch of Death =B- Sorcery. Com 
Tranquility =  G”* Sorcery © 2 # ~~ Com 
Truce W Instant 
Tsunami ."4/. --G - Soree 

4 Tundra Wolves? - W > Summon Wolves 
Twiddle:x.. > =~ U Instant. * = 
Underground iverL Land _. 

Unholy Strength B Enchant Creature. 
Unstable Mutation U’~ Enchant Creature’ . 
Unsummon © U> Instant. > oe 

“Untamed Wilds = G Sorcery = 
*Updraft-: “v3 U*= Instant : ek 
Urza’s Avenger A’ ArtifactCreature~ - 6 Rare ees 
Urza's Bauble A Artifact» «© Lo OA a ep 
Urza’s Mine ‘bo Land ~ Some ee 

| Urza's Power Plant L Land $e 
Urza's Tower L hand: 3% + Seah © COS 
Vampire Bats B Summon Bats | eo pm Cam 
Venom G Enchant Creature  1@@~ Com : 
‘Verduran : 

Enchantress  G Scthaton Enchantress ee, Rane 
Vodalian Soldiers U Summon Merfolk 16 Com 
Wall of Air U Summon Wall - 166 Un 
Wall of Bone. « ~B Summon Wall — 2@ 22 in 
Wall of Brambles G Summon Wall 2@ =U 
Wall of Fire R Summon Wall 3 22 Un i 
Wall of Spears A Artifact Creature * ~*~ Coes i 
Wall of Stone R Summon Wall = |. ; 22. * Una 
Wall of Swords W Summon Wall 3% - Un 
Wanderlust G_ Enchant Creature 2@. + Ln 237 
WarMammoth G SummonMammoth 3® Com — . 
Warp Artifact B_ Enchant Artifact 22 Rares* #7 
Weakness B EnchantCreature.. @*° Com” — 
Whirling Dervish G Summon Dervish @#® Un. 
White Knight W Summon Knight  ## © Un* ~*~ 
Wild Growth G Enchant Land 2 Com 

* Wind Spirit U Summon Spirit “46 Un 
Winds of Change R_ Sorcery : Rare- 
Winter Blast G.» Sorcery 4 eg @< 2Un 4 4 
Winter Orb A Artifact 2 Rare 2." 
Wolverine Pack G Summon Wolverine i 

Pack “+ « "*e~ \ae > Or aoe 
Wooden Sphere A _ Artifact me x Un * “ 
Word of Blasting R_ Instant aoe ge eee, 
Wrath of God W Sorcery — =" veel 29% Rare 
Wretched, The B Summon Wretched 34@ Rare. 
Wyluli Wolf G Summon Wolf 1@~. Rare 
Xenic Poltergeist B Summon Poltergeist .1%% 
Zephyr Falcon - U Summon Falcon 1¢ _€om 
Zombie Master B Summon Lord _1%® Rare 

36 Rare 



INDEX 

A 
Abyssal Specter 77, 107 
Active Player Rule see 

“Rules, Active Player” 

_ Adapting to opponent's 
deck 90-91 

Aladdin’s Ring 101 
Ambush Party 37 
Animate Artifact 66 
Animate Dead 88, 108, 

110. 
Animate Wall 17 
Ankh of Mishra 107 
Ante 24 
Arena 115-116 - 
Armageddon 8, 15, 

82-83, 85, 87, 94, 97, 98 
Ashes to Ashes 15 
Ashnod’s Transmogrant 

64,108 
Assembly Worker 71 
Attack, decisions about © 

39-45 
Attacker advantages 39. 
Auction Draft 119. 
Aysen. nage 48, 

AX? beens 

eS ; we 2 
Backup 37 

__ Bad Moon 59, 94 

Banding 49-52, 56 
Battering Ram 51 
Benalish Hero 49, 50, 52, 

BA as 

Binding Grasp 104, 105 
Birds of Paradise 32, 86, 

98 
Blight 108 
Blind spot 45 
Blinking Spirit 8, 69 
Block, Indirect 49, 53 
Blockers, Tapped 48 
Blocking, decisions about 

46-48 
Blood Lust 35, 64, 66, 68, 

108 
Bluffing 41, 65, 85, 105 
Boomerang 89, 104 
Booster Draft 119 
Bottle of Suleiman 70, 71 
Brainwash 38 
Breeding Pit 12,59, 109. 
Broken Visage 70 
Buying 22 

C 
Card lists/tables 93, 97, 

99, 103, 106 
~ Card-bound 81 

_ Card-drawing effects 79, 

Cards, Holding 87-88, 
_-. 95-96 
= Cards, number of dupli- 

cates 32 
Cards, Out-of-print 5, 15, 

' 23, 2& 31, 40, 70, 71, 73; 
83, 100, 106 

Caribou Range 59, 109 
Carrion Ants 63 
Changing power/tough- 

ness 61-66 

Circle of Protection 19, 
=2> ~~ 27,75-76, 80,101, 111 
___. City of Brass 15, 52, 109 

_ Cloak of Confusion 76 
_ Cluster deck 13 

Color specialties 6-8, 31 
Color, splashing 20 

Colors, number of 19, 20, 
22, 31, 92, 97-98, 103 

126 

sing 17,37, 101 

Combat damage see 
“Damage, Combat” 

Combat rules see “Rules, 
Combat” 

Combat, multi-creature 
43-45 

Combinations 12-13, 17, 
108-113 

Combinatorics 41, 43-45, 
92 

Conceding 24 
Control effects 36, 66, 81, 

82, 104-105 
_ Cookbooks 92 
Coral Helm 64. . 

. Countering /Gounterspells 
10, 27, 31, 68, 72, 82, 98, 
103-105, 113 

Craw Giant 111 
Creature abilities 49-56 
Creature advantages 

34-35 
Creature disadvantages 

Creature generators 57, 
59-60. 

_ Creature trade-offs 90 
‘Creature, value of 41-43 
Creatureless see “Deck, — 

Creatureless” 
Creatures, Big 10; see 
-also “Decks, Big 
Creature” 

- Creatures, 
Destroying /removing 
61, 66-70 

Creatures, importance of 
17, 20 

Crimson Manticore 72, 73 
Crown of the Ages 108 

_ Crusade 59, 94 
Cursed Land 58 

D 
D’Avenant Archer. 48, 72 
Damage categories 24 
Damage effects 72 
Damage prevention/redi- 

rection 48, 89, 73, 
75-76, 77 

Damage.resolution 38, 50, 
51-52, 54, 55-56 

Damage types 34-35 
_ Damage, Can’t deal or 

receive 74-75 

? Damage, Combat 72, 73, 
74-75 

Damage, Direct 33, 
34-35, 36, 58, 66, 
99-102, 107 

Damage, non-combat 57, 

Damaging self 15 
Dark Ritual 8, 11, 32, 79, 

97, 98, 107 
Deck balance 20 
Deck size 9 
Deck styles /themes 

24-30, 78, 85, 90-91, 
92-107 

Deck testing 22,33 

Deck trimming 20 
Deck tuning . 22, 33 
Decks, Active 24, 25, 31, 

96-97, 98 
Decks, Big Creature 83, 

96-99, 104 
Decks, Burn 99-102 
Decks, Creatureless 20, 

36, 87, 100, 101, 102 
Decks, Goblin Horde 94 
Decks, Land 

Destruction / Discard 
106-107 

Decks, Library Depletion 
104-105 

Decks, Lock 30,31, 90 

Decks, Permission 
103-105 

Decks, Proactive 24, 
29-30, 107 

Decks, Reactive 24, 27, 

85, 90, 97, 98, 104-105 
Decks, Sample 96, 99, 

102, 105, 107 
Decks, Weenie 79, 82, 83, 

92-96 
Defender advantages 39, 

46-48 
Deprivation see “Decks, 

Proactive” 
Desert Twister 103, 106 
Detonate 100, 104, 108 

Dingus Egg 107 
Direct damage see 

“Damage, Direct” 
Discard 29, 31 
Disenchant 8, 66, 71, 104, 

105, 108 
Disintegrate 35, 58, 99 

Draft see “Environment, 
Limited” 

Drain Life 8, 75 
Drain Power 98 
Drudge Skeleton 10, 54, 

55 
Dwarven Catapult 100 
Dwarven Hold 99, 102 
Dwarven Warriors 42, 

ee 109° 5.28 

E. : —% 
Early game see “Game, 

Early” 
Earthquake 96, 100, 112 
Elder Druid 37, 109 
Elkin Bottle 113 
Elves see “Llanowar 

Elves” 
Emperor 117-118 
End-of effects 38, 39 
Environment, ‘Limited 

17-18, 22, 54, 115, 
118-118 

Evasion 49, 52-54, 57,58 
Evil Presence 52 

F 
Fallen Angel 109 
Feldon’s Cane 105 
Fellwar Stone 98 
Final Fortune 31 
Fireball 11, 35, 58, 80, 99, 

112 
First Strike 49, 54 

Flare 100 
Flying 42, 52,53, 58 
Flying Carpet 53 
Fog 60, 72, 73, 76 
Force of Nature 110,112 
Fountain of Youth 113 
Foxfire 75 
Free-for-alls 116 
Frozen Shade 62, 63, 109, 

112 
Fun decks 23 
Fungusaur 109 

G 
Game, Early 32, 78-79, 

82, 85 
Game, Late 33, 81, 82, 96 

Game, Mid 80, 82, 86, 96 
Game, stages 78-83 
Gang-block 44, 46, 47-48, 

51, 55, 74 
Gaseous Form 10 
Gauntlets of Chaos 110 
Generals 117-118 
Giant Growth 11, 35, 41, 

64, 65, 95 
Global effects 15 
Goblin King 94 
Goblin Warrens 60, 94 

Grand Melee 117 
Grapeshot Catapult 49, 

111 
Graveyard effects 88 

H 
Helm of Obedience 70 
Helpless victim 22 
Holy Strength 35 
Howl from Beyond 66, 87 
Howling Mine 94, 109 
Hurricane 32, 111, 112 

I 
Icatian Store 17 
Icatian Town 109 
Ice Floe 111 
Ice Storm 106 
Incinerate 22, 34, 35, 52, 

62, 72, 89, 99, 100 
Indirect block see “Block, 

Indirect” 
Inferno 100, 101 
Infinite Hourglass 35, 94 
Inflating see “Pumping” 
Interrupts 89; see also 

“Counterspells” 
Iron Star 110 
Ironclaw Orcs 34, 49 

J ! 

Jade Monolith 76, 112 
Jade Statue 71 
Jayemdae Tome 81 
Jokulhaups 6, 15, 82-83, 

85, 87, 101 
Justice 101 
Juxtapose 110 
Juzam Djinn 15 

K 
Karma 12 

Karplusan Forest 15 
Killer Bees 21, 64 
Kitchen Sink 5, 32, 92 
Kjeldoran Royal Guard 

51,77 
Krovikan Fetish 108 

L 
Labyrinth Minotaur 49 
Land Destruction 29, 31, 

81-83, 85 
Land percentage/ number 

10, 19, 21, 22, 33, 98 
Land, playing 84-85, 90 
Lands, multi-mana 17, 

31 
Lands, Storage 98 
Landwalk 52, 58 
Late game see “Game, 

Late” 
Leagues 17, 22, 115-116 
Leviathan 10 
Lhurgoyf 88, 110 
Library depletion 14, 24, 

27 
Life, Gaining 14, 110, 113 

Limited environment see 
“Environment, 

Limited” 
Living Artifact 110 
Llanowar Elves 32, 79, 98 
Lock see “Decks, Lock” 

Lure 13,60, 109, 111 

M 
Magical Hack 12 
Mana deprivation 82 
Mana Flare 102 
Mana threshold 79 
Mana Vault 98, 102 

Manabarbs 94, 111 
Mana-bound 79-80, 81, 

82 
Manaburn 37, 38 
Martyrdom 73 

Mass damage/destruction 
36, 37, 57, 87, 88, 96, 
100, 102, 112 

Meekstone 32, 94, 108, 
112, 113 

Memory Lapse 103 
Millstone 104, 105, 108, 

110, 113 
Mindstab Thrull 107 
Mishra’s Factory 71 
Mulligan 83 
Multiplayer see “Rules, 

Multiplayer” 
Must Attack 38, 39, 40 
Myths 9-15 

N 
Nature’s Lore 98, 113 

Necropotence 8, 33, 94, 
113 

Nether Shadow 109 
Nevinyrral’s Disk 15, 101, 

104 
Null Attack 38 

O 
Orcish Artillery 112 
Orcish Oriflamme 35, 94 
Orcish Squatters 76 
Orgg 34, 45, 112 
Out-of-print cards see 

“Cards, Out-of-print” 

P 
Paralyze 112 

~ . Pestilence 21, 75, 76, 96, 
109, 110 

Phantasmal Terrain 52 
Plague Rats 17 
Point Draft 119 
Poison 14, 24 
Power Sink 103 
Pradesh Gypsies 42, 86 
Price guides 22 
Primordial Ooze 39, 110 
Pro Tour 115, 116 

Prodigal Sorcerer 58, 108, 
109, 111 

Protection 52-53 
Proxies 91 ' 
Psychic Venom 109 
Pumping 21, 61-66,87, 

109 
Pyrotechnics 100 

R 
Rarity 11-12, 22-23 
Ray of Command 70, 104 
Recall 88 
Regeneration 13, 36, 42, 

54, 55, 66, 76, 89, 111 
Reset Button 6, 8, 15, 59, 

82, 85, 101 
Resource Deprivation see 

“Decks, Proactive” 
Return to hand effects 68 
Reverse Damage 112 
Rod of Ruin 58, 101, 108, 

109 
Rules, Active Player 69 
Rules, Blocking 48, 53, 71 
Rules, Combat 37-38, 49, 

60 
Rules, Draft 119 
Rules, Multiplayer 

116-118 

3 
Saboteurs 76 
Sacrifice 15 
Samite Healer 48, 111 
Scryb Sprite 65, 69 
Sealed Deck see 

“Environment, 

Limited” 
Seraph 50-51 
Shatter 71, 104, 105, 108, 

110 
Shatterstorm 104 
Short-cuts 44-45 
Siamese 118 
Skull Catapult 12, 110 
Sleight of Mind 92, 93 
Smoke 112 
Soldevi Digger 31 
Sorceress Queen 112 
Sorting cards 17-19 
Speed bump 44, 46, 67, 

68, 87 
Spell Blast 103 
Spells, choosing 85-86 
Spells, specialized 12, 19 
Spells, strength of 17 
Spirit Link 10, 104, 112 
Splash see “Color, 

Splashing” 
Stand-off 56 
Star 118 
Stasis 12, 30, 92 
Steal Artifact 104, 105, 

108 
Summoning Sickness 70 
Surprises 64-65 
Swiss Elimination 114 
Sylvan Library 113 

T 
Tapped blockers see 

“Blockers, Tapped” 
Target number 19, 21 
Team Magic 117-118 
Terror’ 10, 66 
Testing see “Deck testing” 
Thermokarst 106 
Thicket Basilisk 13, 38, 

69, 109, 111 
Time Bomb 101, 112 
Time Elemental 30 
Time Vault 31 - 
Time Walk 31 
Timing 63, 86-87, 88 
Titania's Song 33, 92 
Token creatures 59-60, 

70-71 
Tournaments 5,9,17,-21, 

© 22,31, 32, 114-115, 118 
Trading 22-23 

. Trample 36, 49, 54-56, 66, 

67, 74,77 
Triggered effects 77 
Tuning see “Deck 

Tuning” 
Two-headed Giant 117 

U 
Unholy Strength 35 
Unstable Mutation 7, 108 
Unsummon 68-69, 104 
Untamed Wilds 98, 113 
Urza’s Bauble 113 
Venom 111 
Wall of Stone 52, 101 
Wanderlust 58 
Weakness 113 
Winter Blast 60, 111 
Winter Orb 33, 94, 109 
Word of Binding 60 
Word of Blasting 100 
Wrath of God 8, 96, 98, 

99, 104 
Wyluli Wolf 86 
X spells 88, 99 
Zur’s Weirding 92, 113 
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